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Based on B.E.S. popular and authoritative The New Food Lover's Companion, this enlarged and
enhanced reference volume was written for discerning home chefs and everybody else who
wants to become more knowledgeable about good food and elegant dining. This second edition
has been updated with new information to reflect the way we eat in today's world. The authors
have taken into account our healthier lifestyles and more diverse palates to include:More than
500 new listings, including entries relating to Indian and Southeast Asian ingredients, plus
expanded coverage of South American, Hispanic, and Middle Eastern cuisinesUpdated
information for hundreds of existing entriesA blood alcohol concentration chart for men and
womenAn extensive breakdown of food labels and nutritional factsDepartment of Agriculture
recommendations for a 2,000 calorie per day food planMore than 7200 entries plus line art are
included in this seminal work. Miniature glossaries are interspersed throughout the text. Sidebar
features throughout the book offer quick tips on food purchases, as well as Fast Facts and
advice on preparation, serving, and dining. Handy appendices cover many topics including
suggestions for substituting recipe ingredients, a microwave oven conversion chart,
recommended safe cooking temperatures for meats and fish, and much more! The deluxe
hardcover binding with dust jacket includes a ribbon place marker and golden-tipped page
edges, making this gorgeous book as much a showpiece as it is an indispensable reference.



The DeluxeFOOD LOVER’SCOMPANION2nd EditionRON HERBST AND SHARON TYLER
HERBSTBased on Barron’s popular and authoritative The New Food Lover’s Companion, this
enlarged, revised reference volume was written for discerning home chefs and everybody else
who wants to become more knowledgeable about good food and elegant dining. Alphabetical
entries describe foods of every kind as well as preparation methods, cooking utensils, serving
suggestions, preserving and storing methods, and more. An exciting feature is the 40 glossaries
that have been created for foods that come in an assortment of varieties, including apples,
cheese, herbs, legumes, pasta, and more. With dozens of entries in each, these glossaries are
sure to expand your culinary horizons. Smaller glossaries are interspersed throughout the text
and larger glossaries are presented at the back of the book.The Deluxe Food Lover’s
Companion is a reference volume—not a cookbook—but it includes hundreds of cooking tips
and enlightens its readers on those many terms and preparation methods that too many
ordinary cookbooks leave unexplained. If you relish good food and the best in dining, The
Deluxe Food Lover’s Companion is a book you’ll refer to time and time
again.DedicationDedicated with love to Bonnie. Thank you for bearing with me while I worked on
this latest edition.Ron© Copyright 2015 and 2009 by Barron’s Educational Series,
Inc.Illustrations © Alan WitschonkeAdapted from The New Food Lover’s Companion © 2007 by
Barron’s Educational Series, Inc., which was adapted from The Food Lover’s Companion ©
1995, 1990 by Barron’s Educational Series, Inc.All rights reserved.No part of this publication
may be reproduced or distributed in any form or by any means without the written permission of
the copyright owner.All inquiries should be addressed to:Barron’s Educational Series, Inc.250
Wireless BoulevardHauppauge, New York 11788ContentsDedicationIntroductionHow to Use
This BookPronunciation GuideAlphabetical List of
TermsGlossariesABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZExpanded
GlossariesAppendixBibliographyAbout the AuthorsAcknowledgmentsIntroduction“People who
are not interested in food always seem rather dry and unloving and don’t have a real gusto for
life.”—Julia ChildThe Deluxe Food Lover’s Companion is based on the fifth edition of a book
Sharon Tyler Herbst began writing more than twenty six years ago. I look back in wonder
remembering how daunting a task it seemed to be as Sharon began writing the first Food
Lover’s Companion, a tome that took three years to complete. But what an enlightening
educational adventure it was. And how lucky she was to be able to combine her two major
passions—words and food. Writing the second, the third, the fourth, and the fifth edition of the
Food Lover’s Companion have been equally as satisfying as writing the first, with only one regret
—each time the writing had to end! The response from you, dear reader, has been
overwhelmingly enthusiastic and warm, which tells us that you love this continually evolving
culinary universe as much as we do.The Deluxe Food Lover’s Companion is a departure from
the format to which readers have grown accustomed in the five editions of the Food Lover’s



Companion. The Deluxe Food Lover’s Companion contains all the entries in the fifth edition of
Food Lover’s Companion and still has thousands of informative tidbits ranging from facts on how
to choose, store, and use ingredients to the origins of various foods and dishes to historical lore
on food and drink. There are also pronunciations for all but the most basic words. What’s
different are the fabulous graphics that have been added and the forty glossaries that were
created and are interspersed throughout the text. For instance, an “Apple Glossary” provides
descriptions and uses of 28 different varieties of apple. Whereas the entry for Gala apple
appears in the Gs in The New Food Lover’s Companion, it now appears in the Apple Glossary in
The Deluxe Food Lover’s Companion. Readers might run into apples they’ve never heard of
while looking up the entries for Gala; apples like Honeycrisp and Ida Red. Also, numerous
cooking tips have been added throughout The Deluxe Food Lover’s Companion using the Fast
Facts, Food for Thought, and Basics information boxes.HOW TO USE THIS BOOKENTRIES
ARE ARRANGED alphabetically and cross-referenced. The exceptions are those items that are
included in the 40 glossaries scattered throughout the book. Within the glossaries the entries are
alphabetically arranged and cross-referenced. For example, cannaroni is found alphabetically in
the Pasta Glossary. But, in the Cs there is a cross-reference for cannaroni pointing to the Pasta
Glossary. Alphabetization is by letter, rather than by word, so that multiple-word entries are
treated as single words. For instance, al dente is handled as though it were spelled without
spacing (aldente), and therefore follows alcohol and precedes ale. Entries are in lowercase,
unless capitals are required for the proper form of the word, as in the case of Kahlúa and Nantua
sauce. All but the most basic words have pronunciations (see Pronunciation Guide). A term with
several meanings will list all its definitions in numerical order within the main listing.Common-
usage acronyms and abbreviations appear in their natural alphabetical order. For example, MSG
follows mozzarella cheese and precedes muddle.CROSS-REFERENCES are indicated by
SMALL CAPITALS and may appear in the body of a definition, at the end of a definition, or in lieu
of a definition. Cross-references in SMALL CAPITALS and underlined mean they will appear in
alphabetical order within the glossary where the current term exists. If within a glossary a word is
in SMALL CAPITALS but is not underlined, it appears in the main listing and not the glossary.
For example, the entry “capon [KAY-pahn] see CHICKEN” indicates the reader should go to
chicken in the main body to find out about capon. On the other hand, “bake-apple berry see
CLOUDBERRY” means the reader should stay within the glossary (in this case the Berry
Glossary) and look for cloudberry.Cross-references are used within the body of a definition
primarily when the term may not be familiar to the reader. For instance, the listing for Rossini
states: “Dishes that include FOIE GRAS, TRUFFLES, and a DEMI-GLACE. …” Therefore,
though listings for most foods, cooking techniques, kitchen equipment, and so on will be found
in The Deluxe Food Lover’s Companion, common entries (such as butter, lettuce, or poach) are
not indicated in small capitals as cross-references in the body of a definition. A word that is
cross-referenced will only be capitalized the first time it’s used. Cross-references at the end of a
definition refer to entries related to the word being defined.When a word is fully defined



elsewhere, a cross-reference rather than a definition is listed. In the world of food, many terms
have more than one name, often depending on the region in which they’re used. For example,
alligator pear is cross-referenced to its more common name, avocado. Additionally, subtypes of
a species or grouping, such as alewife, are cross-referenced to the main entry (in this case,
herring in the Fish Glossary). Different spellings of a term are also cross-referenced. Akvavit, for
instance, refers the reader to the more common spelling of aquavit (in the Liquor
Glossary).ITALICS are used in this book for several reasons. One is to point out that the term
being defined also goes by another name. Squid, for example, is also called calamari.
Additionally, italics are used to indicate foreign words and publication titles, and to highlight
cross-references at the end of a listing (the end of the giblets entry states: See also VARIETY
MEATS).BOLDFACE PRINT is used not only for main entry headings, but for subentries within a
definition as well. For example, the definition for chocolate uses boldface to highlight the
headings of the various types of this food (unsweetened chocolate, bittersweet chocolate, milk
chocolate, etc.), which are defined within the body of that entry.BRACKETS surround an entry’s
pronunciation, which immediately follows the listing and precedes the definition. See
Pronunciation Guide, below, for complete information.PRONUNCIATION GUIDEAll but the most
basic words are accompanied by pronunciations, which are enclosed in brackets [—]. I’ve
always thought that the standard phonetic alphabet and diacritical marks such as a tilde (~),
diaeresis (¨), breve (˘), and circumflex (^) slow the reader down because one must often look up
the symbol in a chart at the front of a book to see how it affects a word’s pronunciation. Ever the
advocate of the most direct route, I’ve chosen to use the “sounding-out” phonetic method, with
the accented syllable indicated by capital letters. On a word like matsutake, for example, the
common dictionary-type of phonetic is mät so˘o tä' ke¯, which would force most readers to look
up the sounds represented by the diacritics. In this book, however, the word is simply sounded
out as maht-soo-TAH-kee.Following is a list of the basic sounds (based on common American
usage) employed in this book’s pronunciations:a as in can or addjas in gin or juicyah as in father
or balmkas in cool or crispay as in date or faceoas in odd or bottlech as in church or beachohas
in open or boatee as in steam or beerooas in food or booeh as in set or checkowas in cow or
flourg as in game or greenuhas in love or cupi as in ice or pieyas in yellow or yesih as in if or
stripzhas in beige or visionNote: A single i is used for the long i sound, as in pie. The exception
to the single i rule is when an i is followed by a consonant, in which case an e is appended. For
example, papaya is phoneticized [puh-PI-yuh], whereas the word Fahrenheit (where the vowel
sound is followed by a consonant) is phoneticized [FEHR-uhn-hite].Foreign Soundseu A sound
made with the lips rounded as if to say oo (as in food) while trying to say a (as in able).n An
italicized n is used to indicate that the n itself is not pronounced, and that the preceding vowel
has a nasal sound.r An italicized r indicates that the r sound should be diminished, with a sound
more like w.rr The appearance of rr indicates the sound of a rolling r.Alphabetical List of
TermsAaamsul see KOKAMabalone see Shellfish Glossary.abalone oyster mushroom see
Mushroom Glossary.abbacchio [ah-BAHK-ee-yoh] Italian for a very young lamb.Abbaye de



Belloc (Bellocq) see Cheese Glossary.Abernathy biscuit see Bread Glossary.abgoosht see
ABGUSHTabgusht [ab-GOOSHT] Persian stew usually made with lamb, CHICKPEAS, beans,
onions, potatoes, tomatoes and various herbs but many variations exist. It’s also spelled
abgoosht, and sometimes called dizi, which is the name of the pot in which it’s served. It’s
common to separate the broth and serve it as soup, mashing the solids on a separate plate and
serving them with FLATBREAD.à blanc [ah BLAHNK] A French term meaning “in white” and
identifying foods, usually meats, that aren’t browned during cooking.Abondance; Tomme
d’Abondance see Cheese Glossary.aboyeur [ah-bwah-YER] see BRIGADE SYSTEMabricot [a-
bree-COO] French for “apricot.”abruzzese [ah-broo-TZAY-zeh] An Italian descriptor for dishes
(from pasta to veal) characterized by the liberal use of hot chiles, in the style of Italy’s Abruzzo
region.absinthe see Liqueur Glossary.ABV; abv see ALCOHOL BY VOLUMEacaçá [uh-kah-
SAH] Brazilian porridge of COCONUT MILK and rice flour that’s steamed in banana leaves or
cooked in a pot or pan then cooled. When firm it’s cut into slices or cubes and served with
sauces and stews.acacia see GUM ARABICaçai; açai berry; acai see Berry Glossary.acarajé
[ah-kahr-ah-JEH] Brazilian FRITTER containing skinless BLACK-EYED PEAS combined with
onion, dried shrimp, and seasonings. The ingredients are formed into a ball and then deep-fried
in hot oil, usually dendê (see PALM OIL). The acarajé is then split and filled with a spicy mixture
that includes hot pepper sauce, CARURU, and VATAPÁ. In the Abará version, the ball is
wrapped in banana leaves and steamed. Acarajé is based on a similar dish called akara or
akkara that slaves from West Africa brought to Brazil and parts of the Caribbean.Ac'cent see
MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATEaceite [ah-SAY-tay] Spanish for “oil.”aceituna [ah-say-TOO-nah]
Spanish for “olive.”acerola [as-uh-ROH-luh] A tiny tree and the small, deep-red, cherrylike fruit
that grows on it, found primarily in and around the West Indies. The fruit, which has a sweet
flavor and one of the highest concentrations of vitamin C, is used in desserts and preserves. It’s
also called Barbados cherry, Puerto Rican cherry, and West Indies cherry.Acesulfame-K see
Artificial Sweeteners Glossary.acetic acid [a-SEE-tihk] Acetic acid is formed when common
airborne bacteria interact with the alcohol present in fermented solutions such as WINE, BEER,
or CIDER. Acetic acid is the constituent that makes vinegar sour. See also Food Additives
Directory.aceto [ah-CHAY-toh; ah-CHEH-toh] Italian for “vinegar.”aceto dolce [ah-CHAY-toh; ah-
CHEH-toh DOHL-chay; DOHL-chee] Italian for “sweet vinegar.” It refers to a sweet and sour
combination of fruit and vegetables pickled with white wine vinegar, honey, and mustard seeds.
It also denotes the sweetened vinegar that results from the pickling process. The fruit and
vegetables are usually served as an appetizer.achar [ah-CHAHR] An East Indian word referring
to pickled and salted relishes. They can be sweet or hot, depending on the seasoning
added.achee see ACKEEachiote seed [ah-chee-OH-tay] The slightly musky-flavored seed of
the annatto tree is available whole or ground in East Indian, Spanish, and Latin American
markets. Buy whole seeds when they’re a rusty red color; brown seeds are old and flavorless.
Achiote seed is also called ANNATTO which, in its paste and powder form, is used in the United
States to color butter, margarine, cheese, and smoked fish.acid The word “acid” comes from the



Latin acidus, meaning “sour.” All acids are sour to some degree. Sourness (acidity) is found in
many natural ingredients such as vinegar (ACETIC ACID), wine (TARTARIC ACID), lemon juice
(CITRIC ACID), sour-milk products (LACTIC ACID), apples (MALIC ACID), and rhubarb leaves
(toxic OXALIC ACID). When used in a marinade, acids—such as wine and lemon juice—are
natural tenderizers because they break down connective tissue and cell walls.acidophilous milk
[as-ih-DAHF-uh-luhs] see MILKacid orange see CALAMONDIN in Citrus Glossary.acidulated
water [a-SIHD-yoo-lay-ted] Water to which a small amount of vinegar, lemon, or lime juice has
been added. It’s used as a soak to prevent discoloration of some fruits and vegetables (such as
apples and artichokes) that darken quickly when their cut surfaces are exposed to air. It can also
be used as a cooking medium.FOOD FOR THOUGHT• Prepare acidulated water by adding 11⁄2
tablespoons vinegar or 3 tablespoons lemon juice, or 1⁄2 cup white wine to a quart of cold
water.• Store in a covered airtight container for up to 2 weeks in the refrigerator.acini di pepe
see Pasta Glossary.acitrón pl. acitrónes [ah-see-TRAWN] see NOPALESackee; akee; achee [ah-
KEE] A bright red tropical fruit that, when ripe, bursts open to reveal three large black seeds and
a soft, creamy white flesh. The scientific name, blighia sapida, comes from Captain Bligh, who
brought the fruit from West Africa to Jamaica in 1793. It is extremely popular in one of Jamaica’s
national dishes, “saltfish and ackee.” Because certain parts of the fruit are toxic when underripe,
canned ackee is often subject to import restrictions. See also MAMONCILLOL.acorn Acorns are
the fruit of the oak tree. Some varieties are edible and, like chestnuts, may be eaten raw,
roasted, or baked. They may also be ground and used as a coffee substitute.acqua [AH-kwah]
Italian for water.additives, food In the broadest of terms, food additives are substances
intentionally added to food either directly or indirectly with one or more of the following purposes:
1. to maintain or improve nutritional quality; 2. to maintain product quality and freshness; 3. to aid
in the processing or preparation of food; and 4. to make food more appealing. Some 2,800
substances are currently added to foods for one or more of these uses. During normal
processing, packaging and storage, up to 10,000 other compounds can find their way into food.
Today more than ever, additives are strictly regulated. Manufacturers must prove the additives
they add to food are safe. This process can take several years and includes a battery of
chemical studies as well as tests involving animals, the latter to determine whether the
substances could have harmful effects such as cancer and birth defects. The results of these
comprehensive studies must be presented to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which
then determines how the additive can be used in food. There are two major categories of food
that are exempt from this testing and approval process: 1. a group of 700 substances
categorized as GRAS (“generally recognized as safe”), which are so classified because of
extensive past use without harmful side effects; and 2. substances approved before 1958 either
by the FDA or the USDA. An ongoing review of many of these substances is in effect, however,
to make sure they’re tested against the most current scientific standards. It’s interesting to note
that about 98 percent (by weight) of all food additives used in the United States are in the form of
baking soda, citric acid, corn syrup, mustard, pepper, salt, sugar, and vegetable colorings. For



information on specific additives, see Food Additives Directory that follows.ade [AYD] A drink,
such as lemonade or limeade, made by combining water, sugar, and citrus juice.adjust, to In
cooking, to “adjust flavoring” refers to tasting before serving, adding seasoning if
necessary.adobado see ADOBOadobo [ah-DOH-boh] 1. In the Philippines, adobo is a dish of
meat (typically chicken, pork, or beef) and occasionally fish that’s been marinated in a mixture of
palm vinegar, garlic, herbs, spices, and sometimes coconut milk. The meat is browned before
being simmered in a blend of the marinade and soy sauce. Coconut milk is sometimes added to
the Filipino adobo, which is considered by many to be the country’s national dish. 2. See also
ADOBO SAUCE in Sauces and Stocks Glossary.advieh [ad-vee-EH] Persian spice mixture
usually containing cardamom, cinnamon, cumin seeds, and rose petals but variations may add
black pepper, cloves, coriander, ginger, and saffron. It’s sometimes spelled adwiya.advocaat see
Liqueur Glossary.adwiya see ADVIEHadzuki bean see AZUKI BEAN in Legumes
Glossary.aebleskive pl. aebleskiver; æbleskive [EH-bleh-skee-vor] Danish for “apple slice,”
aebleskive is a roundish Danish pancake about the size of a small orange with a texture like a
fluffy buttermilk pancake. Traditionally aebleskiver were prepared with slices of apple inside, but
modern versions have many variations both savory and sweet. They are made in a special
aebleskiver pan, which contains indentations about half the size of the final roundish pancake.
Halfway through, the aebleskiver are turned to finish cooking. Aebleskive is also sometimes
spelled ebleskive.Food Additives DirectoryFood additives are substances intentionally added to
food either directly or indirectly with one or more of the following purposes: 1. to maintain or
improve nutritional quality; 2. to maintain product quality and freshness; 3. to aid in the
processing or preparation of food; and 4. to make food more appealing. The following chart lists
substances commonly added to foods and the reasons for their use. The explanatory key to
definitions is below. See also ADDITIVES.Key to Definitions Maintain or Improve Nutritional
QualityNutrients: enrich (replace vitamins and minerals lost in processing) or fortify (add
nutrients that may be lacking in the diet). Maintain Product Quality and/or
FreshnessPreservatives (antimicrobials): prevent food spoilage from bacteria, molds, fungi, and
yeast; extend shelf life; protect natural color or flavor. Aid in Processing or
PreparationEmulsifiers: help to evenly distribute tiny particles of one liquid into another; improve
homogeneity, consistency, stability or texture.Stabilizers, Thickening Texturizers: impart body;
improve consistency or texture; stabilize emulsions; affect “mouth feel” of food.Leavening
Agents: affect cooking results—texture and volume.pH Control Agents: change/maintain acidity
or alkalinity.Humectants: cause moisture retention.Maturing and Bleaching Agents, Dough
Conditioners: accelerate the aging process; improve baking qualities.Anticaking Agents: prevent
caking, lumping, or clustering of a finely powdered or crystalline substance. Make Food More
AppealingFlavor Enhancers: supplement, magnify, or modify the original taste and/or aroma of
food without imparting a characteristic flavor of their own.Flavors: heighten natural flavor; restore
flavors lost in processing.Colors: give desired, appetizing, or characteristic color of
food.Sweeteners: make the aroma or taste of food more agreeable or pleasurable.The following



chart lists some of the substances commonly added to a variety of foods, along with a brief
explanation of what they contribute.Substances Commonly Added to Some
FoodsSubstanceUsesAcetic acid pH control agentAcetone peroxide maturing and bleaching
agent, dough conditionerAmmonium alginate pH control agentAnnatto extract
colorArabingalactan stabilizer, thickening texturizerBenzoic acid preservativeBeta carotene
nutrient colorBHA (butylated hydroxyanisole) antioxidantBHT (butylated hydroxytoluene)
antioxidantButylparaben preservativeCalcium bromate maturing and bleaching agent, dough
conditionerCalcium phosphate leavening agentCalcium propionate preservativeCanthaxanthin
colorCarob bean gum stabilizer, thickening texturizerCellulose stabilizer, thickening
texturizerDextrose sweetenerDiglycerides emulsifierDisodium guanylate flavor enhancerDried
algae meal colorEDTA (ethylene-diaminetetra-acetic acid) antioxidantFD&C ColorsBlue No. 1
colorRed No. 2 colorRed No. 40 colorYellow No. 5 colorFructose sweetenerGlycerine
humectantGrape-skin extract colorGuar gum stabilizer, thickening texturizerGum arabic
stabilizer, thickening texturizerHeptylparaben preservativeHydrogen peroxide maturing and
bleaching agent, dough conditionerInvert sugar sweetenerIodine nutrientIron-ammonium
citrate anticaking agentIron oxide colorLactic acid pH control agent preservativeLocust bean
gum stabilizer, thickening texturizerMannitol sweetener anticaking agent; stabilizer, thickening
texturizerMethylparaben preservativeModified food starch stabilizer, thickening
texturizerNiacinamide nutrientPhosphoric acid pH control agentPolysorbates
emulsifierPotassium bromate maturing and bleaching agent, dough conditionerPotassium
propionate preservativePropylene glycol stabilizer, thickening texturizer; humectantRiboflavin
nutrient colorSaffron colorSilicon dioxide anticaking agentSodium benzoate
preservativeSodium citrate pH control agentSodium nitrate preservativeSodium propionate
preservativeSodium stearyl fumarate maturing and bleaching agent, dough
conditionerSorbitan monostearate emulsifierTagetes (Aztec marigold) colorTartaric acid pH
control agentTBHQ (tertiary butyl hydroquinone) antioxidantTitanium dioxide colorTocopherols
(vitamin E) nutrient antioxidantTragacanth gum stabilizer, thickening texturizerUltramarine blue
colorVanilla flavorVitamin A nutrientVitamin C nutrient preservative antioxidantaemono [ah-
eh-MOH-noh] Japanese term meaning “dressed foods” and referring to saladlike dishes
combined with a DRESSING complementary to the ingredients. The composition of the
dressings varies but is generally based on puréed TOFU. Aemono dishes are usually served
chilled as appetizers, although Japanese diners sometimes eat them toward the end of a meal
prior to the rice.aerate [ER-ayt; Ay-uh-rayt] A term used in cookery as a synonym for
SIFT.Affidelice [ah-fee-day-LEESS] see ÉPOISSES DE BOURGOGNE in Cheese
Glossary.affinage see Cheese Glossary.affiné; Fr. affineur; It. affinatore see Cheese
Glossary.affogato [ahf-foh-GAH-toh] A scoop of vanilla GELATO or ice cream topped with a shot
of hot ESPRESSO. Though vanilla is traditional, chocolate gelato is sometimes used, in which
case the dessert becomes affogato mocha. The word affogato comes from the Italian affogare
(“drown”).affumicata; affumicato [ah-foo-me-KAH-tah; ah-foo-me-KAH-toh] Italian for “smoked,”



as in smoked meat or cheese.African horned cucumber see KIWANOagar; agar-agar This
tasteless dried seaweed acts as a setting agent and can be substituted for gelatin. It is stronger
than gelatin and sets at room temperature.agave [ah-GAH-vee; ah-GAH-vay] Also called century
plant, this family of succulents grows in the southwestern United States, Mexico, and Central
America. Though poisonous when raw, agave has a sweet, mild flavor when baked or made into
a syrup. Certain varieties are used in making the alcoholic beverages MESCAL, PULQUE, and
TEQUILA.age; aged; aging To let food get older under controlled conditions in order to improve
flavor or texture or both. 1. Aged meat has been stored 3 to 6 weeks at an optimal temperature of
34°F to 38°F and in low humidity. During this time it undergoes an enzymatic change that
intensifies flavor, deepens color, and tenderizes by softening some of the connective tissue. The
longer meat is aged, the more quickly it will cook. The cryovac method of aging involves vacuum
packing the meat with a vapor- and moistureproof film so the so-called aging takes place in
transit from slaughterhouse to the consumer’s home. 2. Aging cheese refers to storing it in a
temperature-controlled area until it develops the desired texture and flavor. See RIPENING for
more information. 3. Aging spirits and wines produces a smoother, more complex, and less
harsh and tannic (see TANNIN) result. WHISKEYS, COGNACS, ARMAGNACS, as well as some
better BRANDIES and RUMS, all benefit from aging, with many spirits governed by laws
regarding minimum aging periods. Spirits that aren’t aged include GIN, VODKA, NEUTRAL
SPIRITS, and certain brandies and rums. Aging is also beneficial to most fine red and white
wines, whereas ROSÉ, light red wines, and many whites are at their best soon after bottling and
don’t require further aging.agedashi [ah-geh-DAH-shee] A Japanese dish of deep-fried TOFU
served with DAIKON, KATSUOBUSHI (dried bonito tuna flakes), ginger and a dipping sauce
made of SOY SAUCE and MIRIN.aged meat see AGEagekamaboko [ah-geh-kah-mah-BOH-
koh] A special type of KAMABOKO (fish cake) that’s deep-fried instead of steamed. It’s also
called satsuaage in some parts of Japan.agemono [ah-geh-MOH-noh] A Japanese term
referring to deep-frying (see DEEP-FRY) and the foods produced from this cooking method.
TEMPURA is the most famous of the Japanese foods cooked in this manner. Deep-frying is
done in a pan called an agemono-nabe, which is similar to a Chinese WOK.aglio [AH-lyoh]
Italian for “garlic.”aglio e olio see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.agneau [an-YOH] French for
“lamb.”agnello [ah-NYEH-loh] Italian for “lamb.”agnolotti see Pasta Glossary.agraz [AH-grruhs]
Sour, acidic SORBET made with almonds, sugar, and VERJUICE that’s popular in North
Africa.agresto [ah-Greh-stoh] Italian for “VERJUICE.”Agrocybe aegerita see PIOPPINI
MUSHROOM in Mushroom Glossary.agrodolce [ah-groh-DOHL-cheh] The Italian term for a
sweet-and-sour flavor (dolce means sweet, agro is sour); synonymous with the French AIGRE-
DOUX.agua; água [AH-gwah; AH-gwer] Spanish and Portuguese, respectively, for
“water.”aguacate [ah-gwah-KAH-tay] The Spanish word for AVOCADO.aguacateagua de
Jamaica [AH-gwah day juh-MAY-kuh] see JAMAICA FLOWERagua fresca [AH-gwah FREHS-
kuh] Spanish for “fresh water,” agua fresca is a refreshing drink popular throughout Mexico,
Central America, and the Caribbean; it’s also found in many Mexican restaurants in the United



States. The base for this beverage is sugar and water, which is flavored with various additions.
Fruit versions include agua de sandía (made with watermelon) and agua de melón (cantaloupe
or other melon). Other popular fruit additions include guava, mango, papaya, and strawberries.
Non-fruit renditions include agua de horchata (made with cinnamon, milk, rice, and vanilla),
agua de jamaica (flavored with dried hibiscus flowers), agua de pepino (cucumbers), and agua
de tamarindo (made with TAMARIND seeds). Fruits and ingredients like cucumbers are puréed
before being added to the sugar-water base. Agua fresca can be seen in Mexican restaurants in
large, glass jars—it pairs particularly well with that spicy cuisine. In Mexico this cool, refreshing
beverage is so popular that myriad street vendors sell it daily.aguardente [er-gwer-DAYN-ter]
Portuguese for “BRANDY,” the broader meaning is for spirits distilled (see DISTILLATION) from
fruit or vegetables.aguardiente; aguardiente de caña see Liquor Glossary.ahi see Fish
Glossary.aigre-doux [ay-greh-DOO] The French term for the combined flavors of sour (aigre)
and sweet (doux). An aigre-doux sauce might contain both vinegar and sugar.aïoli see Sauces
and Stocks Glossary.Airelle see Liquor Glossary.Aisy Cendré [ay-ZEE sahn-DRUH] see
ÉPOISSES DE BOURGOGNE in Cheese Glossary.aiysh see Bread Glossary.ají see Chiles and
Peppers Glossary.ají amarillo see Chiles and Peppers Glossary.ají escabeche see AJÍ
AMARILLO in Chiles and Peppers Glossary.ají flor see BISHOP’S CROWN CHILE in Chiles and
Peppers Glossary.ajijsuke-nori see NORIaji-no-moto [ah-JEE-noh-MOH-toh] The Japanese
name for MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE (MSG).ají panca see Chiles and Peppers
Glossary.ajowan; ajwain see Spice Glossary.ajvar [EYE-vahr] A popular cooked relish in
Yugoslavia and Greece made from roasted sweet red peppers, eggplant, garlic, olive oil, salt,
pepper and, sometimes, PAPRIKA. Ajvar can be served as an appetizer or side dish.akala see
Berry Glossary.akamiso see MISOakara see ACARAJÉakee see ACKEEakkara see
ACARAJÉaku see TUNA in Fish Glossary.akule see Fish Glossary.akvavit see AQUAVIT in
Liquor Glossary.al [ahl] An Italian word meaning “at the,” “to the,” or “on the.” For example, al
dente means “to the tooth.”à la [ah lah] A French idiom meaning “in the manner (or style) of”; the
full phrase is à la mode de. In cooking, this phrase designates the style of preparation or a
particular garnish. A la bourguignonne, for example, would mean “as prepared in Burgundy.”à la
carte [ah lah KAHRT] A menu term signifying that each item is priced separately. See also PRIX
FIXE; TABLE D’HÔTE.à la diable [ah lah dee-AH-bl (dee-AHB-lay)] see DIABLE SAUCE in
Sauces and Stocks Glossary.à la king [ah lah KING] A dish of diced food (usually chicken or
turkey) in a rich cream sauce containing mushrooms, pimientos, green peppers, and sometimes
SHERRY.à la mode [ah lah MOHD] French for “in the manner (or mode) [of],” referring to the
style in which a dish is prepared. The term has been Americanized to also mean pie topped with
ice cream.alaria [ah-LAHR-yah] A brown, edible SEAWEED popular in some North Atlantic
countries as well as Japan and other Asian countries. Alaria is used like a vegetable in soups
and simmered dishes, as well as occasionally in salads. It’s known as badderlocks, dabberlocks,
and honeyware in some North Atlantic countries. Alaria is available both in fresh and dried forms
in Asian markets, specialty markets, and natural food stores.Alaska cod see SABLEFISH in Fish



Glossary.albacore [AL-bah-kohr] see TUNA in Fish Glossary.Albariño see Wine Glossary.Albert
sauce see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.albóndiga; albóndigas [ahl-BON-dee-gah] The Spanish
word for “meatball.” Albóndigas is the name of a popular Mexican and Spanish dish of spicy
meatballs, usually in a tomato sauce. Sopade albóndigas is a beef-broth soup with meatballs
and chopped vegetables.Albufera sauce, sauce Albuféra see Sauces and Stocks
Glossary.albumen [al-BYOO-mehn] The old-fashioned word for egg white.albumin [al-BYOO-
mehn] The protein portion of the egg white, comprising about 70 percent of the whole. Albumin
is also found in animal blood, milk, plants, and seeds.alchermes see Liqueur Glossary.alcohol 1.
The only alcohol suitable for drinking is ethyl alcohol, a liquid produced by distilling (see
DISTILLATION) the fermented juice of fruits or grains. Pure ethyl alcohol is clear, flammable, and
caustic. Water is therefore added to reduce its potency. In the United States, the average amount
of alcohol in distilled spirits is about 40 percent (80 PROOF). Pure alcohol boils at 173°F, water
at 212°F. A mixture of the two will boil somewhere between these two temperatures. When
cooking with alcohol, remember that the old saw claiming that it “completely evaporates when
heated” has been proven invalid by a USDA study. In truth, cooked food can retain from 5 to 85
percent of the original alcohol, depending on various factors such as how and at what
temperature the food was heated, the cooking time, and the alcohol source. Even the smallest
trace of alcohol may be a problem for alcoholics and those with alcohol-related illnesses.
Because alcohol freezes at a much lower temperature than water, the amount of alcohol used in
a frozen dessert (such as ice cream) must be carefully regulated or the dessert won’t freeze.
Calorie-wise, a one-and-a-half-ounce jigger of 80-proof liquor (such as Scotch or vodka) equals
almost 100 calories, a four-ounce glass of DRY wine costs in the area of 85 to 90 calories and a
12-ounce regular (not light) beer contributes about 150 calories. 2. A general term for any
alcoholic liquor. See also Liquor Glossary and Liqueur Glossary.alcohol by volume (ABV, abv,
alc/vol) The percentage of ALCOHOL content, which must be included on American alcoholic
beverage labels. The term, PROOF, is sometimes used to refer to alcohol content; proof is
exactly double the alcohol by volume percentage.alc/vol see ALCOHOL BY VOLUMEal dente
[al-DEN-tay] An Italian phrase meaning “to the tooth,” used to describe pasta or other food that is
cooked only until it offers a slight resistance when bitten into, but which is not soft or
overdone.FAST FACTS Lingering heat will continue to cook pasta for a short time after it’s
removed from the hot cooking water.ale see Beer and Ale Glossary.alecost see COSTMARY in
Herb Glossary.Aleppo pepper see Chiles and Peppers Glossary.à l’étouffée see
ÉTOUFFÉEalewife see HERRING in Fish Glossary.alfajores see Cookie Glossary.alfalfa sprouts
[al-FAL-fuh] Though alfalfa is generally grown for fodder, the seeds are also sprouted for human
consumption. Alfalfa sprouts are popular in salads and on sandwiches. See also
SPROUTS.Alfonso; Alphonso olive see Olive Glossary.al forno [ahl FOHR-noh] Italian for
“baked” or “roasted.”Alfredo sauce see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.al fresco [ahl FREH-skoh
(FRAY-skoh)] Italian for “fresh” or “cool,” referring culinarily to dining outdoors, whether at a
restaurant or a picnic.alginic acid; algin [al-JIHN-ihk] A thick, jellylike substance obtained from



SEAWEED. Alginic acid is used as a stabilizer and thickener in a wide variety of commercially
processed foods such as ice creams, puddings, flavored milk drinks, pie fillings, soups, and
syrups.alioli [ah-lee-YOH-lee] Spanish for “AÏOLI.”Alitame see Artificial Sweeteners
Glossary.Alizé de France see Liqueur Glossary.Aliziergeist see Liquor Glossary.alkali [AL-kah-li]
Alkalis counterbalance and neutralize ACIDS. In cooking, the most common alkali used is
bicarbonate of soda, commonly known as BAKING SODA.alkanet [AL-kuh-neht] A member of
the BORAGE family, the alkanet plant has roots that yield a red dye, which is used to color
various food products such as margarine.alla [ah-lah] The Italian word meaning “as done by, in,
for, or with.” Eggplant alla parmigiana refers to eggplant topped with tomato sauce,
MOZZARELLA, and PARMESAN.Allasch see Liqueur Glossary.allemande sauce see Sauces
and Stocks Glossary.Allgäuer Bergkäse see Cheese Glossary.Allgäuer Emmenthaler [AHL-gow-
er EM-men-tah-ler] see EMMENTAL in Cheese Glossary.alligator This lizardlike reptile can grow
up to 19 feet in length and is generally found in the swamplands of Louisiana and the Gulf
States. Alligator meat is usually only available in its native regions. It comes in three basic types:
the tender, white, veal-like tail meat; the pinkish body meat, which has a stronger flavor and
slightly tougher texture; and the dark tail meat, which is tough and only suitable for
braising.alligator pear see AVOCADOalligator pepper see GRAINS OF PARADISE in Spice
Glossary.Allium cepa see CIPOLLINIallspice see Spice Glossary.allumette [al-yoo-Meht] French
for “match,” referring culinarily to potatoes that have been cut into thin “matchsticks” and
fried.allumettes [al-yoo-MEHTS] Thin strips of PUFF PASTRY spread or filled with different
savory mixtures (such as shrimp butter or grated cheese) and served as an HORS D’OEUVRE.
A sweet filling turns this pastry into a dessert.almendra [ahl-MEN-drah] Spanish for
“almond.”almond cream A CRÈME PÂTISSIÈRE flavored with ground almonds and sometimes
a spirit such as brandy, CRÈME DE NOYAUX, or rum.almond extract A flavoring produced by
combining bitter-ALMOND oil with ethyl ALCOHOL. The flavor is very intense, so the extract
should be used with care. See also EXTRACTS.almond flour Blanched almonds ground into a
fine powder used in cakes, cookies, and other desserts. It’s also called almond meal.almond
meal see ALMOND FLOURalmond oil see Fats and Oils Glossary.almond paste A mixture of
blanched ground almonds, sugar, and GLYCERIN or other liquid. ALMOND EXTRACT is
sometimes added to intensify the flavor. Almond paste is used in a variety of confections and is
less sweet and slightly coarser than MARZIPAN. It should be firm but pliable before use in a
recipe. If it becomes hard, it can be softened by heating for 2 or 3 seconds in a microwave oven.
Once opened, it should be wrapped tightly and refrigerated. Almond paste is available in most
supermarkets in cans and plastic packages. Bitter-almond paste is used to flavor the famous
AMARETTI cookies.al pastor [ahl pahs-TOHR] This Mexican specialty is prepared much like the
Greek GYRO but typically is formed of pork rather than lamb. Thin slices of marinated pork are
stacked and molded onto a large spit, then topped with a large chunk of pineapple. As a vertical
gas flame roasts the meat on the rotating spit, pineapple juice drips down the sides, creating
sweet, crispy edges. Slices of meat are shaved off the exterior as the spit turns. Numerous



vendors in Mexico City sell tacos al pastor, tortillas topped with slices of this spit-grilled meat,
pieces of the pineapple, and other additions such as onions, cilantro, and salsa. Such vendors
are also found in U.S. cities with a large Mexican population. The term al pastor means
“shepherd style” and it’s thought that these tacos were adapted from similar lamb-based
preparations (see SHAWARMA) brought to Mexico by Lebanese immigrants.Alphonso olive see
ALFONSO OLIVE in Olive Glossary.alsacienne, à l’ [al-zah-SYEHN] A term referring to cooking
“in the style of Alsace,” a province in northeastern France whose French and German heritage is
reflected in its famous cuisine. It usually refers to preparations of meat braised with sauerkraut,
potatoes, and sausage.alum [AL-uhm] In cooking, these highly astringent crystals of potassium
aluminum sulfate were once widely used as the crisping agent in canning pickles. Alum can
cause digestive distress, however, and modern canning methods make its use
unnecessary.aluminum cookware [ah-LOO-mihn-uhm]; Br. aluminium [ahl-yoo-MIHN-ee-uhm]
see KITCHEN TOOLS, COOKWARE, AND BAKEWARE.aluminum foil Aluminum that has been
rolled into a thin, pliable sheet. It’s an excellent barrier to moisture, air, and odors and can
withstand flaming heat and freezing cold. It comes in regular weight (for wrapping food and
covering containers) and heavy-duty weight (for freezer storage and lining pans and grills).
Because the crinkling of foil creates tiny holes (increasing permeability), it should not be reused
for freezer storage. Neither should it be used to wrap acidic foods (such as tomatoes and
onions) because the natural acids in the food will eat through the foil. Although metal produces
arcing (sparking) in microwave ovens, oddly enough, tiny amounts of aluminum foil can be used
providing the foil doesn’t touch the sides of the oven. For example, foil might be used in a
microwave oven to shield the tips of chicken wings that might cook much faster than the rest of
the wing.FAST FACTS • Don’t allow acidic foods such as tomatoes, lemons or onions to come
in direct contact with aluminum foil. The acids react and affect the food’s flavor and/or can eat
through the foil.• Wrap food with aluminum foil’s shiny side out to prevent food from over-
browning in the oven.Alvarinho see ALBARIÑO in Wine Glossary.amaebi see SUSHIamakuchi
[ah-MAH-koo-chee] see SAKEamande [ah-MAHN] French for “almond.”amandine [AH-mahn-
deen; a-mahn-DEEN] The French term meaning “garnished with almonds.” It’s often misspelled
“almondine.”amaranth [AM-ah-ranth] Once considered a simple weed in the United States, this
nutritious annual is finally being acknowledged as the nourishing, high-protein food it is.
Amaranth greens have a delicious, slightly sweet flavor and can be used both in cooking and for
salads. The seeds are used as cereal or can be ground into flour for bread. Amaranth seeds and
flour can be found in natural food stores, as well as in some Caribbean and Asian
markets.amardine [ah-mar-DEEN] Thin layer of lightly sweetened apricot purée that’s dried in
sheets (see also FRUIT LEATHER). Amardine is cut up and used to flavor drinks and desserts
and is a popular flavoring ingredient in Middle Eastern cooking, especially lamb stews. Amardine
is also called qamar el deen or qamar el din, which also refers to juice made by soaking the
sheets in warm water.amarelle see Cherry Glossary.amaretti see Cookie Glossary.amaretto see
Liqueur Glossary.amaro [ah-MAH-roh] Italian for bitter or very DRY, used in relation to wine, as



well as to describe the myriad bitter Italian LIQUEURS.amasake; amazake [ah-mah-SAH-kee] A
Japanese fermented drink made from KOJI and cooked rice. Amasake ranges in texture from
relatively thin to as thick as a milkshake and can be served cold or hot. It’s available in various
flavors in natural food stores and Asian markets.amazake see AMASAKEamazu shoga [ah-
MAH-zoo SHOH-gah] Thinly sliced or shredded fresh GINGER pickled in a sweet vinegar
marinade. Amazu shoga is beige or pink in color, as compared to the bright red BENI SHOGA.
It’s used as a garnish for many Japanese dishes, particularly SUSHI. Amazu shoga can be found
in Asian markets.ambasha see Bread Glossary.amberjack see Fish Glossary.ambrosia [am-
BROH-zhah] 1. According to Greek mythology, ambrosia (meaning “immortality”) was the food of
the gods on Mt. Olympus. More recently, the word designates a dessert of chilled fruit (usually
oranges and bananas) mixed with coconut. Ambrosia is also sometimes served as a salad. 2. A
mixed drink made by shaking COGNAC, BRANDY (usually CALVADOS or APPLEJACK), and
COINTREAU or raspberry syrup with crushed ice, then straining into a glass and topping off with
cold CHAMPAGNE. It’s said to have been created at New Orleans’ famous Arnaud’s restaurant
shortly after Prohibition ended. 3. [ahm-BROH-zee-ah] A popular Brazilian dessert of
Portuguese origin. It’s an extremely rich egg custard flavored with cinnamon and cloves and
served cold.amchoor; amchor; amchur [AHM-choor] An East Indian seasoning made by
pulverizing sun-dried, unripe (green) MANGO into a fine powder. Amchoor lends a tart, acidic,
fruity character to many dishes including meats, vegetables, and curried preparations. It’s also
used to tenderize poultry, meat, and fish. Amchoor is sometimes called simply mango powder;
it’s also spelled aamchur.amêndoa [ah-MEN-doo-ah] Portuguese for “almond.”américaine, à l’ [a-
may-ree-KEHN] A dish (often lobster) prepared with a spicy sauce of tomatoes, olive oil, onions,
and wine.American cheese, processed see PROCESSED CHEESE in Cheese
Glossary.American gai lan see BROCCOLI RABEAmerican leg see LEG in Lamb
Glossary.Americano see Apéritif Glossary.American Viticultural Area (AVA) see Wine
Glossary.Amer Picon see Apéritif Glossary.Amfissa; Amphissa olive see Olive
Glossary.ammonium bicarbonate [ah-MOH-nee-uhm by-KAR-boh-nayt] This LEAVENER is the
precursor of today’s baking powder and baking soda. It’s still called for in some European baking
recipes, mainly for cookies. It can be purchased in drugstores but must be ground to a powder
before using. Also known as hartshorn, carbonate of ammonia, and powdered baking
ammonia.FAST FACTS Double-acting baking powder may be substituted for ammonium
bicarbonate.amontillado [ah-mon-teh-LAH-doh] see SHERRY in Wine Glossary.amsul see
KOKAMamuse-bouche; amuse-gueule [ah-mewz-BOOSH (-GEURL)] French derivative for
“appetizer,” typically referring to a small one- or two-bite portion of something special or exotic to
tickle the tastebuds. Such offerings are not on the menu and are presented to diners before the
meal begins.an see AZUKI-ANanadama bread see Bread Glossary.anago see SUSHIanalog
cheese see SUBSTITUTE CHEESE in Cheese Glossary.ananasananas [ah-nah-NAH] French
for “pineapple.”anardana [ah-NAHR-dah-nah] Pomegranate seeds separated from the flesh and
dried. Anardana has a slightly fruity, sweet and sour flavor. It’s popular in India as a spice used in



CHUTNEYS, in pastry and bread products and added to salads or vegetable dishes. Anardana
can be found in Indian markets, either whole or ground.anasazi bean see Legumes
Glossary.anchoiade; anchoyade [ahn-show-YAHD] A paste made of ANCHOVIES, garlic and,
sometimes, olive oil. It’s generally used to spread on toast or bread.anchovy see Fish
Glossary.anchovy paste This combination of pounded anchovies, vinegar, spices, and water
comes in tubes and is convenient for many cooking purposes. It can also be used for
CANAPÉS.ancienne, à l’ [ah lawn-SYAN] French for “in the old style,” describing a traditional
preparation method (usually for beef) of braising, then simmering.andalouse, à l’ [ahn-dah-
LOOZ] A French term describing dishes using tomatoes, PIMIENTOS, and sometimes rice
PILAF or sausage. Andalouse sauce refers to mayonnaise mixed with tomato purée and
pimiento.andouille; andouillette see Sausage Glossary.anelli; anellini; anellone see Pasta
Glossary.anesone see Liqueur Glossary.anethol; anthole [AN-eh-thohl] An essential oil found in
plants like ANISE, anise myrtle, FENNEL, and STAR ANISE that gives them their distinctive
licorice flavor. Anethol is used to flavor liqueurs such as ABSINTHE, ANESONE, ANISETTE,
and OUZO.angel food cake see Cake Glossary.angel hair pasta see Pasta Glossary.angelica
see Herb Glossary.angelica powder; angelica seeds see GOLPARangels on horseback An
HORS D’OEUVRE of bacon-wrapped, shucked oysters that are broiled, baked, or grilled and
served on buttered toast points. See also DEVILS ON HORSEBACK.angel’s share The amount
of wine or spirit (such as bourbon) that vanishes during barrel AGING when a small portion of
the liquid evaporates through the pores of the wood.anglaise, à l’ [ahn-GLEHZ] French for “in the
English style,” meaning food that is simply poached or boiled. The term can also be used for
food that has been coated in breadcrumbs and fried.angled luffa see ASIAN OKRAangler fish
see Fish Glossary.angostura bitters [ang-uh-STOOR-ah] Formulated by German surgeon
Johann Gottlieb Benjamin Siegert, who served under Marshall von Blücher at the battle of
Waterloo, angostura bitters are the most widely known BITTERS today. Dr. Siegert created the
bitter elixir (based on angostura bark, gentian root, rum, and other ingredients) as a tonic to
stimulate the troops’ lagging appetites and improve their health. Although bitters are still taken
as a DIGESTIF, angostura bitters are often used today as a flavoring in foods and drinks and are
essential in many cocktails such as the MANHATTAN and OLD FASHIONED. At 90 PROOF,
angostura bitters are the most potent among this genre.anice [AH-nee-cheh] Italian for
“ANISE.”animal fat see Fats and Oils Glossary.anise; anise seed; aniseed see Spice
Glossary.anise hyssop see Herb Glossary.anise myrtle; aniseed myrtle see Spice
Glossary.anise pepper see SZECHUAN PEPPER in Spice Glossary.anisette see Liqueur
Glossary.anitra [AH-nee-trah] Italian for “DUCK.”ankimo see Fish Glossary.Anna potatoes see
POMMES ANNAannatto [uh-NAH-toh] A derivative of ACHIOTE SEED, commercial annatto
paste and powder is used to color butter, margarine, cheese, and smoked fish. See also Food
Additives Directory.anolini see Pasta Glossary.antelope Currently, the only state that’s farming
antelopes for human consumption is Texas, where black buck and nilgai antelope are allowed to
roam on huge preserves. Antelope meat is similar to that of deer, but leaner. As with other large



game, antelope is sometimes sold in markets as venison. See also GAME
ANIMALS.antioxidants Substances that inhibit oxidation in plant and animal cells. Culinarily,
antioxidants help prevent food from becoming rancid or discolored. In the body, many scientists
believe that antioxidants may contribute to reducing cancer and heart disease. Ascorbic acid
(vitamin C), which is easily obtained from citrus fruits, is a well known natural antioxidant, as is
vitamin E, which is plentiful in seeds and nuts. Antioxidants are also abundant in
CRUCIFEROUS VEGETABLES such as broccoli and Brussels sprouts.antipasto [ahn-tee-PAHS-
toh; an-tee-PAST-oh] Literally meaning “before the meal,” this Italian term refers to hot or cold
HORS D’OEUVRE. An assortment of antipasti could include appetizers such as cheese, cured
meats, olives, smoked fish, and marinated vegetables.antojitos [ahn-toh-HEE-tohs] In Mexico,
the word antojitos (“little whims”) refers to what Americans call APPETIZERS.anzac; anzac
biscuit see Bread Glossary.AOC see APPELLATIONao nori; ao noriko Green seaweed that is
dried and used as seasoning.AOP see PROTECTED DESIGNATION OF ORIGINApalachicola
oyster [ap-uh-lah-chee-KOH-luh] see ATLANTIC OYSTER in Shellfish Glossary.apee see
Cookie Glossary.apéritif [ah-pehr-uh-TEEF; ay-pehr-ee-TEEF] A light alcoholic drink taken
before lunch or dinner. Among the many popular apéritifs are AMER PICON, CHAMPAGNE,
DUBONNET, KIR, LILLET, and SHERRY listed in the Aperitif Glossary that follows. Also popular
are ASTI SPUMANTE; CHAMPAGNE; MADEIRA; SHERRY; VERMOUTH (all listed in the Wine
Glossary); and MASTIC. See also Liquor Glossary; Liqueur Glossary; and the Apéritif Glossary
that follows.aperitivo [ah-peh-ree-TEE-voh] Italian for “APÉRITIF.”Aperol see Apéritif
Glossary.aphrodisiac [af-ruh-DEE-zee-ak] Named for Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of love,
aphrodisiacs are substances (including food or drink) that are purported to arouse or increase
sexual desire. Among the most widely touted aphrodisiacs are caviar, frog legs, oysters, truffles
and, of course, one’s imagination.apio see ARRACACHAà point [ah PWAH] 1. The French term
used for food cooked just to the perfect point of doneness. 2. When referring to meat, à point
means that a steak is cooked rare.appaloosa bean see Legumes Glossary.appareil [ah-pah-
RAY] In the culinary world, an appareil is a mixture (such as a marinade, sauce, or frosting) that
is prepared in advance and either used separately or as part of another preparation.APÉRITIF
GLOSSARYAmericano [ah-meh-ree-KAH-noh] A bittersweet APÉRITIF made with sweet
VERMOUTH, CAMPARI, and sparkling water, served over ice in a HIGHBALL glass and
garnished with a slice of lemon or orange. See also NEGRONI in Cocktail Glossary.Amer Picon
[ah-MEHR pee-KAWN] An extremely bitter French VERMOUTH-style APÉRITIF. It has a dark
reddish-brown color and is flavored with gentian, orange, and cinchona bark, which yields
QUININE—hence, the bitterness. Amer Picon is typically taken with SODA WATER, but is also
used in cocktails. Also known simply as Picon.Aperol [AHP-ehr-ol] A slightly sweet, slightly
bitter, low alcohol Italian APÉRITIF with a spicy, orange-rhubarb flavor.Bellini [behl-LEE-nee] An
APÉRITIF made with peach nectar and CHAMPAGNE. It was created in 1943 at Venice’s
renowned Harry’s Bar in honor of the illustrious Venetian painter Giovanni Bellini. At Harry’s Bar,
it’s customarily made with Prosecco, an Italian sparkling wine.Byrrh [bihr] A DRY, slightly bitter



French APÉRITIF with a light orange flavor.Campari [kahm-PAH-ree] A popular bitter, bright red
Italian APÉRITIF, which is often mixed with soda. It’s also consumed without a mixer and used in
some COCKTAILS. Regular Campari has an astringent, bittersweet flavor; sweet Campari is also
available.Cynar [CHEE-nahr; chee-NAHR] A bitter Italian APÉRITIF made from artichokes,
herbs, and other flavorings. Cynar is served over ice, either plain or with a spritz of soda
water.Dubonnet [doo-boh-NAY] A bittersweet, fortified wine-based APÉRITIF flavored with
herbs. Dubonnet comes in two styles: Dubonnet rouge (also called simply red), the richer of the
two, is red-wine based and flavored with QUININE; Dubonnet blanc (also called blond) is a drier
(see DRY), VERMOUTH-style apéritif. Dubonnet originated in France but is now also made in
the United States.Fernet Branca [FAYR-nay BRAHN-kah] An extremely astringent, very brown
Italian BITTERS. Long known as a DIGESTIF, Fernet Branca originated in Milan in the early
1800s. As with most such elixirs, Fernet Branca is made from a secret formula, but this one
purportedly includes some 40 ingredients including rhubarb, chamomile, and myrrh. Although
many use this potable primarily as a hangover cure and stomach soother, Italians enjoy the 80
PROOF Fernet Branca as an APÉRITIF, either STRAIGHT or ON THE ROCKS.kir [KEER] White
wine that is flavored with a soupçon of CRÈME DE CASSIS, usually served as an APÉRITIF.
When made with CHAMPAGNE, it’s referred to as a kir royale.Lillet [lee-LAY] A French
APÉRITIF made from a blend of wine, BRANDY, fruits, and herbs. It originated in the French
village of Podensac and has been made since the late 1800s. Lillet Blanc is made from white
wine and is drier than Lillet Rouge, its red-wine counterpart. Both are classically served over ice
with an orange twist.ouzo [OO-zoh] From Greece, this clear, sweet anise–flavored LIQUEUR is
generally mixed with water, which turns it whitish and opaque.pastis [pas-TEES] Similar to
PERNOD, this clear, strong (90 PROOF), licorice-flavored APÉRITIF is very popular in the south
of France. It’s usually mixed with water, which turns it whitish and cloudy.Pernod [pehr-NOH] A
yellowish, licorice-flavored LIQUEUR similar to ABSINTHE. It’s usually mixed with water, which
turns it whitish and cloudy.Pineau des Charentes [pee-noh day shahr-ohnt] A sweet, fortified
APÉRITIF made by combining lightly fermented grape MUST with COGNAC then aging it. There
are white, ROSÉ, and red versions. The white Pineau des Charentes is aged for a minimum of
18 months with 12 months of that time in oak barrels. The red and rosé Pineau des Charentes
are aged for a minimum of 14 months with 8 months of that time in oak barrels. Vieux (“old”)
versions for all three are aged for a minimum of 5 years in oak barrels. A minimum of 10 years’
oak aging is required for those labeled trés vieux (“very old”).suze [SEUZ] A bright yellow,
extremely bitter and astringent French APÉRITIF based on gentian root.appellation [ap-puh-LAY-
shuhn; Fr. ah-pel-lah-SYAWN] A term describing a designated area for grape-growing or food
production, which is controlled by governmental (federal, local, or both) rules and regulations
regarding how wine or foodstuffs are produced. For wine, this includes such matters as which
grape varieties do best in particular climates and soils, viticultural, and winemaking practices,
allowable yields per acre, alcohol content of the wine, and so on. For food products—cheese, for
example—the regulations might dictate which breed of cattle the milk must come from, what



type of feed the animals must eat, and the minimum fat content for the cheese. Such rules vary
from country to country but are analogous in their attempt to stimulate the production of quality
wines and foods. Countries with their own appellation systems include France (Appellation
d’origine Contrôlée—AOC), Italy (Denominazione di Origine Controllata—DOC), Portugal
(Denominação de Origen—DO) and Spain (Denominación de Origen—DO). However, the
appellation systems of individual countries are being replaced slowly by those of the European
Union (EU). The two most widely used criteria are PROTECTED DESIGNATION OF ORIGIN
and PROTECTED GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION—sets of standards that apply to all EU-
member countries. In the United States, foodstuffs are not yet regulated by such “protected
name” regulations, but rather only by USDA rules and regulations that apply to how a product is
produced. Wine regions in the United States are governed by AMERICAN VITICULTURAL
AREA regulations, which are not as restrictive as those for most European
appellations.Appellation d’Origine Contrôlée see APPELLATIONAppenzeller see Cheese
Glossary.appetizer Any small, bite-size food served before a meal to whet and excite the palate.
Used synonymously with the term HORS D’OEUVRE, though this term more aptly describes
finger food, whereas appetizer can also apply to a first course served at table.apple Grown in
temperate zones throughout the world and cultivated for at least 3,000 years, apple varieties
now number well into the thousands. Apples range in color from lemony yellow to bright yellow-
green to crimson red. Their textures range from tender to crisp, their flavors from sweet to tart
and from simple to complex. Apples are a good source of fiber and vitamins A and C. They’re
also rich in the powerful flavonoid quercetin, which acts as an antioxidant and may prevent some
cancers and protect the arteries and heart. Whole fruit is better than apple juice, which loses 80
percent of its quercetin during processing. See also CANDIED APPLE; CASHEW APPLE; MAY
APPLE; and the Apple Glossary.Purchasing Apples are available year-round but are at their best
in the autumn when newly harvested. Buy firm, well-colored apples with a fresh fragrance. The
skins should be smooth and free of bruises and gouges. SCALD (a dry, tan- or brown-colored
area on the skin of an apple) doesn’t usually affect its flavor. The fragrance should be fresh, not
musty. Apples come 2 to 4 per pound, depending on size. Choose apples by how you intend to
use them—for eating raw or cooking. All-purpose apples, good for eating raw as well as for
cooking, include the following listed in the Apple Glossary that follows: BALDWIN, BRAEBURN,
CORTLAND, CRITERION, FUJI, GALA, GOLDEN DELICIOUS, GRANNY SMITH,
GRAVENSTEIN, HONEYCRISP, IDA GOLD, JONAGOLD, JONATHAN, LADY APPLE,
MACOUN, MCINTOSH, NEWTOWN PIPPIN (also known simply as pippin), NORTHERN SPY,
PINK LADY, RHODE ISLAND GREENING, STAYMAN WINESAP, WINESAP, and YORK
IMPERIAL. For whole baked apples, the apple of choice is ROME BEAUTY. Other good bakers
are Braeburn, Gala, Gravenstein, and York Imperial.Storing Store apples in a cool, dark place for
one week or longer. They do well placed in a plastic bag and stored in the refrigerator.Preparing
Apples may be peeled if desired. An apple corer removes the core and cuts the apple into
wedges in one motion. To keep cut apples from browning, dip or brush them with ACIDULATED



WATER or with juice from a lemon, orange or grapefruit. For baked apples (starting at the stem
end), use a melon baller to carve out the core, making sure not to cut through to the blossom
end (leave a 1⁄2-inch base to be safe).Cooking For baked apples, cut several shallow slits around
the side of an apple so that it won’t burst or split during baking—the slits allow steam to escape.
Place apples in a lightly greased muffin tin to support them during baking.FOOD FOR
THOUGHT• For chunky applesauce, use sugar as you begin to cook the apples. The sugar
helps apples retain their shape.• Add sugar toward the end of cooking for a softer
applesauce.• Maple syrup and honey are great alternatives to sugar.• Add lemon juice to overly
sweet applesauce.• Add a personal touch to jarred applesauce by adding spices, raisins or
toasted nuts.APPLE GLOSSARYBaldwin apple A good all-purpose apple with red skin streaked
with yellow. It has a fairly crisp texture and a flavor that’s mildly sweet-tart with a slight spicy
note.Braeburn apple This all-purpose apple has a skin that’s pale green with muted red stripes;
late in the season it turns deep yellow, washed with pinkish-red striping. The crisp flesh is sweet
and slightly tart.Corail see PIÑATA APPLE.Cortland apple This all-purpose apple is a cross
between the Ben Davis and the MCINTOSH and almost identically resembles the latter, though
the Cortland is slightly larger and brighter in color. It’s a vivid red with darker striping, and the
flavor is sweetly tart and perfumy. The flesh is juicy and crisp and doesn’t brown when
cut.cashew apple Native to Brazil, India, and the West Indies, this pear-shaped apple has a
yellow-orange skin that is often blushed with touches of red. The flesh is tart and astringent and
though not favored for out-of-hand eating, is used to make wine, LIQUEUR, and vinegar. The
cashew apple’s biggest gift to the world is the CASHEW NUT, which grows on the outside of the
apple at its base. Cashew apples are not imported to the United States.Caville Blanc d’Hiver
apple A medium-large apple almost exclusively used as a cooking apple. Known as the classic
dessert apple in France, the Caville Blanc d’Hiver has pronounced, uneven ribbing and is yellow
with a rose blush and some tinges of green. The texture is dense and slightly crunchy. The flavor
is sweetly-tart with hints of banana and pear.Chenango; Chenango strawberry apple A good
medium-large, all-purpose apple with very pale yellow or green skin streaked in various shades
of red. The flesh is white, juicy, and tender and it’s very flavorful with hints of strawberries. It’s
good for eating, applesauce, and desserts.crabapple A small, rosy red apple with a rather hard,
extremely tart flesh. Crabapples, available during the fall and early winter months, are too sour
for out-of-hand eating but make outstanding jellies and jams. Spiced and canned whole, they’re
a delicious accompaniment for meats such as pork and poultry.Criterion apple An all-purpose
apple with a bright yellow skin blushed with red and a shape similar to that of an elongated RED
DELICIOUS APPLE. The moderately sweet flesh is crisp and resists browning.Elstar An all-
purpose variety of apple developed in the Netherlands, a cross between a GOLDEN
DELICIOUS and an Ingrid Marie variety. This medium-sized apple is marbled with a deep red
overlaying a golden background. The texture is moderately crisp and the flavor sweet with hints
of nectarine and pear but balanced with enough acidity to make it very flavorful.Empire apple A
medium-large, all-purpose apple that is a cross between MCINTOSH and RED DELICIOUS



varieties. The Empire’s skin is deep red with a light yellow-green background. It has fine-grained,
white flesh that’s crisp and juicy and a good balance of sweet and tart with a hint of berries and
spice.Fuji apple A Japanese hybrid that’s a cross between the once popular Ralls Janet and the
RED DELICIOUS. This all-purpose apple is fragrantly sweet with an anise edge. The flesh is
crisp and juicy, and the color is a soft green with pale red blushing.Gala appleGala apple A cross
between Kidd’s Orange Red and GOLDEN DELICIOUS, this all-purpose apple is red mottled
with yellow. It has a perfumy flesh that’s sweet, slightly spicy, crisp, and juicy.Golden Delicious
apple An all-purpose apple with a yellow to yellow-green skin and a sweet, crisp, juicy flesh that
resists browning. Fruit grown in the western United States can be quite bland and doesn’t have
the flavor complexity of that grown in the eastern portion.Granny Smith apple A large, freckled
green, all-purpose apple with a hard, crisp, moderately juicy flesh that’s fairly tart.Gravenstein
apple All-purpose apple with green skin streaked with red and yellow. The fine-textured, highly
aromatic flesh is crisp, juicy, and sweetly tart.Honeycrisp Considered an all-purpose apple, the
Honeycrisp is especially good for out-of-hand eating. It was created at the University of
Minnesota in the 1960s by crossing the MACOUN apple and the Honey Gold apple. It’s a large
apple with a mottled red and yellow skin with a bit of green around the stem and a creamy-white
flesh. The Honeycrisp is quite crisp and juicy with well-balanced flavors.Ida Red An all-purpose
apple is a cross between the Jonathan and the Wagener. Somewhat larger than the Jonathan,
the Ida Red, also spelled Idared, displays a bright red skin with a firm, creamy-white flesh and
exhibits a crisp, tart flavor. It’s good as a snack and very popular for baking. The Ida Red was
developed in the 1940s by University of Idaho Agricultural Experiment Station.Jonagold apple
Considered to be one of the best culinary apples, the Jonagold is a cross between the GOLDEN
DELICIOUS and JONATHAN apples. It has a moderately crisp, very juicy, sweet-tart flesh. The
color of this all-purpose apple can depend on the climate in which it’s grown and ranges from a
mottled red and yellow skin, to red striping, to more predominantly red.Jonathan apple An all-
purpose apple with a bright red skin freckled with gold. Jonathans have a spicy fragrance and
the flesh is juicy, sweet-tart and quintessentially appley. Though this apple may be used for
cooking, it’s not good for baking whole.Junami [joon-ah-MEE] An all-purpose variety of apple
developed in Switzerland. The Junami is a cross between the ELSTAR, IDA RED, and Maigold
apples. A large, slightly irregularly-shaped apple, it has a streaky red blush with a few traces of
green over a yellow background. The flavor is sweetly tart with floral overtones. It has a crisp,
succulent texture.Lady Alice apple An all-purpose apple with variegated peach and red coloring
on a creamy-yellow background and a dense, sweet, crisp, juicy flesh that resists browning. The
flavor is sweetly tart with a hint of honey. The Lady Alice apple is not an engineered cross but an
accidental one created in 1978 by a grower who gouged a Red Delicious apple tree with a disc
from his plow. The tree proceeded to send out an entirely different looking branch and to
produce completely unique fruit.Lady apple Tiny apples that are only about 11⁄2 inches across
with a shape that’s slightly flattened on the top and bottom. The skin color ranges from brilliant
red to yellow with red blushing. Lady apples have a crisp flesh and a mildly sweet-tart



flavor.FAST FACTS To speed ripening of fruits such as avocados and pears, place a ripe apple
in a paper bag with the other fruit, then make a few holes in the bag and close. The natural
ethylene gas produced by apples will speed ripening.Macoun apple [muh-KOON] An all-
purpose apple that’s a cross between a MCINTOSH and a Jersey Black. The color is a deep red
with some green spots. The flesh is crisp and juicy with a perfumy, sweetly tart flavor.McIntosh
apple [MAK-ihn-tahsh] This all-purpose apple has a bright red skin sometimes tinged with green.
Its flesh is medium-crisp and juicy, and its flavor is tartly sweet and perfumy. The McIntosh
doesn’t hold up to lengthy cooking.Newtown Pippin apple Taking its name from the village of
Newtown on Long Island, where it was first grown in the 1700s, this all-purpose apple is also
referred to simply as Pippin. Its skin ranges from bright green at harvest time to a mellow yellow-
green to yellow. The flesh is crisp and juicy with a slightly tart flavor. Newtown Pippins brown
quickly when cut.Northern Spy apple An all-purpose apple with a bright red skin streaked with
yellow and darker crimson. The flesh is very crisp and juicy, the flavor sweetly tart.Northwest
Greening apple see RHODE ISLAND GREENING APPLEPiñata apple [pee-NYAH-tah] All-
purpose apple developed in Germany and introduced in 1986 as Pinova. It’s also known as
Sonata and Corail. Stemit Growers in Washington state acquired the exclusive rights for the U.S.
market and named it Piñata (a combination of Pinova and Sonata) It’s a medium-large apple with
a mottled pink and yellow-orange skin and a creamy-white flesh. The Piñata is quite crisp and
juicy with sweet apple flavors along with hints of banana and pineapple. The coloring and flavors
are a result of its parentage, which includes Cox’s Orange Pippin, Duchess of Oldenburg, and
GOLDEN DELICIOUS varieties.Pink Lady apple This all-purpose apple is a cross between the
GOLDEN DELICIOUS and Lady Williams varieties. Its skin color can range from pinkish red to
pale red; its crisp, juicy flesh is perfumy and sweetly tart with a hint of champagne.Pink Pearl
apple Medium-sized, all-purpose apple with pale yellow green skin and occasional slight red
blush. Its name comes from the crisp, juicy flesh that ranges from fuchsia to streaky pink. It’s
very aromatic and delivers a slightly tart taste.Pippin apple see NEWTOWN PIPPINRed
DeliciousRed Delicious apple This distinctive-looking apple is brilliant red in color, with an
elongated shape and five knobs at its base. It’s juicy and sweet but lacks any distinguishing
tartness, which makes it good for eating out of hand but not for cooking.Rhode Island Greening
apple A large, green to yellow-green apple has a sweet-tart flavor that seems to intensify when
cooked. Because both texture and flavor hold up to heat, most of the Rhode Island Greening
crop is sold for commercial processing (applesauce, pies, etc.). It’s also good for out-of-hand
eating. A variant grown in the western half of the country is called Northwest Greening.Rome
Beauty apple This large apple has a deep red skin with some yellow speckling and a firm, mildly
sweet flesh. It’s the fruit of choice for whole baked apples.Sonata see PIÑATA APPLEStayman
Winesap apple This all-purpose apple is a cross between the RED DELICIOUS and WINESAP
varieties. Its yellow skin is almost covered with red stripes. The juicy, crisp flesh is aromatic and
slightly tart.Winesap apple An all-purpose apple with a glossy, deep, multicolored red skin. Its
flesh is juicy and crisp and sweet without much acid.York Imperial apple An all-purpose apple



that has a red skin streaked with yellow. The firm off-white flesh is juicy and tartly sweet.rustic
apple tartAn apple pie without some cheese Is like a kiss without a squeeze—English
proverbapple brandy A generic name for any BRANDY distilled from apples. See also
APPLEJACK; CALVADOS.apple brown betty see BETTYapple butter A thick, dark brown
PRESERVE of slowly cooked apples, sugar, spices, and cider. Used as a spread for
breads.apple cider see CIDERapple corer see CORERapple dumpling see
DUMPLINGapplejack see Liquor Glossary.apple pandowdy see PANDOWDYapple pear see
ASIAN PEAR in Pear Glossary.apple pepper see ROCOTO CHILE in Chiles and Peppers
Glossary.applesauce A cooked purée (ranging in texture from smooth to chunky) of apples,
sugar and, sometimes, spices.apricot [AP-rih-kot; AYP-rih-kot] This fruit of ancient lineage has
been grown in China for over 4,000 years. It now thrives in most temperate climates, with
California producing about 90 percent of the American crop. A relative of the peach, the apricot
is smaller and has a smooth, oval pit that falls out easily when the fruit is halved. Throughout the
world there are many varieties of apricot, including Riland, Tilton, Blenheim, Royal, and Chinese.
In color, the skin can range anywhere from pale yellow to deep burnt orange; the flesh from a
golden cream color to brilliant orange. Because they’re highly perishable and seasonal, 90
percent of the fresh apricots are marketed in June and July. When buying apricots, select plump,
reasonably firm fruit with a uniform color. Avoid hard, green-tinged or noticeably bruised fruit.
Store in a plastic bag in the refrigerator for up to 3 to 5 days. Dried apricots are pitted, unpeeled
apricot halves that have had a large percentage of the moisture removed. They’re usually treated
with sulfur dioxide to preserve their color. In addition to being rich in vitamin A, dried apricots are
a valuable source of iron and calcium. The kernels of the apricot pits are used in confections and
to flavor LIQUEURS. Like bitter almonds, apricot kernels are poisonous until roasted. See also
PLUMCOT in Plum Glossary.apricot brandy see Liquor Glossary.aprium see PLUMCOT in Plum
Glossary.Apry see Liquor Glossary.A.Q. A menu term meaning “as quoted,” referring to generally
high-priced dishes (such as lobster), the price of which may vary depending on the season. The
server can quote the price of an A.Q. item.aquaculture [AH-kwah-kuhl-tcher] The cultivation of
fish, shellfish, or aquatic plants (such as SEAWEED) in natural or controlled marine or
freshwater environments. Though aquaculture began eons ago with the ancient Greeks, it wasn’t
until the 1980s that the practice began to expand rapidly. Aquaculture “farms” take on a variety of
forms including huge tanks, freshwater ponds, and shallow- or deep-water marine environments.
Today, the farming and harvesting of fish and shellfish is a multimillion-dollar business. Among
the most popular denizens of the deep that are farmed are BIVALVES like OYSTERS, CLAMS,
and MUSSELS; CRUSTACEANS like CRAYFISH, LOBSTERS, and SHRIMP; and FISH like
CATFISH, SALMON, TROUT, and TILAPIA. See also HYDROPONICS and Shellfish
Glossary.aquavit; akvavit see Liquor Glossary.aqua vitae see Liquor Glossary.arachide [Fr. ar-ah-
SHEED It. ah-RAH-kee-dee] French and Italian for “peanut.”aragosta [ah-rah-GOH-stah] Italian
for “LOBSTER.”arak see Liquor Glossary.arame A dried, Japanese seaweed that has a mild,
slightly sweet flavor.aram sandwich [A-ruhm; EHR-uhm] A sandwich formed by spreading a



softened LAVASH with cream cheese, then layering thin slices of sandwich fillings such as meat,
cheese, lettuce, pickle, and so on. This large flat round is then rolled jelly-roll style, wrapped
tightly in plastic wrap and refrigerated for several hours. Before being served, the cylinder is cut
into about 1-inch thick slices. The aram sandwich is also known as levant.arancia [ah-RAHN-
chah] Italian for an “orange.”arancine [ah-rahn-CHEE-neh] A Sicilian specialty of SAFFRON-
flavored rice balls stuffed with varying ingredients that can include meat, meat sauce,
vegetables (such as peas), and/or cheese. The rice balls are coated with breadcrumbs and
usually fried, though they also can be baked. The word arancine means “little oranges” and
refers to both the shape of the fruit and the orange color from the saffron. Arancine are a popular
street food and often used as appetizers. The shape can be round or conical, depending on the
region from which they hail. SUPPLI are very similar to arancine.arapaima see PAICHE in Fish
Glossary.Arbequina olive see Olive Glossary.Arborio rice see Cereal Grains Glossary.archiduc,
à l’ [ahr-shee-DOOK] A term referring to cooking “in the style of the Archduke.” It usually refers to
a dish or a garnish cooked with PAPRIKA and cream.arctic bonito see TUNA in Fish
Glossary.ardennaise, à l’ [ahr-dehn-NAYZ] A term referring to cooking “in the style of Ardennes,”
a department in northeastern France. It usually refers to preparations using juniper berries most
often with small game birds or pork.ardoria see SALMOREJOarepa; arepas [uh-RAY-pah]
Popular in Colombia, Venezuela, and other Latin American countries, arepas are thick, round
corn cakes, sized somewhat like hamburger buns or large ENGLISH MUFFINS. Pre-cooked
white or yellow cornmeal is combined with water and salt and sometimes butter, grated cheese,
and/or egg yolks and then baked, grilled, or fried. An arepa is often split in half (sometimes the
soft center is pulled out and discarded) and filled with a variety of ingredients much like a
sandwich. The fillings can include cheese, deli meats, eggs scrambled with various ingredients,
chicken, beef, seafood, or beans combined with items like cheese or meat. Sometimes arepas
are simply split and spread with butter or cream cheese. They can also be left whole, topped
with ingredients and eaten with a knife and fork. Arepitas are small versions that are served
much like bread or biscuits to accompany meals.arequipe [ah-ray-KEE-pay] see DULCE DE
LECHEArgenteuil, à l’ [ar-zhawn-TEW-ee] A term describing a dish featuring asparagus, named
after the French town that is world renowned for its asparagus.arhat fruit see LUO HAN GUOaril;
arillus see POMEGRANATEarlésienne, à l’ [ahr-loo-ZHE-uhn] A term referring to cooking “in the
style of Arles,” a city in Provence. It usually refers to garnishes that contain tomatoes and often
eggplant but also other ingredients such as olives, onions, or chicory depending on the dish
being garnished.Armagnac see Liquor Glossary.arm chops see SHOULDER in Lamb
Glossary.Armenian cracker bread see LAVASH in Bread Glossary.aroma In a general sense,
aroma refers to a distinctive odor characteristic of a specific liquor, wine, or food. In the world of
wine, the word “aroma” traditionally refers to the simple fruity smell of the grape variety. In today’s
broader parlance, many use this term as a synonym for bouquet, the complex fragrance that a
wine develops through FERMENTATION and AGING, specifically bottle aging. See also
NOSE.aromatic n. Any of various plants, herbs, and spices (such as bay leaf, ginger, or parsley)



or liquids (such as wine or vinegar) that impart a lively fragrance and flavor to food and
drink.aromatic ginger see Spice Glossary.aromatic leaf garlic see JIMBU in Herb
Glossary.aromatic rice see Cereal Grains Glossary.arrabbiata [ah-rah-bee-AH-tah] Italian for
“angry,” referring culinarily to dishes with a spicy sauce of tomatoes, PANCETTA, and
CHILES.arracacha [ayr-rah-KAH-chah] A tuber that’s cultivated in South America, particularly
Brazil. The roots, which look like large, squat carrots, have off-white skin but the dense flesh can
be off-white, yellow, or purple. They are cooked and eaten much like potatoes and sweet
potatoes. The flavor can be compared to a mixture of cabbage, carrot, celery, chestnuts, and
parsnip. Flour similar to CASSAVA FLOUR is produced by pulverizing the roots. The arracacha is
also known as apio, celery potato, Peruvian carrot, or white carrot.arrack; arrak see
ARAKarrowhead A root vegetable with a crunchy texture and slightly bitter flavor. It’s also known
as Chinese potato and swamp potato, the latter name coming from the fact that it’s grown under
water. Choose roots that are firm and free of blemishes. Refrigerate in a plastic bag for up to 2
weeks; peel before using. Arrowhead is best cooked by braising, boiling, or steaming and can
also be added to soups.FAST FACTS • Flour and cornstarch require higher temperatures than
arrowroot to thicken a sauce or pudding.• Over-stirring arrowroot can cause a mixture to
become thin again.arrowroot The starchy product of a tropical tuber of the same name. The
rootstalks are dried and ground into a very fine powder. Arrowroot is used as a thickening agent
for puddings, sauces, and other cooked foods, and is more easily digested than wheat flour. Its
thickening power is about twice that of wheat flour. Arrowroot is absolutely tasteless and
becomes clear when cooked. Unlike cornstarch, it doesn’t impart a chalky taste when
undercooked. It should be mixed with a cold liquid before being heated or added to hot mixtures.
Some British and early American cookie recipes call for arrowroot flour, which is the same
product. Arrowroot can be found in supermarkets, natural food stores, and Asian markets. Fresh
arrowroot, also called fung quat, can sometimes be found in specialty produce markets. It’s a
misshapen vegetable that can range in size from 1 to 6 inches in diameter. When cooked, it has
a nutty, slightly sweet flavor and soft mealy texture.arroz [ah-ROHS] The Spanish word for
“rice.”arroz con leche [ah-RROHS kon LEH-cheh] A Spanish pudding made from rice that’s
cooked in milk with various flavorings such as vanilla, lemon, and cinnamon.arroz con pollo [ah-
ROHS kon POH-yoh] Literally “rice with chicken,” this Spanish and Mexican dish is made with
rice, chicken, tomatoes, green peppers, seasonings and, sometimes, saffron.artichoke This
edible thistle dates back eons and was prized by ancient Romans as food of the nobility. The
word “artichoke” is shared by three unrelated plants: the globe artichoke, SUNCHOKE, and
CHINESE (or Japanese) ARTICHOKE. The globe artichoke (Cynara scolymus) is considered
the true artichoke, and today, there are over 50 varieties of it grown around the world. In the
United States, almost the entire crop is cultivated in California’s midcoastal region. In Europe,
France, Italy, and Spain produce prodigious crops of this illustrious vegetable. The artichoke is
actually the flower bud (its leaves tough and petal-shaped) of a large thistle-family plant. The
buds grow on stalks, each of which has a primary bud at its tip and two or three smaller buds



lower down. Below that are several very small buds, which are marketed as baby or cocktail
artichokes, or sold for canning. Fresh globe artichokes are available year-round. Processed
artichoke hearts and bottoms are available canned (in brine or oil) as well as jars (in an oil
marinade). Artichoke hearts are also available frozen. Labeling terms can be confusing
—“artichoke crowns,” for example, are actually artichoke bottoms, and the terms “hearts” and
“bottoms” are sometimes used interchangeably. In actuality, the heart is a portion of the fleshy
artichoke base including the attached tender pale leaves; the bottom is the entire base sans
leaves. Artichokes contain small amounts of potassium and vitamin A and absolutely no fat. See
also POIVRADE.Purchasing Fresh globe artichokes are available year-round, with the peak
season from March through May. They range in size from jumbo (great for stuffing) to baby (good
whole for sautéing, frying, roasting, or marinating to be used in salads). Purchase artichokes that
have a tight leaf formation, a deep green color, and that are heavy for their size. The leaves
should squeak when pressed together. Avoid those that look dry or have split leaves or heavy
browning. However, a slight discoloration on the leaf edges early in the season is generally frost
damage (winter’s kiss) and won’t affect the vegetable’s quality. In general, the smaller the
artichoke the more tender it will be; the rounder it is, the larger its heart.Storing Artichokes are
best used the day of purchase but can be stored unwashed in a plastic bag in the refrigerator for
up to 4 days; wash just before cooking.Preparation To prepare whole artichokes for cooking,
slice off the stem to form a flat base. Trim about 1⁄2 inch off the pointed top, then use scissors to
snip off the prickly tips of the outer leaves. Rub all cut edges with lemon to prevent
discoloration.It’s easier to remove the fuzzy choke (use a teaspoon) after cooking, but it can also
be done beforehand. Soaking artichokes in ACIDULATED WATER for an hour before cooking
will improve their color and tenderness.Cooking Cook artichokes in stainless steel, glass, or
enamelware only (see KITCHEN TOOLS, COOKWARE, AND BAKEWARE) to prevent
discoloration and off-flavors. Artichokes are done when the bottoms can be pierced with a knife
tip. Cooked artichokes may be covered and refrigerated for up to 3 days.Eating To eat a whole
cooked artichoke, break off the leaves one by one and draw the base of the leaf through your
teeth to remove the soft portion, discarding the remainder of the leaf. The individual leaves may
be dipped into melted butter or some other sauce. After the leaves have been removed, the
inedible prickly choke is cut or scraped away and discarded so the tender base is
accessible.artificial sweeteners A category of nonnutritive, high-intensity sugar substitutes. See
also STEVIA.artisanal [ar-TIH-zen-ahl] This term implies that a food or beverage has been
primarily handmade and produced in small batches by traditional, predominantly non-
mechanical methods. Superior fresh, natural, and local ingredients and attention to detail and
excellence are all part of the artisan tradition. This results in products that resound of homemade
goodness and quality. Among the many artisanal creations found in markets today are breads,
cheeses, jams, oils, sausages, and vinegars. See also FARMSTEAD.arugula [ah-ROO-guh-lah]
Also known as Italian cress, rocket, roquette, rugula, and rucola, arugula is a bitterish, aromatic
salad green with a peppery mustard flavor. Though it has long been extremely popular with



Italians, American palates often find its flavor too assertive. Arugula (which resembles radish
leaves) can be found in specialty produce markets and in most supermarkets. It’s sold in small
bunches with roots attached. The leaves should be bright green and fresh-looking. Arugula is
very perishable and should be tightly wrapped in a plastic bag and refrigerated for no more than
2 days. Its leaves hold a tremendous amount of grit and must be thoroughly washed just before
using. Arugula makes a lively addition to salads, soups, and sautéed vegetable dishes. It’s a rich
source of iron as well as vitamins A and C.ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS GLOSSARYAcesulfame-
K [ay-see-SUHL-faym-K] Formulated by the Germans in the late 1960s, this noncaloric
ARTIFICIAL SWEETENER (also called Ace-K and acesulfame potassium) was approved in the
United States by the Federal Drug Administration in 1988. It’s 200 times sweeter than sugar and,
unlike ASPARTAME, retains its sweetness when heated, making it suitable for cooking and
baking. When used in large amounts, however, Ace-K has a bitter aftertaste, much like that of
SACCHARIN. This sweetener is composed of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, sulphur, and
potassium atoms. It’s widely used in a broad range of commercial products including baked
goods, candies, and imitation dairy products.Alitame [AL-ih-taym] Although not sanctioned for
use in the United States at this writing, Alitame is expected to soon become FDA approved. This
supernova of ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS is 2,000 times sweeter than sugar. It’s a compound of
two amino acids—alanine and aspartic acid.aspartame [ah-SPAHR-taym; AS-pahr-taym] An
ARTIFICIAL SWEETENER that’s 180–200 times sweeter than sugar. It’s synthesized from two
AMINO ACIDS (aspartic acid and phenylalanine), the building blocks of protein, and contains
about 4 calories per gram. Regular aspartame breaks down and loses its sweetness when
heated but is excellent for sweetening cold dishes. A new encapsulated (and therefore heat-
stable) form of this sweetener has been developed especially for baking. At this writing, however,
it’s not available to consumers.Neotame [NEE-oh-taym] An ARTIFICIAL SWEETENER invented
in 1990 and FDA approved in 2002, Neotame is 8,000 times sweeter than sugar. It’s an analog of
ASPARTAME and can be used in both hot and cold mixtures, as well as for baking.saccharin
[SAK-uh-rihn] Containing only ⅛ calorie per teaspoon, this ARTIFICIAL SWEETENER is said to
be 300 times sweeter than sugar. Saccharin was discovered by accident in the late 1800s by
scientists at Johns Hopkins University. Though it’s widely used to sweeten a multitude of
commercial foods and beverages—as well as in the home—some find that it has a decidedly
bitter aftertaste. This unpleasant effect is particularly noticeable when a food sweetened with
saccharin is heated. Saccharin is available in both powdered and liquid forms in supermarkets. It
has been the center of controversy during the last few decades because of its reported possible
carcinogenic effects. Because the issue is still being researched, the FDA requires that
saccharin products carry a warning label to that effect.sorbitol [SOR-bih-tawl] A sweetener found
naturally in some fruits and SEAWEEDS. Besides being used as an ARTIFICIAL SWEETENER,
sorbitol is employed as a thickener and stabilizer in candies, gums, and numerous other food
products.Sucralose An ARTIFICIAL SWEETENER that’s about 600 times sweeter than sugar. Its
trade name is Splenda. This crystalline, free-flowing sweetener is both water soluble and stable,



making it appropriate for a broad range of foods and beverages.asadero see Cheese
Glossary.asafetida; asafoetida [ah-sah-FEH-teh-dah] A flavoring obtained from a giant fennel-
like plant that grows mainly in Iran and India. It’s used in many Indian dishes and can be found in
powdered or lump form in Indian markets. Asafetida has a fetid, garlicky smell and should be
used in very small quantities.asam laksa see LAKSAascorbic acid [as-KOHR-bihk] The scientific
name for vitamin C, ascorbic acid is sold for home use to prevent browning of vegetables and
fruits. It’s used in commercial preparations as an ANTIOXIDANT.aseptic packaging [uh-SEHP-
tihk; a-SEHP-tihk] A system of packaging food and drink products so the contents are exposed
to a minimal amount of air; such products are typically vacuum-packed. Because oxygen is the
major contributor to spoilage in most foods, aseptic packaging can retain a product’s freshness
for several months, even years. Milk, juices, chopped tomatoes, and even inexpensive wines are
packaged aseptically in plastic bags within cartons or boxes. The bags collapse as the contents
are poured out, keeping the remaining food or drink relatively free of air contamination.ash see
Cheese Glossary.ashak see AUSHAKash pumpkin; ash gourd see WINTER MELON in Squash
Glossary.ashta [ahsh-TAH] Middle Eastern version of CLOTTED CREAM. Ashta is sometimes
made with milk thickened with corn starch and possibly breadcrumbs. Sweetened versions
contain sugar and often ROSE WATER or ORANGE-FLOWER WATER.ashure; ashura see
ASUREAsiago see Cheese Glossary.Asian basil see BASIL in Herb Glossary.Asian celery Said
to have grown wild in Asia and the Middle East for centuries, this vegetable resembles an
elongated bunch of common CELERY—but its stalks are slimmer, the leaves dark green and
parsleylike. Asian celery can be found in some specialty produce markets. Choose firm stalks
with no sign of browning. Store airtight in the refrigerator for up to 1 week. May be used fresh or
cooked, the same as common celery.Asian noodles Though some Asian-style NOODLES are
wheat-based, many others are made from ingredients such as rice flour, potato flour, buckwheat
flour, cornstarch, and bean, yam, or soybean starch. Among the more popular are China’s
CELLOPHANE NOODLES (made from mung-bean starch), egg noodles (usually wheat-based),
RICE NOODLES, and Japan’s HARUSAME (made with soybean, rice or potato flour), RAMEN
(wheat-based egg noodles), and SOBA (which contain buckwheat flour). Other Asian countries,
including Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, and the Philippines, have their own versions of
the venerable noodle. Asian noodles can be purchased fresh and dried in Asian markets; some
dried varieties can be found in supermarkets. Throughout Asian cultures noodles are eaten hot
and cold. They can be cooked in a variety of ways including steaming, stir-frying, and deep-
frying.Asian noodles with vegetablesAsian okra Unrelated to common okra, this long, narrow
vegetable has a tough, dark green skin with lengthwise ridges and a soft, off-white flesh with a
mild flavor. Select Asian okra that is firm and unblemished. Refrigerate for up to 1 week; peel just
before using in STIR-FRIES, soups, or curry dishes. Asian okra is also known as angled luffa,
silk gourd, and vegetable sponge.asopao [ah-soh-PAH-oh] Spanish for “soupy,” asopao is the
Puerto Rican version of PAELLA. This soupy stew is flavored with the Spanish staple SOFRITO
and typically includes chicken, meat, or seafood (or a combination of the three), rice, and



various vegetables, such as onions, bell peppers, and tomatoes.asparago [ah-SPAH-rah-goh]
Italian for “ASPARAGUS.”asparagus This universally popular vegetable is one of the lily family’s
cultivated forms. The optimum season for fresh asparagus lasts from February through June,
although it’s available year-round in some regions. The earliest, most tender stalks are a
beautiful apple green with purple-tinged tips. Europeans prefer white asparagus (particularly the
famous French asparagus of Argenteuil), which is grown underground to prevent it from
becoming green. White spears are usually thick and are smoother than the green variety. There’s
also a purple variety called Viola. When buying asparagus, choose firm, bright green (or pale
ivory) stalks with tight tips. Asparagus plants live 8 to 10 years and the spear’s size indicates the
age of the plant from which it came—the more mature the plant, the thicker the asparagus. It’s
best cooked the same day it’s purchased but will keep, tightly wrapped in a plastic bag, 3 to 4
days in the refrigerator. Or, store standing upright in about an inch of water, covering the
container with a plastic bag. Asparagus is grown in sandy soil so thorough washing is necessary
to ensure the tips are not gritty. Canned and frozen asparagus is also available. Asparagus
contains a good amount of vitamin A and is a fair source of iron and vitamins B and C.FAST
FACTS • Asparagus will break naturally where the spear becomes tough. Hold the thick end
about one inch from the bottom with one hand. Then hold the spear about halfway down with the
other hand and bend until the spear breaks.• Old or large asparagus spears can have tough
skins. Use a vegetable peeler to remove them.• The tender tips of the spear cook faster than the
thicker stalk. So, cook asparagus standing up in water with the tips above the water line. Or, for
microwave cooking, spread the spears in a round dish with tips in the center and the thicker
stalks on the outside.• Since asparagus spears will continue to cook for 30 to 60 seconds, they
should be removed from the heat when they are tender but still slightly crisp.asparagus bean
see YARD-LONG BEANasparges see RATTEaspartame see Artificial Sweeteners
Glossary.asperge [ah-SPEHRZH] French for “ASPARAGUS.”aspic [AS-pihk] A savory jelly,
usually clear, made of CLARIFIED meat, fish, or vegetable stock and GELATIN. Tomato aspic,
made with tomato juice and gelatin, is opaque. Clear aspics may be used as a base for molded
dishes, or as glazes for cold dishes of fish, poultry, meat, and eggs. They may also be cubed
and served as an accompaniment relish with cold meat, fish, or fowl.assaisonné [ah-say-zoh-
NAY] French for “seasoned” or “seasoned with.”ASTA pungency units see GILLETT
METHODAsti Spumante see Wine Glossary.asure; aşure [ah-SHOO-ray] Popular Turkish
dessert made with a wide variety of ingredients such as barley, beans, chickpeas, fresh and/or
dried fruits, nuts, rice, sugar, and wheat—there are numerous variations. It’s also spelled ashure
and ashura and known as Noah’s pudding. Turks prepare asure to commemorate the story of
Noah and his ark, which is believed to have come to rest on Mount Ararat in Turkey as the great
flood subsided. The interesting mix of ingredients represents the sparse food items that Noah
had left at the end of his travail.ataïf see ATAYEFAtalanta; Atalanti olive see Olive
Glossary.atayef [ah-TAY-if] Small Middle Eastern pancake that’s filled with either sweet or savory
ingredients. Only one side is cooked on a griddle, allowing the other side to remain porous. In



one version the edges of the porous side are pressed together at one end, leaving an opening at
the other end where a filling is inserted. Another version positions the filling on an open pancake,
which is folded and then completely sealed to form a half-round; it’s then deep-fried. Sweet
ingredients include sweetened walnuts or a clotted cream called ashta. A sweet atayef is usually
served with syrup containing ROSE WATER or ORANGE-FLOWER WATER. Savory versions
usually contain cheese. Atayef is also spelled ataïf, katayef, and qatayef.atemoya [ah-teh-MOH-
ee-yah] Though cultivated in Florida, this cross between CHERIMOYA and SWEETSOP is a
native of South America and the West Indies. About the size of a large BELL PEPPER, the
atemoya has a tough dusty green skin that has a rough petal configuration. The custardlike pulp
is cream-colored and studded with a smattering of large black seeds. Its delicate, sweet flavor
tastes like a blend of mango and vanilla. Atemoyas are in season from late summer through late
fall. Though they often split slightly at their stem end when ripe, it’s best to buy them when
they’re pale green and tender with unbroken skin. The fruit can continue to ripen at room
temperature at home. Refrigerate ripe atemoyas 3 to 5 days. They’re best served chilled. Simply
halve the fruit, spoon out the pulp and enjoy. Atemoyas are high in potassium and vitamins C
and K.atkaru see PACIFIC THREADFINAtlantic croaker see DRUM in Fish Glossary.Atlantic
oyster see Shellfish Glossary.atole [ah-TOH-leh] Said to date back to pre-Columbian times,
atole is a very thick beverage that’s popular in Mexico and some parts of the American
Southwest. It’s a combination of MASA, water or milk, crushed fruit, and sugar or honey. Latin
markets sell instant atole, which can be mixed with milk or water. Atole can be served hot or at
room temperature.aubergine [oh-behr-ZHEEN] French for “eggplant.”au bleu [oh-BLEUH] The
French term for the method of preparing fish the instant after it’s killed. Used especially for trout,
as in truite au bleu, where the freshly killed fish is plunged into a boiling COURT-BOUILLON,
which turns the skin a metallic blue color.au gratin [oh-GRAH-tn; oh-grah-TAN] see GRATINau
jus [oh-ZHOO] A French phrase describing meat served with its own natural juices, commonly
used with beef. See also JUS.au lait [oh-LAY] French for “with milk,” referring to foods or
beverages served or prepared with milk, as in CAFÉ AU LAIT.au naturel [oh-nah-teur-EHL] The
French term for food served in its natural state—not cooked or altered in any way.aurore sauce
see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.Aurum [OW-rum] A BRANDY-based, orange-flavored Italian
LIQUEUR.aushak [ah-SHAK] An Afghan dish, also spelled ashak, consisting of dumplings filled
with chives, leeks, and/or scallions topped with a meat and tomato sauce, yogurt, and dried
mint.Auslese see Wine Glossary.australus [aw-STRAY-lyus] see KANGAROOAuvergne [oh-
VEHRN] see BLEU D’AUVERGNEaux champignon see CHAMPIGNONavgolemono [ahv-goh-
LEH-moh-noh] A Greek soup as well as a sauce, both of which are made from chicken broth,
egg yolks, and lemon juice. The main difference is that the soup has rice added to it. The sauce
is thicker than the soup.avocado [a-voh-KAH-doh] Native to the tropics and subtropics, this rich
fruit is known for its lush, buttery texture and mild, faintly nutlike flavor. The fruit’s name comes
from ahuacatl, the Nahuatl word for “testicle,” which is assumed to be a reference to the
avocado’s shape. Florida was the site of the first U.S. avocado trees in the 1830s but almost 80



percent of today’s crop comes from California. Known early on as alligator pear, the many
varieties of today’s avocado can range from round to pear-shaped. The skin can be thick to thin,
green to purplish black and smooth to corrugated. The flesh is generally a pale yellow-green and
softly succulent. The two most widely marketed avocado varieties are the pebbly textured,
almost black Hass and the green Fuerte, which has a thin, smooth skin. Depending on the
variety, an avocado can weigh as little as 3 ounces and as much as 4 pounds. There are even
tiny Fuerte cocktail avocados (also called AVOCADITOS) that are the size of a small GHERKIN
and weigh about 1 ounce. Like many fruits, avocados ripen best off the tree. Ripe avocados yield
to gentle palm pressure, but firm, unripe avocados are what are usually found in the market.
Select those that are unblemished and heavy for their size. To speed the ripening process, place
several avocados in a paper bag and set aside at room temperature for 2 to 4 days. Ripe
avocados can be stored in the refrigerator several days. Once avocado flesh is cut and exposed
to the air, it tends to discolor rapidly. To minimize this effect it is always advisable to add cubed or
sliced avocado to a dish at the last moment. When a dish containing mashed avocado, such as
GUACAMOLE, is being prepared, the addition of lemon or lime juice helps to prevent
discoloration. (It is not true that burying the avocado pit in the guacamole helps maintain good
color.) Avocados are at their buttery best in raw preparations; cooking them longer than a few
minutes diminishes their delicate flavor and can turn them bitter. Though avocados are high in
unsaturated fat, the California Avocado Advisory Board states that half of an 8-ounce avocado
contains only 138 calories. In addition, avocados contain a fair amount of vitamin C, thiamine
and riboflavin. Once cut, oxygen will cause the avocado to turn brown. To avoid this, place
plastic wrap tightly against the exposed surface. Or, brush the exposed surface with lemon or
lime juice—the acid retards the browning.avocadito [a-voh-kah-DEE-toh] Another name for the
cocktail AVOCADO.awabi [ah-WAH-bee] see ABALONE in Shellfish Glossary.Awamori see
SHOCHUayam [ah-YAM] Indonesian for “chicken.” SOTO ayam is a spicy chicken soup turned
yellowish-orange from the infusion of TURMERIC and containing rice cakes or noodles.
RENDANG ayam is a dish with chicken that’s slowly cooked in coconut milk and various spices.
LEMPER AYAM is an Indonesian snack food with chicken. AYAM PENYET is a fried chicken
dish.To remove the large seed from the avocado, cut all the way around the avocado lengthwise
and gently twist the halves in opposite directions until they separate.Then whack the seed with a
sharp, heavy knife (like a FRENCH KNIFE) with enough force that the knife is slightly embedded
in the seed.Twist the knife enough so the seed loosens from the flesh then lift the knife away
pulling the seed with it.ayam penyet [ah-YAM pehn-yeht] Popular Indonesian dish of marinated
chicken that’s fried and then lightly smashed to loosen the meat from the bones. It is usually
served with SAMBAL, TEMPEH, and various vegetables.ayran [AH-rahn] Hailing from Turkey,
ayran is a refreshing, non-sweetened yogurt drink popular throughout the Middle Eastern world.
It’s typically a mixture of plain yogurt, water and salt. Some versions are flavored with garlic or
mint. Ayran is called abdug in Iran and than in Armenia.azeite [ah-ZAY-tee] Portuguese for “olive
oil.”azeitona [ah-ZAY-toh-nah] Portuguese for “olive.”azúcar [ah-SOO-kar] Spanish for



“sugar.”azufrado bean [ah-zoo-FRAH-doh] see PERUANO BEAN in Legumes Glossary.azuki-an
[ah-ZOO-kee-ahn] An is the generic term in Japan for sweet pastes made from a variety of
legumes combined with sugar. Asuki-an, the most common sweet paste, is made from ASUKI
BEANS and is used in a variety of Japanese sweets. There are two common types of azuki-an:
koshi-an, which is a smooth paste, and tsubu-an, which is rougher and has bits of bean in the
paste.azuki bean; adzuki bean see Legumes Glossary.Hollandaise sauce is indubitably
asparagus’ finest upholstery, and you won’t go wrong with a spoonful of it on broccoli, either.—
Bert GreeneBB & B see Liqueur Glossary.baba see Cake Glossary.babáco [buh-BAH-koh]
Indigenous to Ecuador, this natural PAPAYA hybrid is torpedo-shaped and has five flattened
facets. When sliced crosswise, the facets give this exotic fruit a pentagonal outline. Babácos
range from 8 to 12 inches long and are about 4 inches in diameter. The edible skin turns from
green to golden yellow as it ripens. The riper and softer the fruit, the more flavorful it is. The rich
flavor of the extremely fragrant babáco is a cross between banana and pineapple, though not as
sweet as either. The juicy, creamy white flesh has a texture similar to that of a CASABA MELON.
The hard-to-find babáco is sometimes available in specialty produce markets. It will ripen quickly
at room temperature, especially if placed in a brown paper bag. Refrigerate ripe fruit and use as
soon as possible. Babáco is best eaten raw. It contains triple the amount of PAPAIN as the
papaya and is a good source of vitamins A and C.baba ghanoush; ghanouj [bah-bah gah-
NOOSH] A Middle Eastern purée of eggplant, TAHINI, olive oil, lemon juice, and garlic. It’s
garnished with pomegranate seeds, chopped mint, or minced pistachios and used as a spread
or dip for PITA or Middle Eastern FLATBREAD.baba mold see Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and
Bakeware Glossary.babka see Bread Glossary.baby red hubbard squash see RED KURIBAC;
BAL see BLOOD ALCOHOL CONCENTRATIONbacalao see Fish Glossary.Bacardi [bah-KAHR-
dee] A variation of the daiquiri, the Bacardi is classic cocktail that combines light rum, fresh lime
juice, and grenadine. A court ruling in 1936 declared that it was illegal to make this cocktail with
any rum other than Bacardi, but who’s going to tell?baccalà see Fish Glossary.back bacon see
CANADIAN BACON in Pork Glossary.Bäckerei [BAY-kah-ri] German for “bakery.”back of the
house In the restaurant business, this term refers to all the kitchen area and staff and all the
related goings-on (delivery and so on) that the public doesn’t typically see. Conversely, the front
of the house describes a restaurant’s public areas, which would include dining room, bar, and
banquet room. See also BRIGADE SYSTEM.Backpflaume [BAHK-pflow-meh] German for
“prune.”bacon see Pork Glossary.bacterial-ripened cheeses see SOFT-RIPENED
CHEESESbadderlocks see ALARIAbagatelle [bag-ah-tehl-AH] 1. French for “trifle” and referring
to a dessert resembling the English-originated trifle. 2. See also Cake Glossary.bagel see Bread
Glossary.bagna cauda (caôda) see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.bagoong see Sauces and
Stocks Glossary.baguette see Bread Glossary.baguette pan see Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and
Bakeware Glossary.bahmi goreng [bah-MEE goh-REHNG] see NASI GORENGbai horapa [BI
hor-rah-pah] see BASILbainiku [BAH-nee-koo] see UMEBOSHIbain-marie [bahn mah-REE] see
WATER BATHbai tong [BI tong] Thai for “BANANA LEAVES.” Bai tong are used to wrap foods for



steaming, roasting, and boiling.bake To cook food in an oven, thereby surrounding it with dry
heat. It’s imperative to know the accurate temperature of an oven. Because most of them bake
either hotter or cooler than their gauges read, an OVEN THERMOMETER is vital for accurate
temperature readings.bake blind A term for baking a pastry shell before it is filled. The shell is
usually pricked all over with a fork to prevent it from blistering and rising. Sometimes it’s lined
with foil or PARCHMENT PAPER, then filled with dried beans or rice, or metal or ceramic PIE
WEIGHTS. The French sometimes fill the shell with clean, round pebbles. The weights and foil
or parchment paper should be removed a few minutes before the baking time is over to allow the
crust to brown.baked Alaska A dessert consisting of a layer of SPONGE CAKE topped by a thick
slab of ice cream, all of which is blanketed with MERINGUE. This creation is then baked in a
very hot oven for about 5 minutes, or until the surface is golden brown. The meringue layer
insulates the ice cream and prevents it from melting.baker’s peel see PEEL in Kitchen Tools,
Cookware, and Bakeware Glossary.bakers’ cheese see Cheese Glossary.bakeware see
KITCHEN TOOLS, COOKWARE, AND BAKEWARE; Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and Bakeware
Glossary; and Pan Substitution Chart.baking To cook food with dry heat, as in an oven. Baked
foods include everything from bread to potatoes to meatloaf. The primary difference between
baking and roasting is that the latter is typically done at higher heats, requires fat, and isn’t
covered.baking ammonia, powdered see AMMONIUM BICARBONATEbaking pans see
KITCHEN TOOLS, COOKWARE, AND BAKEWAREbaking powder A LEAVENER containing a
combination of baking soda, an acid (such as CREAM OF TARTAR), and a moisture-absorber
(such as cornstarch). When mixed with liquid, baking powder releases carbon dioxide gas
bubbles that cause a bread or cake to rise. There are three basic kinds of baking powder. The
most common is double-acting, which releases some gas when it becomes wet and the rest
when exposed to oven heat. Single-acting tartrate and phosphate baking powders (hard to find
in most American markets because of the popularity of double-acting baking powder) release
their gases as soon as they’re moistened.FAST FACTS • Always check the date on the bottom
of a baking-powder can before purchasing it. To test if the baking powder is still active, combine
1 teaspoon with  cup hot water. If it readily bubbles, it’s okay.• Because it’s perishable, baking
powder should be kept in a cool, dry place. Since moisture causes deterioration, never dip a wet
measuring spoon into the baking powder can.baking sheet see Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and
Bakeware Glossary.baking soda Also known as bicarbonate of soda, baking soda is an ALKALI
used as a LEAVENER in baked goods. When combined with an acid ingredient such as
buttermilk, yogurt, or molasses, baking soda produces carbon dioxide gas bubbles, thereby
causing a dough or batter to rise. It also neutralizes acidity and produces tender baked goods.
Because it reacts immediately when moistened, it should always be mixed with the other dry
ingredients before adding any liquid; the resulting batter should be placed in the oven
immediately. At one time, baking soda was used in the cooking water of green vegetables to
preserve their color. That practice was discontinued, however, when it was discovered that
baking soda destroys the vitamin C content of vegetables.FAST FACTS • To test if baking soda



still packs a punch, combine ¼ teaspoon with 2 teaspoons of vinegar. If it bubbles, the soda’s
still good.• Never dip a wet measuring spoon into baking soda; moisture activates the
soda.• Place an opened box of baking soda on a refrigerator shelf to keep the fridge fresh
smelling. Change every 3 months.• To help clean pans with baked-on foods, sprinkle with
baking soda, add a little hot water and allow them to sit overnight. The next day they’ll be easier
to clean.baking stone see Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and Bakeware Glossary.baklava [BAHK-lah-
vah; bahk-lah-VAH] Popular in Greece and Turkey, this sweet dessert consists of many layers of
butter-drenched PHYLLO pastry, spices and chopped nuts. A spiced honey-lemon syrup is
poured over the warm pastry after it’s baked and allowed to soak into the layers. Before serving,
the dessert is cut into triangles and sometimes sprinkled with coarsely ground nuts.balachan;
blachan [BAHL-ah-shahn] A popular flavoring in the cuisines of Southeast Asian countries such
as Malaysia, Burma, and Indonesia. It is made from shrimp, sardines, and other small salted fish
that have been allowed to ferment in the sun until very pungent and odorous. It’s then mashed
and in some cases dried. Balachan is available in paste, powder, or cake form in Asian
markets.baldino see CASTAGNACCIO in Cake Glossary,baldo rice see Cereal Grains
Glossary.balloon chile see BISHOP’S CROWN CHILE in Chiles and Peppers Glossary.ballotine;
ballottine [bal-loh-TEEN] Meat, fish, or fowl that has been boned, stuffed, rolled, and tied in the
shape of a bundle. It is then braised or roasted and is normally served hot but can be served
cold. Often confused with GALANTINE, which is poached and served cold.balm see LEMON
BALM; BEE BALM in Herb Glossary.baloney see BOLOGNAbalsamella [bal-sah-MEHL-ah]
Italian for “BÉCHAMEL.”balsamic vinegar [bal-SAH-mihk] see VINEGARbalsam pear see
BITTER MELONBalthazar [bal-THAY-zuhr] see BOTTLES in Wine Glossary.bamboo shoot The
tender-crisp, ivory-colored shoot of a particular edible species of bamboo plant. Bamboo shoots
are cut as soon as they appear above ground while they’re still young and tender. Fresh shoots
are sometimes available in Asian markets and specialty produce markets and can be found at
farmer’s markets in the spring and summer. Canned shoots (sliced or whole) can be found in the
Asian or gourmet section of most supermarkets.banana Grown in the warm, humid tropics,
bananas are picked and shipped green; contrary to nature’s norm, they are one fruit that
develops better flavor when ripened off the bush. Banana bushes mature in about 15 months
and produce one 50-pound bunch of bananas apiece. Each bunch includes several “hands” of a
dozen or so bananas (fingers). There are hundreds of banana species but the yellow, arched
Cavendish (or common) banana is America’s favorite. Choose plump, evenly colored yellow
bananas flecked with tiny brown specks (a sign of ripeness). Avoid those with blemishes, which
usually indicate bruising. Bananas that are still greenish at the tips and along the ridges will need
further ripening at home. To ripen, keep uncovered at room temperature (about 70°F). Once
exposed to air, a peeled banana will begin to darken. To avoid discoloration, brush with lemon
juice or dip in ACIDULATED WATER. Now available in some markets are the squat, squarish 3-
to 5-inch-long Burro, with its tangy lemon-banana flavor; the Blue Java (or Ice Cream) banana,
which has a blotchy, silver-blue skin and tastes of ice cream; the Guinea Verde, which—like the



plantain—is more starchy than sweet; the chunky, 6-inch-long red banana, which turns bronzy
brown when ripe; the baby, dwarf, or finger banana, which is 3 to 4 inches long and sweeter than
the Cavendish; the strawberry-apple-flavored Manzano (which turns black when ready to eat);
the diminutive Mysore from India; and the Orinoco with its trace of strawberry flavor. The plantain
(also called plátano), a very large, firm variety, is also referred to as a “cooking banana” and is
extremely popular in Latin American countries as well as parts of Africa, Asia, and India. Its skin
ranges in color from green to yellow to brownish black, its flesh from cream to salmon-colored.
Whereas the sweet banana is eaten ripe, the plantain is typically cooked when green. It has a
mild, almost squashlike flavor and is used very much as a potato would be, in a vegetable side
dish. If it’s allowed to ripen, the plantain has a slightly sweet flavor and a soft, spongy texture
when cooked. Bananas are high in carbohydrates and low in protein and fats; they’re also rich in
potassium and vitamin C. See also BANANA FLOUR; BANANA LEAVES.FAST FACTS • To
ripen bananas faster, place them in a perforated paper bag with a ripe apple.• To slow ripening,
place bananas in the refrigerator. The skin will turn brown, but the flesh will remain relatively
firm.banana chile see HUNGARIAN WAX CHILE in Chiles and Peppers Glossary.banana flour A
nutritious and easily digestible powder made from specially selected bananas that have been
dried and ground.banana leaves The large, pliable leaves of the banana plant, used in the
cooking of Mexico, Central and South America, the Caribbean, and Southeast Asia to wrap food
(rice, vegetables, meat, or fish) to be baked or steamed. Banana leaves are available in Latin
and Asian markets. Choose fresh looking leaves with no signs of browning. Refrigerate, tightly
wrapped in a plastic bag, for up to 1 week; freeze for up to 6 months. Rinse the leaves well
before using and cut out the leaf’s spine. Soften by dipping into boiling water. The leaves may
then be cut into appropriate-size portions before wrapping food.banana pepper see SWEET
PEPPERS in Chiles and Peppers Glossary.bananas Foster Created at New Orleans’s Brennan’s
Restaurant in the 1950s, this dessert consists of lengthwise-sliced bananas quickly sautéed in a
mixture of rum, brown sugar, and banana LIQUEUR and served with vanilla ice cream. It was
named for Richard Foster, a regular Brennan’s customer.banana split A dessert made of a
banana cut in half lengthwise and placed in an individual-size bowl (preferably oblong). The
banana is topped with three scoops of ice cream (traditionally chocolate, vanilla, and
strawberry), over which sweet syrups are poured (usually chocolate, butterscotch, and
marshmallow). The entire concoction is topped with rosettes of whipped cream and a
MARASCHINO CHERRY.banana squash see Squash Glossary.bandaging; bandaged see
Cheese Glossary.banger see Sausage Glossary.banh hoi see RICE NOODLESbanh mi see
Bread Glossary.banneton [BAN-tahn] A French, cloth-lined woven basket in which bread is
allowed to rise before being baked.bannock see Cake Glossary.Banon; Le Banon see Cheese
Glossary.ban pho [ban FOH] see RICE NOODLESbap [bahp] 1. A soft yeast roll with a
characteristic floury finish. Baps are popular in Scotland as hot breakfast rolls. 2. Commonly
used in Korea to mean “cooked rice.”bar see BASSbarack see Liquor Glossary.barbacoa [bar-
bah-KOH-ah] A traditional form of Mexican barbecue whereby meat is wrapped in fragrant



leaves (such as maguey or banana) and cooked over hot coals in a covered pit in the ground.
This slow cooking process both roasts and steams the meat while imparting a smoky quality.
Pigs, goats, and lambs are often cooked this way, and a specialty of northern Mexico called
barbacoca de cabeza (“head”) refers to a cow’s head prepared in this manner.Barbados cherry
[bar-BAY-dohs] see ACEROLABarbaresco see Wine Glossary.barbecue; barbeque n. 1.
Commonly referred to as a GRILL, a barbecue is generally a BRAZIER fitted with a grill and
sometimes a spit. The brazier can range anywhere from a simple firebowl, which uses hot coals
as heat, to an elaborate electric barbecue. 2. Food (usually meat) that has been cooked using a
barbecue method. 3. A term used in the United States for an informal style of outdoor
entertaining where barbecued food is served. barbecue v. A method of cooking by which meat,
poultry, or fish (either whole or in pieces) or other food is covered and slowly cooked in a pit or
on a spit, using hot coals or hardwood as a heat source. The food is basted, usually with a highly
seasoned sauce, to keep it moist. North Carolina and Texas boast two of the most famous
American regional barbecue styles.barbecue sauce see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.Barbera
see Wine Glossary.barberry see Berry Glossary.bard To tie fat, such as bacon or fatback,
around lean meats or fowl to prevent their drying out during roasting. Barding is necessary only
when natural fat is absent. The barding fat bastes the meat while it cooks, thereby keeping it
moist and adding flavor. The fat is removed a few minutes before the meat is done to allow the
meat to brown.barfi; burfi [BAHR-fee; BUR-fee] An Indian sweet made from milk, sugar, and
sometimes other flavoring ingredients such as nuts, fruit, seeds (cardamom, for example), and
even vegetables like carrots. The milk mixture is cooked and condensed to the texture of creamy
fudge. If cooked quickly the barfi will be white; cooked slowly, the sugars will caramelize,
darkening the mixture to a golden brown.barigoule; a la barigoule [bah-ree-GOOL] A traditional
Provençal dish of artichokes braised with onions, garlic, and carrots in a seasoned broth of wine
and water. Originally the term barigoule referred to artichokes stuffed with barigoules, wild
mushrooms also known as saffron milk cap or Lactarius deliciosus. Modern adaptations don’t
typically employ mushrooms, and the versions that do don’t always include them as a filling.
Then again, some “barigoule” preparations stuff the braised artichokes with other ingredients,
such as spinach, carrots, and cheese.barista [bah-REES-tah] One who works at an ESPRESSO
machine creating espresso-based drinks, such as CAPPUCCINOS and CAFFÈ LATTES. Many
baristas undergo extensive training to earn a certificate in the art.Bar-le-Duc [bar-luh-DOOK] A
choice currant PRESERVE that originally came from the French town of Bar-le-Duc in Lorraine.
The preserve was once made from white currants whose tiny seeds were removed manually.
Today it’s made with red and white currants as well as other berry fruits, and the seeds are not
generally removed by hand.barley see Cereal Grains Glossary.barm brack; barmbrack see
Bread Glossary.barnacles see Shellfish Glossary.Barolo see Wine Glossary.baron see Beef
Glossary and Lamb Glossary.Barossa Valley see Wine Glossary.barquette [bahr-KEHT] A boat-
shaped pastry shell that can contain a savory filling (when served as an appetizer) or a sweet
filling (for a dessert).barracuda see Fish Glossary.basil see Herb Glossary.basilico [bah-SEE-lee-



koh] Italian for “basil.”basil seeds see Herb Glossary.basket cheese see Cheese
Glossary.basmati rice see Cereal Grains Glossary.bass see Fish Glossary.bastard saffron see
SAFFLOWER OILbaste To spoon or brush food as it cooks with melted butter or other fat, meat
drippings, or liquid such as stock. A TURKEY BASTER can also be used to drizzle the liquid
over the food. In addition to adding flavor and color, basting keeps meats and other foods from
drying out. Fatty roasts, when cooked fat side up, do not need basting.bastela; bastila; bastilla
see B’STEEYAbâtarde see Bread Glossary.batata [bah-TAH-tah] see BONIATOBath bun see
Bread Glossary.Bath chaps see Pork Glossary.batido [bah-TEE-doh] A Latin American drink
made with water, fresh fruit pulp, a little milk, ice and, sometimes, sugar. A merengada is the
same drink made with milk and no water; a jugo is the same but with water and no milk.baton;
batonnet [ba-TAWN; ba-tawn-NAY] 1. The term refers to various small, stick (baton) shaped
foods—such as vegetables or pastries—that may or may not have a filling. 2. See also Bread
Glossary.batter An uncooked, semiliquid mixture (thick or thin) that can be spooned or poured,
as for cakes, muffins, pancakes, or waffles. Batters are usually mixtures based on flour, eggs,
and milk. They can also be used to coat food before frying, as in batter-fried chicken.batterie de
cuisine [bat-TREE duh kwih-ZEEN] The French term for the cooking equipment and utensils
necessary to equip a kitchen.Bauerwurst see Sausage Glossary.Baumkuchen see Cake
Glossary.bavarese [ba-vah-REH-zeh] Italian for “BAVARIAN CREAM.”Bavarian cream A cold
dessert composed of a rich CUSTARD, whipped cream, various flavorings (fruit purée,
chocolate, LIQUEURS, and so on), and GELATIN. The mixture may be spooned into stemmed
glasses or into a decorative mold to be unmolded when set.bavarois [bah-vah-RWAH] French
for “BAVARIAN CREAM.”bavette d’aloyau see FLAP MEAT in Beef Glossary.bavettine see Pasta
Glossary.bay leaf see Herb Glossary.Bayonne ham see Pork Glossary.bazina see
KATSAMAKIbeadlet see SEA ANEMONEbean curd see TOFUbean flakes see Legumes
Glossary.Beano see DIGESTIVE ENZYMESbean paste see BEAN SAUCES; BEAN PASTES in
Sauces and Stocks Glossary.beans see Legumes Glossary.bean sauces; bean pastes see
Sauces and Stocks Glossary.bean sprouts see SPROUTSbean threads see CELLOPHANE
NOODLESbeard see Shellfish Glossary.béarnaise see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.beat To stir
rapidly in a circular motion. Generally, 100 strokes by hand equals about 1 minute by electric
mixer.beaten biscuit see Bread Glossary.Beaufort see Cheese Glossary.Beaujolais see Wine
Glossary.bebida [bay-BEE-dhah] Spanish for “drink” or “beverage.”becadulce see PACIFIC
THREADFINbéchamel see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.bêche-de-mer [behsh-duh-MEHR] see
SEA CUCUMBERbee balm see Herb Glossary.beech mushroom see Mushroom Glossary.beef
Beef, the meat of an adult (over 1 year) bovine, wasn’t always as popular as it is today. America
has had cattle since the mid-1500s, but most immigrants preferred either pork or chicken.
Shortages of those two meats during the Civil War, however, suddenly made beef attractive and
very much in demand. Today’s beef comes from cows (females that have borne at least one
calf), steers (males castrated when very young), heifers (females that have never borne a calf)
and bulls under 2 years old. Baby beef is the lean, tender but not too flavorful meat of a 7- to 10-



month-old calf. Meat packers can request and pay for their meat to be graded by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA). The grading is based on three factors: conformation (the
proportion of meat to bone), finish (proportion of fat to lean), and overall quality. Beginning with
the best quality, the eight USDA grades for beef are Prime, Choice, Select, Standard,
Commercial, Utility, Cutter, and Canner. The meat’s grade is stamped within a purple shield (a
harmless vegetable dye is used for the ink) at regular intervals on the outside of each carcass.
USDA Prime and the last three grades are rarely seen in retail outlets. Prime is usually reserved
for fine restaurants and specialty butcher shops; the lower-quality grades are generally only
used for sausages and in cured and canned meats. Ideally, beef is at its best—both in flavor and
texture—at 18 to 24 months. The meat at that age is an even rosy-red color. If the animal is over
2 years old, it is usually classified as “well-matured beef” and, though more full-flavored, the
meat begins to toughen and darken to a purplish red. Slow, moist-heat cooking, however, will
make it perfectly delicious. To store fresh beef: If the meat will be cooked within 6 hours of
purchase, it may be left in its plastic-wrapped package. Otherwise, remove the packaging and
either store unwrapped in the refrigerator’s meat compartment or wrap loosely with waxed paper
and keep in the coldest part of the refrigerator for up to 2 days for GROUND BEEF, 3 days for
other cuts. The object is to let the air circulate and keep the meat’s surface somewhat dry,
thereby inhibiting rapid bacterial growth. Cooked meat should be wrapped airtight and stored in
the refrigerator. Ground beef can be frozen, wrapped airtight, for up to 3 months, solid cuts up to
6 months. See also the Beef Glossary and Beef Chart.beef à la mode [BEEF ah lah MOHD] A
dish made by LARDING a piece of beef (such as a beef ROUND), marinating it for several hours
in a red wine/brandy mixture before BRAISING it. The beef is sliced very thin and served with a
sauce made from the MARINADE. The French name is boeuf à la mode.FAST FACTS
• Generally, the more expensive the cut, the more tender it is. Dry-heat cooking methods like
broiling, grilling, roasting or sautéing are best.• For inexpensive cuts use moist-heat methods
such as braising or stewing.• Allow beef to come to room temperature before cooking; it’ll cook
more evenly and retain more juices. The recommended maximum out-of-refrigerator time for
even large cuts of meat is 2 hours; for hamburger it’s 30 minutes.BEEF COOKING
TEMPERATURESFahrenheitCelsiusRare140°60°Medium-
Rare150°65°Medium160°*71°Medium-well165°74°Well170°77°• Expect a 5°F to 10°F rise in
temperature after a beef roast is removed from the oven. So remove it before it reaches the
doneness desired and cover with foil.*To be safe, ground beef should be cooked to 160°F in the
center to kill bacteria that may have been ground into the mixture. For standard cuts of beef,
when the surface hits 160°F (even though the center is rare) it’s considered safe to eat.beefalo
[BEEF-ah-loh] A cross between the American bison (commonly called buffalo) and cattle, the
beef strain being dominant. The dark red meat of beefalo is very lean and has a somewhat
stronger flavor than beef. It may be cooked in any manner suitable for beef and is currently
available only in specialty meat markets.beefsteak plant see SHISO in Herb Glossary.beef
tartare [tar-TAR] see TARTAREbeef Wellington A FILLET of beef that has been covered with



pâté de FOIE GRAS or DUXELLES, wrapped in pastry and baked.bee hoon see RICE
NOODLESbeer A generic term for low-alcohol beverages brewed from a MASH of malted barley
and other cereals (like corn, rye, or wheat), flavored with HOPS and fermented with yeast.
Technically, beers are only those beverages in which the yeast sinks to the bottom of the tank
during FERMENTATION. Such bottom-fermented brews ferment at colder temperatures for
longer periods of time, a process that produces a light, crisp-tasting beverage. ALE—a generic
category for top-fermented beers where the yeast rises to the top of the tank—is strong-flavored
and high in alcohol. Beverages that fall into the bottom-fermented beer category include BOCK
BEER, LAGER, MALT LIQUOR, PILSNER, and VIENNA BEER. PORTER, STOUT, and WHEAT
BEER are all top-fermented and are, therefore, considered ales. To add to the confusion, some
states don’t allow the words “beer” or “lager” to be used on brews containing more than 5
percent alcohol, so the word “ale” is used to describe these beers. Four ingredients play the
primary roles in beer-making: water, malt, hops, and yeast. Water is critical because it comprises
nine-tenths of a beer’s volume. The quality and composition of the water from different beer-
making regions contributes greatly to the character of the finished product. MALT, which is made
from germinated grain (usually barley), provides beer with a slightly sweet character. How malt is
treated—dried but not roasted, lightly roasted, heavily roasted, and so on—impacts a beer’s
flavor. Hops convey an agreeably bitter, dry flavor that balances the malt’s sweetness. Yeast
that’s been specially cultivated (each brewer has their favorite strain) is used for brewing;
different yeasts produce different results. LAMBIC BEER utilizes wild yeast for fermentation.
Beer’s alcohol content varies, with most beer in the United States ranging from 3.2 to 8 percent
alcohol. Some European beers have less than 3 percent alcohol, while others range as high as
13 percent. In the United States, the term light beer refers to a brew with reduced calories and
usually less alcohol. In Europe, this term distinguishes between pale and dark lagers. Ice beer
(called Eisbock in Germany) is lagered at such cold temperatures (32°F—the freezing point of
water) that ice crystals form. When this frozen water is extracted, the resulting beer has a much
higher alcohol concentration, so some German ice beers reach 13 percent alcohol.
Nonalcoholic beer (brew) has had the alcohol removed in one of two ways: by fully fermenting
the product, then removing the alcohol, or by arresting the fermentation before it begins. As with
alcohol-free WINE, nonalcoholic beer (also referred to simply as NA) contains a minuscule
amount of alcohol (0.5 percent by volume). That’s no more than many fruit juices, which, thanks
to natural fermentation, can have an alcohol level ranging between 0.2 and 0.5 percent.
Although such potables are commonly referred to as “beers,” U.S. law requires they be labeled
“brews.” Because alcohol gives beer body and texture, nonalcoholic versions aren’t as satisfying
to those used to real beer. On the plus side is the reduced calorie count. Whereas an average 12-
ounce beer contains around 150 calories (microbrews up to 200), a nonalcoholic brew weighs in
somewhere between 60 and 90 calories—just about the midpoint between regular and diet
sodas. The calories in beer come primarily from malt, which contains natural sugar in the form of
dextrose. But we’ll never see a calorie-free brew because malt also contributes a big part of



beer’s flavor. The price of nonalcoholic beer is certainly not as light as its flavor because such
brews can be costly to produce. Still, they fill a niche and can be much more satisfying with a
meal than a cloyingly sweet soft drink. Storing and serving beer: Beer, unlike most wines, should
not be AGED but consumed as fresh as possible. Most lighter style beers (such as lager and
Pilsner) should be served at about 45°F; colder temperatures cloud beer and diminish its flavor.
Stronger ales should be served at about 55°F so their more complex flavors can be savored.
See also SAKE; and the Beer and Ale Glossary that follows.beer cheese see BIERKÄSE in
Cheese Glossary.Beerenauslese see Wine Glossary.Beerwurst see BIERWURST in Sausage
Glossary.bee sting cake see BIENENSTICH KUCHEN in Cake Glossary.beestings see
COLOSTRUMbeet Commonly known as the garden beet, this firm, round root vegetable has
leafy green tops, which are also edible and highly nutritious. The most common color for beets
(called “beetroots” in the British Isles) is a garnet red. However, they can range in color from
deep red to white, the most intriguing being the Chioggia (also called “candy cane”), with its
concentric rings of red and white. Beets are available year-round and should be chosen by their
firmness and smooth skins. Small or medium beets are generally more tender than large ones. If
the beet greens are attached, they should be crisp and bright. Because they leach moisture from
the bulb, greens should be removed as soon as you get them home. Leave about 1 inch of the
stem attached to prevent loss of nutrients and color during cooking. Store beets in a plastic bag
in the refrigerator for up to 3 weeks. Just before cooking, wash beets gently so as not to pierce
the thin skin, which could cause nutrient and color loss. Peel beets after they’ve been cooked. In
addition to the garden beet are the spinach or leaf beet (better known as Swiss chard), the sugar
beet (a major source of sugar), and the mangold (used as fodder).BEER AND ALE
GLOSSARYale [AYL] A category of alcoholic beverages brewed from a combination of HOPS
and barley MALT where the yeast rises to the top of the FERMENTATION tank (rather than
falling to the bottom, as with beer). Ale is typically stronger than beer and more bitter in flavor
because of the hops. Pale ale (the name referring to its relatively pale to deep amber color as
compared to dark ales like PORTER or STOUT) originated in England and has a flavor that’s
reasonably balanced between the hops and malted barley. India pale ale, originally produced in
England for export to British soldiers stationed in India, is slightly more bitter than regular pale
ale. Brown ale is lightly hopped, very full-bodied, slightly sweet and dark brown in color. The
color and flavor are derived from caramelized malts. Scotch ale is amber to dark brown in color,
full-bodied and has a strong malty flavor. Although it originated in Scotland, it’s now produced in
other countries including Belgium and France. See also TRAPPIST BEER.bock beer A full-
bodied, slightly sweet, usually dark-colored German BEER with a malty (see Malt) flavor
strongly evocative of HOPS. American bock beers are generally less bitter and lighter in both
color and body. Originally, bock beer was brewed in the fall, aged through the winter, and
celebrated in the spring at traditional Bavarian bock beer festivals. There’s no longer any
seasonal connection to bock beer. Eisbock is a strong German “ice beer” that’s lagered at such
cold temperatures (32°F) that some of the water freezes. After the ice crystals are removed, the



beer’s alcohol concentration is high—about 13 percent.birra [BEE-rah] Italian for “BEER.”bitter A
popular, golden brown English ALE, so named for its bitter essence, derived from
HOPS.Dortmunder [DORT-moont-er] Originating in Germany’s largest brewing city, Dortmund,
this gold-colored beer is darker and less bitter than PILSENER and stronger and paler than
MÜNCHENER. It’s also called simply “Dort.”draft beer Beer served straight from the keg by
means of a spigot. Unlike the bottled or canned varieties, draft beer hasn’t been subjected to the
PASTEURIZATION process. Also spelled draught.draught beer [draft] see DRAFT
BEEREisbock [ICE-bahk] German for “ice beer.” See also BOCK BEER.fruit beer Mild ALES
flavored with fruit concentrates.lager [LAH-guhr] A general style of beer that was originally
stored and AGED (lagered) in its cask or vat for 1 to 3 months until free of sediment and crystal
clear, after which carbonation was added and the beer was bottled. Modern production
techniques now complete this process much more quickly. Lager is a light, bubbly, golden brew
that ranks as America’s most popular.lambic beer A WHEAT BEER produced, in a small area
southwest of Brussels, from 60 to 70 percent malted barley and 30 to 40 percent wheat. The
MASH is traditionally made in the winter when conditions are just right for a wild yeast called
Brettanomyces to start spontaneous FERMENTATION. Lambics are aged in casks anywhere
from several months to several years. Younger lambic beers can be sour and slightly cloudy;
older versions mellow and lose much of their sour character. A light fruity essence is sometimes
infused into lambics when fruit (such as cherries or raspberries) are added to the beer during
aging.malt liquor A beer that has a relatively high alcohol content by weight—usually from 5 to 8
percent. Several varieties reach as high as 9 percent alcohol, which makes such brews ineligible
to be labeled “BEER” or “LAGER.”Münchener [mewn-chner] A dark, MALT-flavored, LAGER-
style BEER. In Europe, the term Münchener is used primarily to distinguish dark from light
lagers.Pilsner; Pilsener [PIHLZ-nuhr] Originally this term referred to a very fine beer brewed in
Pilsen, in the Czech Republic. Today, however, it more commonly refers to any pale, light
LAGER. Pilsners generally have a mild (some say bland) flavor, although a few reflect a
pronounced HOPS characteristic.porter A heavy, dark-brown, strongly flavored beer. The dark
color and strong flavor come from the addition of roasted MALT. Originally brewed in a bitter
style, some of today’s porters are slightly sweet. Porters are usually higher in alcohol than
regular LAGER beers.stout [STOWT] A strong, dark beer that originated in the British Isles. Dry
stout or Irish stout has a hoppier (see HOPS) character and is less malty (see MALT). American
versions are often made with a combination of pale malt and dark-roasted unmalted barley,
while European stouts are generally made totally with malted barley. Guinness is the most
famous of the dry stouts. Sweet stout, an English version, is less bitter and often lower in alcohol.
Some are referred to as milk stouts because of their slightly lactic flavor. Oatmeal stout is a style
of sweet stout that uses oatmeal, which adds a silky-smooth mouth feel. Russian (or Imperial)
stout was originally a very strong-flavored, high-alcohol brew produced in Britain from the late
1700s until the early 1900s for export to Russia. Modern versions—also strongly flavored and
high in alcohol—are unpasteurized, cask-aged for 2 months and bottle-aged for a year.Trappist



beer Dating back to the Middle Ages, Trappist beers are any of the ALES produced by the six
brewing abbeys still in existence (Schaapskooi in the Netherlands; Chimay, Orval, Rochefort, St.
Sixtus, and Westmalle in Belgium). They’re generally dark amber to brown in color, strongly
flavored, and range in alcohol from about 6 to 12 percent.Vienna beer An amber red, lager-style
(see LAGER) beer originally produced in Vienna, Austria. The color is derived from kilned MALT,
which has a reddish color. Vienna beers have a malty, lightly hopped (see HOPS) flavor.wheat
beer A beer made from malted wheat, characterized by its pale color and subtle, LAGERlike
flavor. Technically, it should be classified as an ALE since it’s a top-fermented brew.FAST FACTS
Pouring Beer or Ale• To eliminate excessive foaming, pour beer or ale gently down the side of a
tilted glass initially.• To avoid “flat” beer or ale, tilt the glass as the beer fills the glass a bit less
and pour directly into the liquid aiming for ¾- to 1-inch of foam.• Don’t make too large of a head
as this will deplete ale’s enjoyable bitter character derived from hop oils (they will move from the
liquid to the foam).FOOD FOR THOUGHT • Keep more color in boiled beets by adding 2
tablespoons lemon juice or vinegar to the cooking water.• Improve the flavor of older beets by
adding 1/2 teaspoon each of salt and sugar to the cooking water.• Retain more color and
nutrients by peeling beets after they’re cooked.• Beet greens can be used like spinach. So don’t
throw them away. Cut them off, wash them, blot them and cook as you would spinach.beggar’s
purse The name for an APPETIZER made popular by Barry and Susan Wine at their New York
restaurant, the Quilted Giraffe. A beggar’s purse consists of a mini CRÊPE topped by a teaspoon
of the finest CAVIAR and then a dab of CRÈME FRAICHE. The edges of the crêpe are pulled up
in pleats around the filling and securely tied with a CHIVE. The ruffle at the top makes this edible
package look like a miniature purse. Beggar’s purses are served at room temperature.beignet
[ben-YAY] A traditional New Orleans yeast pastry that is deep-fried and served hot with a
generous dusting of powdered sugar. The name comes from the French word for “fritter.” Savory
beignets, such as herb or crab, are also very popular.Beijing duck [BAY-jeeng] see PEKING
DUCKbeijo de anjo [BAY-zhu DAHN-zhu] Portuguese for “angel’s kiss,” referring to a classic
Brazilian dessert consisting of small cakes made of egg yolks and beaten egg whites that are
baked and then poached in a vanilla-flavored syrup.bejgli see MAKOWIECBella di Cerignola
olive see Olive Glossary.belle Hélène [BEHL ay-LEHN] see POIRE HÉLÈNEBellelay [BEL-luh-
lay] see TÊTE DE MOINE in Cheese Glossary.Bellini see Apéritif Glossary.bell pepper see
SWEET PEPPERS in Chiles and Peppers Glossary.bellyfish see ANGLER FISH in Fish
Glossary.belly lox see SMOKED SALMON in Fish Glossary.belon oyster see Shellfish
Glossary.Bel Paese see Cheese Glossary.beluga caviar [buh-LOO-guh] see CAVIARbench
scraper see DOUGH SCRAPER in Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and Bakeware Glossary.Bénédict,
à la see EGGS BENEDICTBénédictine D.O.M.; benedictine [ben-eh-DIHK-teen] 1. see Liqueur
Glossary. 2. A local specialty of Louisville, Kentucky, benedictine is a spread made with cream
cheese, cucumbers, and dill, all tinted brightly with green food coloring. It’s named after its
creator, caterer Jennie Benedict.beni shoga [BEH-nee SHOH-gah] Gingerroot that’s been
pickled in sweet vinegar and colored bright red. Beni shoga is used as a garnish for many



Japanese dishes, especially SUSHI, and is also eaten to refresh the palate. It’s available in thin
slices, shredded, or in knobs and can be found in Asian markets. Beni shoga is also called gari.
See also AMAZU SHOGA.benne seed [BEHN-ee] see SESAME SEEDbenne wafers see
Cookie Glossary.bento; bento box [BEHN-toh] A thin metal or lacquered wooden box divided
into compartments. The bento box is used in Japan for storing separate small dishes that
comprise an individual meal (most often lunch). In Japan, the bento lunch, which is commonly
available at train stations, represents fast food elevated to high culinary art and design. Each of
the country’s 5,000 stations sells a unique box lunch that reflects the cooking of the region. The
beautifully designed bento boxes can take on myriad shapes including masks, tennis rackets,
nuts, golf balls, or other objects both traditional and whimsical. More than 12 million bento-box
meals are sold to hungry travelers and commuters in Japan each day.berbere see Spice
Glossary.Bercy see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.bergamot see Citrus Glossary.Bergkäse
[BEHRK-kai-zer (-kah-zeh)] see ALLGÄUER BERGKäSE in Cheese Glossary.Berkshire pork
see HERITAGE PORK in Pork Glossary.Berlin doughnut see BISMARCKberry These small,
juicy fruits come in a variety of sizes, shapes, colors, and flavors. The following Berry Glossary
identifies a number of well-known berries as well as some that are a bit more obscure. See also
TOMATILLO.besan [BEH-sahn] Used in East Indian cooking, besan is a pale yellow flour made
from ground, dried CHICKPEAS. This nutritious, high-protein flour is used for myriad
preparations including doughs, dumplings, noodles, a thickener for sauces and in batter for
deep-fried foods. Besan, also known as gram flour, can be found in Indian or Asian markets.
Store, wrapped airtight, in the refrigerator for up to 6 months.best if used by (before) date see
PRODUCT DATINGbeta carotene [BAY-tuh KEHR-uh-teen] One of the most important and
abundant of the carotenes, a portion of which the liver converts to vitamin A. It should be noted,
however, that while excess vitamin A can be toxic to the body, residual beta carotene is quickly
eliminated. Scientists now believe that beta carotene is a powerful ANTIOXIDANT with
properties that can contribute to reducing cancer and heart disease. It’s found in vegetables like
carrots, broccoli, squash, spinach, and sweet potatoes. Beta carotene’s orange-yellow pigment
is also used as a coloring in foods like butter and margarine.bêtise [beh-TEES] Bêtise, which
translates to “foolishness,“ is a famous French hard, mint candy that was born out of mistakes
made by a candymaker’s son, Afchain. It’s said that he added too much mint flavoring and his
handling introduced microscopic bubbles into the candy. The confectioner’s customers loved the
result and the rest is history. The candy is associated with the town of Cambrai where tons of
Bêtises de Cambrai are produced each year.betty Dating back to colonial America, betties are
baked puddings made of layers of sugared and spiced fruit and buttered breadcrumbs. Though
many fruits can be used, the most popular is Apple Brown Betty, made with sliced apples and
brown sugar.beugnon [bihn-YOHN] Sweet French FRITTER with a hole in the middle fried in hot
oil, traditionally walnut oil.beurre [burr] The French word for “butter.”beurre blanc see Sauces
and Stocks Glossary.beurre composé [BURR com-poh-ZAY] The French term for “COMPOUND
BUTTER.”beurre de Montpellier [burr deh mohn-peh-LYAY] A COMPOUND BUTTER made by



mixing herbs such as CHERVIL, chives, parsley, spinach, tarragon, and watercress with
anchovy fillets, CAPERS, egg yolks, garlic, GHERKINS, and shallots and working them into a
paste that’s then blended with butter and olive oil. Beurre de Montpellier is great as an
accompaniment to hot and cold fish, poultry, and meat. See also SAUCE.beurre manié [burr
mahn-YAY] French for “kneaded butter,” beurre manié is a paste made of softened butter and
flour (usually in equal parts) that is used to thicken sauces.beurre monté; beurre monte see
Sauces and Stocks Glossary.beurre noir see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.beurre noisette see
Sauces and Stocks Glossary.bhuna [BOO-nah] Indian curry dish and cooking method in which
spices such as CORIANDER, CUMIN, dried chiles, FENNEL, FENUGREEK, and mustard
seeds are dry roasted or gently cooked in a small amount of oil to bring out their flavor. The
spices blend with the juices of the meat and/or vegetables with which they’re cooked to create a
thick, rich, flavorful curry.BERRY GLOSSARYaçai; açai berry; acai [ah-SI-ee; ah-SAH-ee] Native
to the tropical areas of Central and South America, the açai berry is being touted as the new
superfood and is known by some as the “power berry.” That’s because it’s exceedingly rich in
nutrients including antioxidants, vitamins, minerals, oleic acid, and potassium, to name a few.
The dark purple grape-sized fruit grows on the açai palm, which is also called the cabbage palm
because natives eat its young, tender leaf buds as one would cabbage. HEARTS OF PALM is
another food source harvested from this tall palm. The açai berry contains only a small portion of
pulp—about 90 percent of it is an inedible nut. The pulp, which has a flavor reminiscent of
berries with a hint of chocolate, is quite delicate and deteriorates quickly. That’s why consumers
in North America only have access to açai in juice form (primarily as a concentrate), which can
be found in the refrigerated or freezer section of natural food stores. It’s also available as frozen
pulp, or in a powdered form. Because of its ascribed health benefits, açai has become a favorite
addition to SMOOTHIES.akala [ah-KAH-lah] Hailing from Hawaii, this sweet, juicy berry
resembles a very large raspberry. It can range in color from red to almost purple and is good
eaten plain or in jams and pies.bake-apple berry see CLOUDBERRYbarberry Native throughout
most of Europe and also grown in New England, the barberry has elongated bright red berries
which, because of their high acidity, are seldom eaten raw. Some varieties produce white or
yellow fruit. Ripe barberries are used in pies, preserves, and syrups; they can also be candied.
Green berries are sometimes pickled and used as a relish.bilberry Also called whortleberry, this
indigo-blue berry grows wild in Great Britain and other parts of Europe from July to September,
depending on the area. Bilberries are smaller and tarter than their cousin the American
BLUEBERRY, and make delicious jams, syrups, and tarts.blackberry Also called a bramble
because it grows on thorny bushes (brambles), the blackberry is the largest of the wild berries.
Purplish-black in color, it ranges from 1⁄2- to 1-inch long when mature. Blackberries are widely
cultivated in the United States and are available, depending on the region, from May through
September. Imported berries fill the seasonal gap so blackberries are available in some areas
year-round. Look for plump, deep-colored berries sans hull. If the hulls are still attached, the
berries are immature and were picked too early; the flavor will be tart. Fresh blackberries are



best used immediately, but they may be refrigerated, lightly covered and preferably in a single
layer, for 1 to 2 days. They are wonderful both for cooking and for out-of-hand eating. In Britain,
blackberries and apples are a traditional duo for pies.FAST FACTS • 1 pint of fresh blueberries =
2 cups• 1 10-ounce package of frozen blueberries = 11⁄2 cupsblueberry Round and smooth-
skinned, these blue-black berries are juicy and sweet. There are two main types of blueberries
(often confused with HUCKLEBERRIES). The high-bush variety can grow up to 15 feet in height;
the hardy low-bush blueberry plants are only about 1 foot high and thrive in Canada and the
northern United States. Cultivated blueberries comprise the majority of those that reach the
market and the season can span from the end of May to early October. Large New Zealand
blueberries are in markets in the winter at a premium price. Choose blueberries that are firm,
uniform in size, and indigo blue with a silvery frost. Discard shriveled or moldy berries. Do not
wash until ready to use, and store (preferably in a single layer) in a moistureproof container in
the refrigerator for up to 5 days. Use blueberries in baked goods, jams, pies, pancakes, salads
or, best of all, with a simple splash of sweet cream.bounceberry Another name for
CRANBERRY.boysenberry Horticulturist Rudolph Boysen created this hybrid berry in 1923 by
crossing a RASPBERRY, BLACKBERRY, and LOGANBERRY. It’s shaped like a large raspberry,
has a purple-red hue, and a rich sweet-tart flavor. Choose boysenberries that are firm and
uniform in size. Discard shriveled or moldy berries. Do not wash until ready to use, and store
(preferably in a single layer) in a moistureproof container in the refrigerator for 2 to 3 days.cape
gooseberry Though this intriguing berry grows wild in many locations throughout the continental
United States, it’s generally cultivated in tropical zones such as Hawaii, Australia, New Zealand,
South Africa, India, and China. At first glance the cape gooseberry (also called golden berry,
ground cherry, physalis, and poha), with its inflated, papery skin (calyx), looks somewhat like a
Chinese lantern. The bittersweet, juicy berries that hide inside the calyx are opaque and golden
in color. To use the berries, peel back the parchmentlike husk and rinse. Because of their piquant
aftertaste, cape gooseberries go nicely with meats and other savory foods. They’re wonderful in
pies, jams, and all by themselves. Gooseberries from Oregon are available in July and August;
those imported from New Zealand can be found from October to January. Look for those with a
bright golden color; green berries are not ripe. Cape gooseberries are high in vitamin
C.cloudberry Found in northern climes such as New England, Canada, and Scandinavia, the
cloudberry looks like an amber-colored version of the raspberry to which it’s related. The berries
are too tart for out-of-hand eating but make excellent jam. Cloudberries are usually wild and
therefore hard to find in markets. Other names for this fruit include bake-apple berry, yellow
berry, and mountain berry.cowberry Often found growing in pastures, the tart, red cowberry is a
member of the cranberry family. It grows in northern Europe, Canada, and Maine, and is used for
sauces and jams. Also called mountain cranberry.cranberry These shiny scarlet berries are
grown in huge, sandy bogs on low, trailing vines. They’re also called bounceberries, because
ripe ones bounce, and craneberries, after the shape of the shrub’s pale pink blossoms, which
resemble the heads of the cranes often seen wading through the cranberry bogs. Cranberries



grow wild in northern Europe and in the northern climes of North America, where they are also
extensively cultivated—mainly in Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Washington, and Oregon.
Harvested between Labor Day and Halloween, the peak market period for cranberries is from
October through December. They’re usually packaged in 12-ounce plastic bags. Any cranberries
that are discolored or shriveled should be discarded. Cranberries can be refrigerated, tightly
wrapped, for at least 2 months or frozen up to a year. Besides the traditional cranberry sauce,
this fruit also makes delicious CHUTNEYS, pies, COBBLERS, and other desserts. Because of
their extreme tartness, cranberries are best combined with other fruits, such as apples or dried
apricots. Canned cranberry sauce—jelled and whole-berry—is available year-round, as are
frozen cranberries in some markets. Sweetened dried cranberries, which can be used like
raisins in baked goods or as snacks, are also available in most supermarkets. Fresh cranberries
are very high in vitamin C.currant [KUR-uhnt] There are two distinctly different fruits called
currant. 1. One is a tiny berry related to the GOOSEBERRY. There are black, red, and white
currants. The black ones are generally used for preserves, syrups, and liqueurs (such as
CASSIS), while the red and white berries are good for out-of-hand eating and such preparations
as the famous French preserve BAR-LE-DUC and (using the red currants) CUMBERLAND
SAUCE. Fresh currants are in season June through August. Choose those that are plump and
without hulls. They can be refrigerated, tightly covered, up to 4 days. Currants are delicious in
jams, jellies, sauces, and simply served with sugar and cream. 2. For the second type of currant,
see also CURRANT in main listing.dewberry [DOO-beh-ree] Any of several varieties of the
trailing-vine form of the BLACKBERRY.elderberry The purple-black, tart fruit of the elder tree.
Elderberries can be eaten raw (though they’re quite sour) but are better cooked for jams, pies,
and homemade wine. The creamy white elderberry flowers can be added to salads or batter-
dipped and fried like fritters.fragola [FRAH-goh-lah] Italian for “STRAWBERRY.”fraise des bois
[frehz day BWAH] An intensely sweet, tiny wild STRAWBERRY from France.framboise [frahm-
BWAHZ] French for “RASPBERRY.”gooseberry These large, tart berries grow on bushes and
come in many varieties including green, white, yellow, and red; their skins can be smooth or
fuzzy. Though they’re comparatively rare in the United States, they flourish in northern Europe.
Gooseberries are in season March through June, depending on the region. If you can find them
fresh, choose those that are fairly firm and evenly colored. Canned gooseberries (usually the
green variety) are available year-round. Gooseberries make excellent jams, jellies, pies, and the
dessert for which they’re duly famous, FOOL.ground cherry see CAPE
GOOSEBERRYhuckleberry A wild, blue-black berry that closely resembles (and is often
mistaken for) the BLUEBERRY. The huckleberry, however, has 10 small, hard seeds in the
center, whereas the blueberry has many seeds, so tiny and soft that they’re barely noticeable.
Additionally, the huckleberry has a thicker skin and a flavor that is slightly less sweet and more
astringent. Unless you pick them yourself, or have a friend who does, it’s unlikely that you’ll find
fresh huckleberries because they’re not cultivated. They’re in season from June through August
and are good eaten plain or in baked goods such as muffins or pies.juniper berry These



astringent blue-black berries are native to both Europe and America. Juniper berries are too
bitter to eat raw and are usually sold dried and used to flavor meats, sauces, stuffings, etc.
They’re generally crushed before use to release their flavor. These pungent berries are the
hallmark flavoring of GIN. In fact, the name is derived from the French word for juniper berry—
genièvre, which is the name for gin in France.lampone [lahm-POH-neh] Italian for
“RASPBERRY.”pancakes topped with lingonberrieslingonberry This tiny COWBERRY (a
member of the CRANBERRY family) grows wild in the mountainous regions of Scandinavia,
Russia, Canada and—in the United States—Maine. The tart red berries are available fresh only
in the regions where they’re grown. They can be purchased as sweet sauces or preserves,
however, and make excellent accompaniments for pancakes, crêpes, puddings, etc.loganberry
There’s disagreement as to the origin of this beautiful ruby red, BLACKBERRY-shaped berry.
Some botanists think it’s a separate species while others consider it a raspberry-blackberry
hybrid. All agree that it was discovered by California Judge J. H. Logan in the late 1800s.
Available in June and July, the loganberry is juicy and sweetly tart, and turns purple-red when
very ripe. Choose plump, brightly colored berries that are uniform in size. Avoid soft, shriveled, or
moldy fruit. Do not wash until ready to use, and store (preferably in a single layer) in a
moistureproof container in the refrigerator for 2 to 3 days. Loganberries are delicious both
cooked and fresh. They make wonderful jams and preserves.May apple Though poisonous
when green, the yellow, egg-shaped May apple can be safely eaten after ripening. This member
of the BARBERRY family is about the size of a large cherry. It’s lightly sweet and acidic and
makes very good preserves. The May apple is found in the East but is rarely available in
markets.mountain berry see CLOUDBERRYmountain cranberry see COWBERRYmulberry
There are three principal varieties of the mulberry—black, red, and white. The black (really
purplish-black) variety is commonly found in Europe, the red in the eastern and southern United
States, and the white in Asia. Mulberries look somewhat like blackberries in size and shape.
When fully ripe, their flavor is sweet-sour but somewhat bland. Unripe berries are inedibly sour.
Mulberries are not commercially grown in the United States but grow wild from Massachusetts to
the Gulf states and as far west as Nebraska. They can be eaten raw or used for jams, jellies,
desserts, and mulberry wine.olallieberry; olallie berry [AHL-uh-lee] Grown mainly on the West
Coast, this cross between a YOUNGBERRY and a LOGANBERRY has a distinctive, sweet
flavor and resembles a large, elongated BLACKBERRY. It’s delicious both fresh and cooked and
makes excellent jams and jellies.physalis [fih-ZAL-ihs] see CAPE GOOSEBERRYpoha [POH-
hah] The Hawaiian name for CAPE GOOSEBERRY.raspberry [RAZ-behr-ee] Considered by
many the most intensely flavored member of the berry family, the raspberry is composed of
many connecting drupelets (individual sections of fruit, each with its own seed) surrounding a
central core. There are three main varieties—black, golden, and red, the latter being the most
widely available. Depending on the region, red raspberries are available pretty much year-round,
with the peak season from May through September. Golden raspberries have a limited
availability from June through September, and black raspberries can typically only be found from



mid-June to mid-August. Golden and black berries are more likely to be carried at produce
markets and farmer’s markets. Choose brightly colored, plump berries sans hull. If the hulls are
still attached, the berries were picked too early and will undoubtedly be tart. Avoid soft, shriveled
or moldy berries. Store (preferably in a single layer) in a moistureproof container in the
refrigerator for 2 to 3 days. If necessary, rinse lightly just before serving. Raspberries are very
fragile and are at their best served fresh with just a kiss of cream. They also make excellent jam.
Seedless raspberry jam is available commercially. The berries contain a fair amount of iron,
potassium, and vitamins A and C.strawberry Sixteenth-century author William Butler wrote this
tribute to the strawberry: “Doubtless God could have made a better berry, but doubtless God
never did.” Red, juicy, and conically shaped, the strawberry is a member of the rose family and
has grown wild for centuries in both the Americas and Europe. The Romans valued the fruit for
its reputed therapeutic powers for everything from loose teeth to gastritis. However, it wasn’t until
the late 13th century that the plant was first cultivated. The most common American variety is the
result of several centuries of crossbreeding of the wild Virginia strawberry (North America’s main
native strawberry) and a Chilean variety. It’s probably today’s most hardy berry and is able to
withstand both shipping and storage. More flavorful, however, are European Alpine strawberries
—the tiny, exquisitely sweet wild strawberries of France known as fraises des bois (“strawberries
of the woods”). They’re considered by many to be the “queen of strawberries.” Strawberries vary
in size, shape, and color (some are off-white or yellowish). In general, the flavor of the smaller
berries is better than that of the larger varieties since the latter are often watery. Fresh
strawberries are available year-round in many regions of the country, with the peak season from
April to September, again depending on the locale. Choose brightly colored, plump berries that
still have their green caps attached and which are uniform in size. Avoid soft, shriveled, or moldy
berries. Do not wash until ready to use, and store (preferably in a single layer on a paper towel)
in a moistureproof container in the refrigerator for 2 to 3 days. Fresh strawberries are wonderful
eaten with cream, macerated in wine or LIQUEUR, or used in various desserts. Canned and
frozen strawberries are also available. Commercial strawberry products include preserves, jams,
jellies, syrups, and various desserts. Strawberries are an excellent source of vitamin C and also
provide some potassium and iron.FAST FACTS • 1 pint of fresh strawberries = 11⁄2 to 2 cups
sliced• 1 10-ounce package of frozen strawberries = 11⁄2 cupsthimbleberry [THIHM-buhl-bair-ee]
Any of several thimble-shaped American raspberries, especially the black raspberry. See also
RASPBERRY.Tibetan goji berry [tih-BEH-tan GOH-jee] see WOLFBERRYwhortleberry
[HWUHR-tl-behr-ee] see BILBERRYwolfberry A fruit popular in China and other areas of
Eastern Asia, where it’s been an important part of traditional medicine for several millennia.
Wolfberries are exceedingly rich in nutrients including amino acids, antioxidants, carotenoids,
vitamins, and minerals. Because of this, they’ve gained a reputation in Western cultures as a
superfood. In the United States the wolfberry often goes by the name goji berry or Tibetan goji
berry. This bright red berry is between ⅜- and ¾-inch long and shaped like a plump almond. It
belongs to the nightshade family, which includes eggplants, potatoes, and tomatoes. Dried



wolfberries taste like a combination of raisins and dried cranberries with a slight nutty quality.
This berry is most often found as juice, typically blended with other fruit juices; sometimes dried
berry bits are embedded in energy bars. Natural food stores also carry wolfberry juice
concentrate, powder, and capsules. Though Tibet is often associated with the goji berry, most of
these berries are imported from China.yellow berry see CLOUDBERRYyoungberry A hybrid
BLACKBERRY variety with dark red color and sweet, juicy flesh.Bhutanese red rice see Cereal
Grains Glossary.Bhut Naga Jolokia pepper see SCOVILLE SCALE in Chiles and Peppers
Glossary.bialy; pl. bialys [bee-AH-lee] Jewish-American in origin, this large, very chewy yeast roll
is round and flat with a depression in the center. The bialy is sprinkled with sautéed chopped
onion before baking. The name comes from the Polish city of Bialystok.Bibb lettuce see
BUTTERHEAD LETTUCEbibimbap; bibim bap [bee-BIHM-bahp; bee-BEEM-bahp] Korean for
“mixed rice,” bibimbap is an everyday dish commonly made to use leftovers. Rice is served with
a variety of foods that can include just about anything; vegetables (such as cucumbers,
DAIKON, and SHIITAKE mushrooms), fried egg, KIMCHI, MUNG BEAN sprouts, sesame seed,
and oil, SEAWEED strands and kochujang (see CHILE BEAN PASTE). Though traditionally
meatless, today’s bibimbap will more often contain a small amount of meat (beef, pork, chicken,
or seafood). To serve this dish, the rice is placed in a large bowl and topped with the additions,
most of which have been seasoned and sautéed. In the United States, bibimbap is becoming
increasingly popular as imaginative restaurant chefs stretch traditional limits by adding as many
colors, flavors, and textures as possible. Dolsot bibimbap (dolsot means “stone pot”) is served in
a stone bowl so hot that the layer of rice touching it turns crunchy and golden brown—indeed,
anything touching the bowl will cook immediately. This dish is also called pibimbap.bibim
naengmyeon see NAENGMYEONbible leaf see COSTMARY in Herb Glossary.bicarbonate of
soda see BAKING SODAbiccari see CICCHETTIBienenstich Kuchen see Cake
Glossary.Bierkäse; Bierkaese see Cheese Glossary.Bierwurst; Beerwurst see Sausage
Glossary.bigarade [bee-gah-RAHD] French for “bitter” orange.bigarade sauce see Sauces and
Stocks Glossary.bigaro see PERIWINKLE in Shellfish Glossary.bigeye scad see AKULE in Fish
Glossary.bigos [BEE-gohs] A Polish dish consisting of layers of sauerkraut, onions, and apples
with cooked meats such as venison, chicken, duck, ham, or sausages. The layers are buttered,
stock is poured over all, and the casserole is baked slowly to allow the flavors to mingle.
Tradition says that bigos should be made several days in advance because it is best when
reheated.bihoon mai fun [bih-HOON mi fun] see RICE NOODLESbilly bi; billi-bi [BILL-ee BEE]
An elegant French soup made with mussels, onions, wine, cream, and seasonings. The mussels
are strained out of a classic billy bi, leaving a smooth and silky soup. However, today it is often
served with the mussels. Though there are several stories of the soup’s origin, the most popular
is that Maxim’s chef Louis Barthe named it after a regular patron who particularly loved the soup,
American tin tycoon William B. (Billy B.) Leeds.biltong [BILL-tong] Developed in South Africa and
a staple in many African countries, biltong consists of strips of CURED, air-dried beef or game.
Though its keeping properties are the same, it is a finer form of jerked meat than American



JERKY. The best biltong has been compared to the PROSCIUTTO of Italy.bind, to Culinarily, the
term “to bind” can be used in two ways: 1. The process of making ingredients stick together in a
mass by adding a binding ingredient, such as breadcrumbs or eggs. For example, MEATLOAF
ingredients are bound together so they can be formed into the shape of a loaf. 2. To thicken a hot
mixture by adding any of several ingredients such as butter, cream, eggs, flour, and so on.binder
In cooking, a binder is a thickening agent for soups, sauces, and other mixtures. BEURRE
MANIÉ, ROUX, egg yolks, or starches such as FLOUR, CORNSTARCH, and ARROWROOT are
among those agents used for thickening. A binder is sometimes also referred to as a
liaison.making rouxbiotechnology; bioengineered foods Very basically, food-related
biotechnology is the process by which a specific gene or group of genes with desirable traits are
removed from the DNA of one plant or animal cell and spliced into that of another. Such
beneficial genes might come from animals, (friendly) bacteria, fish, insects, plants, and even
humans. In some instances, genes that create problems (such as the natural softening of a
tomato) are simply removed and not replaced. Tomatoes, for example, are generally picked
green and gas-ripened later because, during shipping, they would become soft, bruised, and
unmarketable. A bioengineered tomato, however, can be picked ripe and shipped without
softening. The objective of food biotechnology is to develop insect- and disease-resistant,
shipping- and shelf-stable foods with improved appearance, texture, and flavor. Additionally,
biotechnology advocates say that the process will produce plants that are resistant to adverse
weather conditions such as drought and frost, thereby increasing food production in previously
prohibitive climate and soil conditions. They also envision increasing nutrient levels and
decreasing pesticide usage through biotechnology. On the other hand, critics argue that,
because biotechnology is producing new foods not previously consumed by humans, the
changes and potential risks relating to such things as toxins, allergens, and reduced nutrients
are unpredictable. They also worry that, because genetically altered foods are not required to be
labeled, people with religious or lifestyle dietary restrictions might unintentionally consume
prohibited foods. In answer to such concerns, the FDA has issued the following evaluation
guidelines by which a bioengineered food will be judged for approval: 1. Has the concentration of
a plant’s naturally occurring toxicant increased? 2. Has an allergic element not commonly found
in the plant been introduced? 3. Have the levels of important nutrients changed? 4. Have
accepted, established scientific practices been followed? 5. What are the effects on the
environment? Frankenfood is a term used to refer to food that’s been genetically altered.birch
beer Dating back to the late 1800s, this American carbonated drink (usually nonalcoholic) is
flavored with an extract from birch bark. It’s sweet and similar in flavor to root beer.birch sugar
see XYLITOLbird see ROULADEbird chile see THAI CHILE in Chiles and Peppers
Glossary.bird’s beak chile see CHILE DE ÁRBOL in Chiles and Peppers Glossary.bird’s nest
soup A classic Chinese specialty made from the nest of an Asian bird similar to the swift. These
birds attach their nests to cavern walls in Southeast Asia by using a gelatinous spit. Because of
their hazardous location, the nests are dangerous to collect and therefore very expensive. They



are sometimes referred to as the “CAVIAR of the East.” White nests and black nests are the two
types used. The more desirable of the two are the white nests, composed mainly of the weblike
strands of saliva and containing few foreign particles. Black nests contain feathers, twigs, and
insects and are labor intensive to clean. Both types must be cleaned and soaked overnight
before using. They’re available in Chinese markets.birra [BEE-rah] Italian for “BEER.”birria [bih-
RREE-ah] This rustic Mexican meat stew can be made with beef, goat, lamb, mutton, pork, or
veal, or some combination of these meats. Originally from Jalisco it’s now found in other parts of
Mexico and in Mexican restaurants in the United States. Birria uses less expensive cuts of meat,
which are smothered with a spicy chili sauce and left to marinate for hours before the meat is
slowly cooked until fork tender. The cooking juices are blended with a seasoned tomato sauce
and served with the meat. Among the variations that have evolved are birrias that are akin to
POT ROAST and others that are like SHORT RIBS. Restaurants that specialize in birria dishes
are called birrierías.biryani [beer-YAH-nee] A rice-based dish popular in India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, and surrounding countries. Although there are many variations of this dish, biryani
is basically a mixture of rice, herbs, spices, and other flavoring ingredients, vegetables and/or
meat or fish and yogurt. Biryani ingredients may be cooked together or in layers and each
country has its own version. Malaysians, for example, add coconut milk to the mix. Although
vegetarian biryanis are immensely popular, many renditions include meat, which is typically
beef, chicken, goat, lamb, or mutton. Exotic flavors come from a blend of herbs and spices such
as bay leaves, cardamom, cinnamon, cloves, coriander, cumin, ginger, mint, saffron, and
turmeric. Packaged biryani masala (biryani spice blend) may be purchased in Indian markets,
some supermarkets, and on the Internet.biscotte see RUSKbiscotto; pl. biscotti see Cookie
Glossary.biscuit see Bread Glossary.biscuit cutter see COOKIE CUTTER in Kitchen Tools,
Cookware, and Bakeware Glossary.biscuit tortoni see TORTONIbishop see Cocktail
Glossary.bishop’s crown chile; bishop’s hat chile see Chiles and Peppers Glossary.bismarck
[BIHZ-mahrk] An elongated jelly-filled doughnut, also known as a Long John and Berlin
doughnut. The bismarck can be baked or fried and sugar-coated or frosted.Bismarck herring
see HERRINGbisque [bihsk] A thick, rich soup usually consisting of puréed seafood (sometimes
fowl or vegetables) and cream.bistecca [bee-STAYK-kah] Italian for “beef steak.”bisteeya see
B’STEEYAbistro [BEES-troh; BIHS-troh] A small cafe, usually serving modest, down-to-earth
food and wine. This word is also sometimes used to refer to a small nightclub (the French bistrot
means “pub”).bitter see Beer and Ale Glossary.bitter melon Also referred to as a balsam pear,
this fruit resembles a cucumber with a bumpy skin and is used as a vegetable in Chinese
cooking. When first picked, the bitter melon is yellow-green and has a delicate, sour flavor. As it
ripens it turns yellow-orange and becomes bitter and acrid, which is how many people prefer it.
Chinese bitter melon ranges from 6 to 10 inches long; Indian bitter melon is about half that size.
Chinese bitter melon is available year-round in most Asian markets and some supermarkets. It
can also be purchased canned or dried. The Indian variety can sometimes be found in Indian
markets.bitter orange see SEVILLE ORANGEbitters Made from the DISTILLATION of aromatic



herbs, barks, flowers, seeds, roots, and plants, bitters are a liquid used to flavor cocktails,
APÉRITIFS, or foods. They are also used as a digestive aid and appetite stimulant. Bitters
generally have a high alcohol content and are bitter or bittersweet to the taste. Bitters come in
various flavors (including apricot, orange, and peach) and have long been employed as
DIGESTIFS, appetite stimulants, and hangover cures. They’re used in myriad mixed drinks, as
well as many food preparations. The most popular bitters used for drinks today are AMER
PICON, ANGOSTURA BITTERS, FERNET BRANCA, and Peychaud’s Bitters. Among other well-
known bitters around the world are Abbott’s Bitters from the United States (Baltimore, Maryland);
Boonekamp bitters from Holland; Gammel Dansk from Denmark; orange bitters, the most well-
known (such as Holloway’s) coming from England; Stonsdorfer and Underberg bitters from
Germany; and Unicum bitters from Vienna.bivalve see Shellfish Glossary.biya see
AIYSHblachan see BALACHANblack bean see Legumes Glossary.black beans, fermented see
FERMENTED BLACK BEANS in Legumes Glossary.black bean sauce see BEAN SAUCES;
BEAN PASTES in Sauces and Stocks Glossary.black bottom pie A rich pie with a layer of dark
chocolate CUSTARD, topped with a layer of rum custard. The top is garnished with sweetened
whipped cream and chocolate shavings.black bun Not a bun in the sense of bread, the Scottish
black bun is a spicy mixture of nuts with dried and candied fruit enclosed in a rich pastry crust.
Traditionally, Scots serve it at Hogmanay (the New Year). It’s best prepared several weeks in
advance so the fruit mixture can ripen and develop flavor.black butter see BEURRE NOIRblack
cabbage see CAVOLO NEROblack calypso see CALYPSO BEANblack cardamom see Spice
Glossary.black chanterelle see TROMPETTE DE LA MORT in Mushroom Glossary.black cod
see SABLEFISH in Fish Glossary.Black Corinth see CHAMPAGNE GRAPESblack cow A
Midwestern U.S. name for a root beer FLOAT.black cumin see KALA JEERA; NIGELLA
SEEDblacken; blackened A cooking technique made famous by New Orleans chef Paul
Prudhomme by which meat or fish is cooked in a cast-iron skillet that’s been heated until almost
red hot. Prudhomme’s original specialty was blackened redfish. The food is customarily rubbed
with a CAJUN spice mixture before being cooked. The extra-hot skillet combined with the
seasoning rub gives food an extra-crispy crust.black-eyed pea see Legumes Glossary.blackfish
see Fish Glossary.Black Forest torte see Cake Glossary.black fungus see WOOD EARblack
Indian salt see BLACK SALTblack kale see CAVOLO NEROblack mangosteen see
KOKAMblack onion seeds see NIGELLA SEEDSblack pepper; black peppercorn see
PEPPERCORNblack persimmon see BLACK SAPOTEblack poplar mushroom see PIOPPINI
MUSHROOMblack pudding see BLOOD SAUSAGE in Sausage Glossary.black radish Dating
back to ancient Egypt, this large radish has a coarse, soot-black skin and a flesh that’s white and
crisp. The assertive flavor can be horseradish hot, the sting of which can be tamed with salt.
Scrub and trim as you would regular radishes. Use in salads, soup, and STIR-FRY dishes.Black
Russian see Cocktail Glossary.black salt A special type of mineral salt used on the Indian
subcontinent and in other parts of South Asia. Black salt is also known as black Indian salt, kala
loon, kala namak, rock salt, sanchal, and sulemani namak. It isn’t actually black but ranges in



color from pinkish gray to dark reddish purple. It has a smoky, sulfurous taste that some compare
to cooked eggs. It’s used as a seasoning in a variety of Indian and Pakistani foods and is a key
ingredient in the spice blend, CHAAT MASALA. Look for black salt or kala namak in Indian
markets in either ground or in lump form.black sapote [sah-POH-tay] This exotic fruit (Diospyros
digyna) is actually a member of the PERSIMMON family and unrelated to either the MAMEY
SAPOTE or the WHITE SAPOTE. It’s grown in tropical regions including Eastern Mexico, Central
America, Hawaii, and southern Florida. Black sapote resemble green persimmons and range in
size from 2 to 5 inches in diameter. As the fruit ripens, the skin turns from olive to deep yellow-
green. Inside the inedible skin is a pulp that’s brownish black, glossy, and exceedingly soft; it
may be seedless or contain up to 10 flat, brown seeds. The black sapote’s texture and flavor
have been compared to chocolate pudding (chocolate lovers might disagree), which is why this
fruit is sometimes called the chocolate pudding fruit. It’s also known as sapote negro and zapote
negro and—in Hawaii—as a black persimmon. Black sapote are typically available from
December to April and only in specialty produce markets (except in the regions in which it’s
grown). Choose firm, olive-green fruit free of bruises. Let ripen at room temperature until the fruit
feels quite soft to palm pressure. Refrigerate ripe fruit in a plastic bag for up to 5 days.blackstrap
see MOLASSESblack trout see BLACKFISH in Fish Glossary.black trumpet mushroom see
Mushroom Glossary.black velvet A drink made with equal parts CHAMPAGNE and STOUT. A
brown velvet substitutes PORT for stout.blade pot roast see CHUCK in Beef Glossary.blade
steak see TOP BLADE STEAK in Beef Glossary.blaff A classic poached fish dish of the French
West Indies composed of a small whole RED SNAPPER that’s been marinated in a mixture of
lime juice, allspice berries, garlic, and CHILES. The marinade is then combined with a large
amount of water, sliced onion, and a BOUQUET GARNI and brought to a boil. When the fish is
plopped into the boiling cooking liquid, it makes a sound that resembles “blaff”; hence, the
name. Blaff is traditionally accompanied by white rice.blanc [BLAHN] French for “white,” as in
BEURRE BLANC, which means “white butter.”blanc de blancs see Wine Glossary.blanc de noirs
see Wine Glossary.blanch 1. To plunge food (usually vegetables and fruits) into boiling water
briefly, then into cold water to stop the cooking process. Blanching is used to firm the flesh, to
loosen skins (as with peaches and tomatoes), and to heighten and set color and flavor (as with
vegetables before freezing). See also PARBOIL. 2. A horticultural technique whereby the leaves
of plants are whitened or prevented from becoming green by growing them in complete
darkness. It’s this labor-intensive process that makes Belgian ENDIVE so
expensive.blancmange [bluh-MAHNZH] A simple cooked pudding made of milk, cornstarch,
sugar, and vanilla. Gelatin may be substituted for the cornstarch. The hot mixture is poured into a
mold, chilled, unmolded, and served with a sweet sauce or fresh fruit. The original blancmange
used pulverized almonds in lieu of cornstarch.blanquette [blahn-KEHT] A rich, creamy stew
made with veal, chicken, or lamb, button mushrooms and small white onions. The name comes
from the French word blanc, meaning “white.”BLBT see PINK SLIMEblend n. A mixture of two or
more flavors combined to obtain a particular character and quality, as in wines, teas, and



blended whiskey. blend v. To mix two or more ingredients together with a spoon, beater, or
electric blender until combined.blender see Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and Bakeware
Glossary.blenny see Fish Glossary.bleu [BLEUH] 1. French for “blue,” used in the cheese world
to describe the myriad varieties of BLUE CHEESE. 2. A French term used for a steak cooked so
rare that it is barely warmed through. À POINT is the next step, which means the steak is cooked
rare.bleu cheese see BLUE CHEESE in Cheese Glossary.Bleu d’Auvergne see Cheese
Glossary.blewit mushroom see Mushroom Glossary.blinchiki see Bread Glossary.blind A term
sometimes used for SWISS-STYLE CHEESES that have very few or no EYES.blind baking see
BAKE BLINDblini see Bread Glossary.blintz [BLIHNTS] A tender, ultrathin pancake that can be
made with any number of flours. The blintz is rolled to enclose a sweet or savory filling including
cottage or ricotta cheese, fruit, or meat mixtures. It’s then sautéed until golden brown and served
with sour cream.bloaters see HERRING in Fish Glossary.blondie see BROWNIEblood alcohol
concentration; blood alcohol content; BAC A term referring to a person’s intoxication level as
determined by the weight of alcohol in a specific volume of blood. Factors computed to establish
the blood alcohol concentration include the individual’s weight and metabolism as well as the
amount of alcohol ingested within a specific amount of time. Also called by the acronym BAC
and blood alcohol level. See also Blood Alcohol Concentration Charts.blood Over the centuries
people like the Mongolian warriors used animal blood as a source of food, often ingesting it
fresh. Today, some Masai of Tanzania still follow this practice, ingesting blood for nutrition as
they travel with their herds. Elsewhere, blood (primarily from pigs, cows, chickens, and geese) is
still used as a thickening agent in some dishes, such as BLOOD SAUSAGE (also known as
black pudding because of the dark color of cooked blood). Blood should never be boiled, or it
will clot. A little vinegar keeps blood from clotting during storage. In winemaking, blood is used
as a FINING agent to help clear suspended particles and clarify the wine. Blood is usually
available by special order through some butcher shops.blood orange see Citrus Glossary.blood
pudding see BLOOD SAUSAGE in Sausage Glossary.Bloody Mary see Cocktail Glossary.bloom
1. Pale gray streaks and blotches that appear on the surface of chocolate. Bloom is a result of
COCOA BUTTER forming crystals on the chocolate, usually caused by the chocolate being
stored in too warm an environment. See also CHOCOLATE. 2. The pale gray film found on the
skin of fruits such as grapes and plums. Fruit bloom is simply nature’s waterproofing and
completely harmless. 3. A natural, invisible, protective coating found on eggshells. This covering
is washed off when USDA-graded eggs are sanitized; producers then replace it with a thin film of
mineral oil. 4. To moisten GELATIN in a small amount of water before dissolving it in hot
liquid.bloomy-rind cheeses see SOFT-RIPENED CHEESES in Cheese Glossary.blossom see
ROUND WHITE POTATOES in Potato Glossary.blue cheese; blue-veined cheese see Cheese
Glossary.bluefin see TUNA in Fish Glossary.blue foot mushroom see BLEWIT MUSHROOM in
Mushroom Glossary.blue leg mushroom see BLEWIT MUSHROOM in Mushroom Glossary.blue
giant hyssop see ANISE HYSSOP in Herb Glossary.blue licorice see KOREAN MINT in Herb
Glossary.blue oyster mushroom see Mushroom Glossary.bluepoint oyster see Shellfish



Glossary.blue runner see JACK in Fish Glossary.blue-veined cheese see BLUE CHEESE in
Cheese Glossary.blush wines see Wine Glossary.bobo nai cha; boba tea see BUBBLE
TEAbobotie [boh-BOH-tee] A popular South African dish made of minced lamb and/or beef
mixed with bread, rice, or mashed potatoes, onions, garlic, and curry powder. The ingredients
are blended with an egg-and-milk mixture before being baked. Partway through the baking
process, additional egg-milk mixture is poured over the top. Bobotie is served in squares or
wedges.bobwhite see QUAILbocaccio see ROCKFISH in Fish Glossary.bocconcini [bohk-kohn-
CHEE-nee] 1. Italian for “mouthful,” referring not to size, but to the appetizing appeal of dishes
described in this manner. Therefore, in Italian cookery, the word bocconcini may be attributed to
many dishes. For example, bocconcini di vitello alla crema is a rich preparation of veal chunks
cooked with wine, butter, egg yolks, and whipping cream. A less rich, but equally tempting, dish
is bocconcini Fiorentina—pieces of veal or beef sautéed with garlic, onions, and herbs,
sometimes with the addition of tomatoes. 2. See also Cheese Glossary.Bockwurst see Sausage
Glossary.body A word used with food and drink to describe a full, rich flavor and texture. For
instance, a full-bodied wine, beer, or coffee has a complex, well-rounded flavor that lingers in the
mouth.Boeren Leidse met sleutels see LEYDEN in Cheese Glossary.boeuf [beuf] The French
word for “beef.”boeuf à la mode [beuf ah lah MOHD] see BEEF à LA MODEboeuf bourguignon
[BEUF boor-gee-NYON] see BOURGUIGNONNEboil “Bring to a boil” refers to heating a liquid
until bubbles break the surface (212°F for water at sea level). The term also means to cook food
in a boiling liquid. A “full rolling boil” is one that cannot be dissipated by stirring.FAST FACTS
Altitude Boiling Point of WaterSea level  212.0°F 100.0°C2,000 feet 208.4°F 98.4°C5,000
feet 203.0°F 95.0°C7,500 feet 198.4°F 92.4°C10,000 feet 194.0°F 90.0°Cboiled dinner
see NEW ENGLAND BOILED DINNERboiled icing A fluffy cake FROSTING made by gradually
pouring a hot SUGAR SYRUP over stiffly beaten egg whites, beating constantly until the mixture
is smooth and satiny. An Italian MERINGUE is made in the same manner.boilermaker A shot of
whiskey followed by a CHASER of beer.boiling firepot see MONGOLIAN HOT POTboiling-water
bath see CAN, TOboisson [bwah-SAWN] French for “drink” or “beverage.”bok choy [bahk CHOY]
Also called Chinese white cabbage, pak choy, pak choi, and white mustard cabbage, bok choy
is a mild, versatile vegetable with crunchy white stalks and tender, dark green leaves. It
resembles a bunch of wide-stalked celery with long, full leaves. Choose bunches with firm, white
stalks topped with crisp, green leaves. Bok choy is available year-round in most supermarkets
and should be refrigerated airtight for no more than 3 to 4 days. It can be used raw in salads, in a
STIR-FRY, or as a cooked vegetable. Bok choy is related to but not the same as CHINESE
CABBAGE.bok l’hong see SOM TAMbolete; boletes [BOH-leet; boh-LEE-tuhs] see PORCINO in
Mushroom Glossary.bolillo see Bread Glossary.Bolivian rainbow chile see Chiles and Peppers
Glossary.bollito [boh-LEE-toh] Italian for “boiled.”bollito misto [boh-LEE-toh MEES-toh] This
classic Italian dish of mixed boiled meats is particulary popular in the Emilia, Lombardy, and
Piedmont regions. The meats, which include veal, chicken, and COTECHINO sausage, are
accompanied by a rich meat broth and a piquant green sauce.bologna; baloney see Sausage



Glossary.Bolognese, alla; Bolognese meat sauce see RAGÙ in Sauces and Stocks
Glossary.Bomba rice see Cereal Grains Glossary.Bombay duck Not a duck at all, this pungent,
flavorful food is actually dried salted fish. It can be found in East Indian markets and some
specialty markets. Bombay duck is most often used to flavor curried dishes. It’s also cooked until
crisp and eaten as a snack.bombe; bombe glacée [BAHM; bahm glah-SAY] A frozen dessert
consisting of layers of ice cream or sherbet. The ice cream is softened and spread, one layer at
a time, in a mold. Each layer is hardened before the next one is added. The center of a bombe is
often custard laced with fruit. After it’s frozen solid, the bombe is unmolded and often served with
a dessert sauce. The original bombe molds were spherical; however, any shape mold may be
used today.bon appétit [boh nah-pay-TEE] A French phrase with any of various meanings
related to having a good (bon) appetite (appétit) such as “have a good meal,” (I wish you a)
“hearty appetite” or “enjoy your meal.” Bon appétit was, for a long time, Julia Child’s television
sign-off.Bonbel see Cheese Glossary.bonbon [BAHN-bahn] A piece of chocolate-dipped candy,
usually with a center of FONDANT that is sometimes mixed with fruits or nuts.bone To remove
the bones from meat, fish, or fowl.boneless lean beef trimmings see PINK SLIMEboniato [boh-
NYAH-toh] A cultivar of the SWEET POTATO, the boniato has a skin that ranges in color from red
to brown and a flesh that’s creamy white. It’s yam-shaped and can reach up to 12 inches long.
Choose those that are unblemished and without sprouts; store in a cool, dark, well-ventilated
place for up to a month. The boniato is popular in Caribbean cuisine and can be cooked in any
way suitable for potatoes or yams. It’s also known as batata, camote, and kamote.bonito see
TUNA in Fish Glossary.bonne-bouche [bahn-BOOSH] French for “tasty little bite,” referring to
any of various small enticements such as a snack, tidbit, or HORS D’OEUVRE.bonne femme, à
la [bohn FEHM; bohn FAM] Literally translated as “good wife,” the term bonne femme describes
food prepared in an uncomplicated, homey manner. Sole bonne femme is a simply poached fish
served with a sauce of white wine and lemon juice, and often garnished with small onions and
mushrooms.booze n. Slang for alcoholic beverages. A boozer is one who tipples excessively—or
boozes it up, or gets boozed-up. booze v. Slang for drinking in excess.bo pho see
PHOboqueróne; boquerone [boh-kay-ROHN] Though the word is Spanish for “whitebait,” in
culinary circles boquerónes are fresh FILLETED anchovies (sometimes other small fish are
used) that have been soaked in white wine vinegar for a period of several hours to several days,
a process that bleaches them white. The fish are then drained and sometimes lightly rinsed.
Boquerónes are usually served as TAPAS, napped generously in olive oil and sprinkled with
chopped garlic and parsley and sometimes other ingredients such as onions and roasted red
peppers.borage see Herb Glossary.Bordeaux see Wine Glossary.bordelaise, à la [bohr-dl-AYZ;
bohr-dl-EHZ] A French term meaning “of or from Bordeaux” and referring to dishes served with
BORDELAISE SAUCE.bordelaise sauce see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.börek; bourek; burek
[BOOR-ehk] Though thought of as Turkish, these thin packets of pastry (ranging from PHYLLO
to PUFF PASTRY) are found throughout the Middle East. They can contain a variety of fillings,
including cheese, spinach or ground meat, and may be baked or fried. Borek are served hot as



an HORS D’OEUVRE or with a salad as a main course.börekborlotti bean see Legumes
Glossary.borrachos see FRIJOLES CHARROSBorrettana onion see CIPOLLINIborscht; borsch
[BOHR-sht; BOHR-sh] Originally from Russia and Poland, borscht is a soup made with fresh
beets. It can be prepared using an assortment of vegetables, or with meat and meat stock, or
with a combination of both. Borscht can be served hot or cold; it should always be garnished
with a dollop of sour cream.Boston baked beans A melange of NAVY BEANS or PEA BEANS
(the latter a favorite with New Englanders), SALT PORK, molasses, and brown sugar, baked in a
casserole for hours until tender. The dish is so named because it was made by Puritan
Bostonian women on Saturday, to be served for dinner that night. Because cooking was
forbidden on the Sabbath, leftover beans were served with BOSTON BROWN BREAD for
Sunday breakfast…and, ofttimes, lunch.Boston cream pie see Cake Glossary.Boston lettuce
see BUTTERHEAD LETTUCEbotarga see BOTTARGAbotrytis cinerea see Wine
Glossary.bottarga; botarga see Fish Glossary.Bottled-in-Bond A phrase sometimes used on
labels of whiskey (and other distilled spirits) referring to the Bottled in Bond Act of 1894, which
allows producers to bottle and store their DISTILLED SPIRITS in Treasury Department-bonded
warehouses without paying excise taxes on them until they’re shipped to the retailer. The
conditions necessary for such a designation include: The whiskey must be produced at one
plant during a single distilling season, be 100 PROOF (50 percent alcohol), and AGED for at
least 4 years. Contrary to some beliefs, such labeling does not ensure a high degree of
quality.bottle gourd see CUCUZZAbottle sizes see BOTTLES in Wine Glossary and Wine and
Spirit Bottle Sizes.bouchée [boo-SHAY] The French word for “mouthful,” a bouchée is a small
PUFF PASTRY shell filled with various savory preparations such as creamed seafood. See also
amuse-bouche.boucher [boo-SHAY] French for “butcher.”boudin blanc see Sausage
Glossary.boudin noir see Sausage Glossary.bouillabaisse [BOOL-yuh-BAYZ; BOOL-yuh-BEHZ]
A celebrated seafood stew from Provence, made with an assortment of fish and shellfish,
onions, tomatoes, white wine, olive oil, garlic, saffron, and herbs. The stew is ladled over thick
slices of French bread.bouillon see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.bouillon cube A compressed,
flavor-concentrated cube of dehydrated beef, chicken, or vegetable stock. Bouillon granules are
the granular form of the dehydrated concentrate. Both the cubes and granules must be dissolved
in a hot liquid before using.boulanger; boulangerie [boo-lahn-ZHAY; boo-lahn-ZHREE] French
for “baker” and “bakery,” respectively.boule see Bread Glossary.Boule de Lille see MIMOLETTE
in Cheese Glossary.bou na pana see PACIFIC THREADFIN in Fish Glossary.bounce A popular
beverage in Colonial days, bounce is made by combining rum or brandy with fruit, sugar, and
spices and allowing the mixture to ferment for 1 to 3 weeks.bounceberry Another name for
CRANBERRY (see Berry Glossary.)bound see BINDbouquet see Wine Glossary.bouquet garni
see Herb Glossary.bourbon see Liquor Glossary.bourguignonne, à la [boor-gee-NYON] The
French term for “as prepared in Burgundy,” one of France’s most famous gastronomic regions.
Meat (usually beef, as in boeuf bourguignonne) is braised in red wine and usually garnished with
small mushrooms and white onions. See FONDUE for information on fondue



bourguignonne.bourride [boo-REED] Similar to BOUILLABAISSE, this Mediterranean fish soup
is pungent with garlic, onions, orange peel, and sometimes saffron. It’s usually thickened with
egg yolks and flavored with AÏOLI. Bourride is traditionally served en CROÛTE.Boursault see
Cheese Glossary.Boursin see Cheese Glossary.boutargue [boo-TAHRG] see BOTTARGA in
Fish Glossary.bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) [BOH-vine SPUHNJ-uh-fohrm en-sehf-
ah-LOP-ah-thee] Also known as mad cow disease, BSE attacks the central nervous system of
cattle. Cows with this degenerative disease lose coordination, abandon routine habits, and
display unpredictable behavior. BSE belongs to a group of diseases known as transmissible
spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs). There appears to be a link between BSE and a rare brain
disorder in humans called variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease. BSE is not contagious, so it’s not
spread from one cow to another; rather it’s thought to spread through feed that’s contaminated
with transmittable BSE agents. How is the food supply in the United States affected by this? The
USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Services (FSIS) is “responsible for ensuring that the nation’s
commercial supply of meat, poultry and egg products is safe, wholesome and correctly labeled
and packaged.” As of 2004, the FSIS would not mark cattle as “inspected and passed” until
confirmation is received that the cattle have tested negative for BSE. It also indicates that “brains
and various other parts of cattle 30 months of age or older are specified risk material that are
prohibited in the human food supply.” So, it appears that lovers of calf brains can still enjoy this
product, because the illness, were it present, would not have time to incubate in younger
animals. In addition, the FSIS has taken steps to eliminate potentially diseased by-products from
entering the food chain from older animals.bovine somatotropin [BOH-vine soh-mat-uh-TROH-
pin] see BSTbovolo [BOH-voh-loh] Italian for “SNAIL.”boxty [BOX-tee] Said to have originated
during the Irish famine, boxty is rather like a thick pancake composed of mashed and shredded
potatoes, flour, and baking soda or baking powder. Like a SCONE, the dough is shaped into a
circle, cut into quarters and baked on a griddle. Boxty is usually served as a side dish with
meat.braciola [brah-JYOH-lah] The Italian term for a meat chop (braciolette) or CUTLET
(bracioline), which may be wrapped around a STUFFING. Filled meat rolls, particularly if
braised, are the same as the Italian INVOLTINO or the French ROULADE.brains Beef, pork, and
lamb brains are available in many supermarkets and most specialty meat markets. Buy brains
that are a bright pinkish-white color, plump, and firm. They’re very perishable and should be
used the day of purchase. Brains must be well washed, then BLANCHED in ACIDULATED
WATER. They can then be poached, fried, baked, or broiled, and are particularly delicious when
served with BEURRE NOIR. For concerns about “mad cow disease” see BOVINE
SPONGIFORM ENCEPHALOPATHY (BSE). See also VARIETY MEATS.braise [BRAYZ] A
cooking method by which food (usually meat or vegetables) is first browned in fat, then cooked,
tightly covered, in a small amount of liquid at low heat for a lengthy period of time. The long, slow
cooking develops flavor and tenderizes foods by gently breaking down their fibers. Braising can
be done on top of the range or in the oven. A tight-fitting lid is very important to prevent the liquid
from evaporating.bramble see BLACKBERRYbran see Cereal Grains Glossary.branch water A



term first used in the 1800s referring to pure, clean water from a tiny stream called a “branch.” An
order for “bourbon and branch” is a nostalgic request for bourbon and water.brandade [brahn-
DAHD] The famous brandade de morue of Provence is a pounded mixture of salt COD, olive oil,
garlic, milk, and cream. This flavorful purée is served with CROÛTES and often garnished with
chopped black truffles. Other salted or smoked fish can also be used to make brandade.brandy
see Liquor Glossary.brandy Alexander see Cocktail Glossary.branzino see Fish Glossary.brasier
[BRAY-zer] see BRAZIER in Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and Bakeware Glossary.brasserie [brahs-
uh-REE] An informal French café that serves beer, wine, and simple, hearty food.Bratwurst see
Sausage Glossary.Braunschweiger see Sausage Glossary.brawn see HEAD CHEESEbrazier
see Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and Bakeware Glossary.bread v. To coat food with bread, cracker,
or other crumbs. The item is usually first dipped into flour, then into a liquid (beaten eggs, milk,
beer, etc.), then into the crumbs, which may be seasoned with salt, pepper and various herbs.
Breading will stick better if the food is blotted dry with a paper towel and refrigerated for 30 to 60
minutes before it’s coated. Breaded food is usually fried (although it may be baked), which gives
it a crispy crust and helps retain its moisture. bread n. A staple since prehistoric times, bread is
made from flour, water (or other liquid), and usually a LEAVENER. It can be baked (in an oven or,
as with pancakes, on a griddle), fried, or steamed. Yeast is the leavener in yeast bread, which
requires KNEADING to stretch the flour’s GLUTEN. A yeast batter bread uses strenuous beating
instead of kneading to the same end. Quick breads are so called because they require no
kneading and use baking soda, baking powder, or eggs to leaven the bread. As the name
implies, unleavened bread (such as MATZO) uses no leavening and therefore is quite flat.
Grains, seeds, nuts, and fruit are often added to bread for flavor and texture. See also KITCHEN
TOOLS, COOKWARE, AND BAKEWARE; BREAD SAUCE; BRUSCHETTA; CALZONE;
CROSTINI; GARLIC BREAD; KHACHAPURI; PIZZA; and the Bread Glossary.bread-and-butter
pickles Sweet pickles made from thin slices of unpeeled cucumber; usually pickled with onion
and sweet green bell pepper, and flavored with mustard and celery seeds, cloves, and
turmeric.breadcrumbs; bread crumbs see Bread Glossary.breadfruit Native to the Pacific,
breadfruit is large (8 to 10 inches in diameter), has a bumpy green skin and a rather bland-
tasting cream-colored center. It is picked and eaten before it ripens and becomes too sweet. Like
squash, breadfruit can be baked, grilled, fried, or boiled and served as a sweet or savory dish.
It’s available fresh in some Latin and specialty produce markets and may also be purchased
canned.breading A coating of bread, cracker, or other crumbs that has been applied to food.
See BREAD, v.bread machines see Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and Bakeware Glossary.bread
pudding A simple baked dessert made with cubes or slices of bread saturated with a mixture of
milk, eggs, sugar, vanilla, and spices. Chopped fruit or nuts also can be added. Bread and butter
pudding is typically made by buttering the bread slices before adding the liquid mixture. Both
may be served hot or cold with cream or a dessert sauce.bread salad see PANZANELLAbread
sauce see Sauces and Stocks Glossary.bread stick; breadstick see Bread Glossary.breakfast
tea see ENGLISH BREAKFAST TEA; IRISH BREAKFAST TEA in Tea Glossary.bream see Fish



Glossary.brebis see Cheese Glossary.brek; brik [BREHK] From Tunisia, this savory, deep-fried
TURNOVER usually contains a spicy meat or fish filling and often an egg. Though the fillings
may vary, brek is traditionally served with HARISSA.bresaola [brehsh-ay-OH-lah] Originating in
Lombardy, Italy, bresaola is air-dried salted beef FILLET that has been aged about 3 months. It’s
typically thinly sliced, drizzled with olive oil and lemon juice, and served as an
ANTIPASTO.Breton Far see FAR BRETONbrick dough see WARKABrie see Cheese
Glossary.brigade system An organizational system for professional kitchens instituted by
Georges Auguste Escoffier toward the end of the 19th century. Escoffier established separate
kitchen stations, each responsible for a certain part of the menu. This system proved so effective
that a semblance of it is still in place in many of today’s professional kitchens. The brigade
system was modeled after French military organization, with the chef de cuisine (also called
executive chef) acting as the “general.” This system extended from the kitchen into the FRONT
OF THE HOUSE, and in some restaurant hierarchies, the chef de cuisine has authority over
areas like the dining room and bar. The sous chef (which means “under chef”) is the second-in-
command. This person fills in for the chef de cuisine when necessary and may have other full-
time duties such as scheduling or overseeing food preparation. Beneath these positions are
chefs de partie, also known as station chefs or journeyman cooks. Each one is responsible for a
station that produces specific parts of the menu. Depending on the size of the kitchen, these
stations may include more than one chef or cook; in smaller kitchens responsibilities for multiple
stations might be combined into one. An aboyeur is a caller or expediter—one who receives the
orders from the wait staff, calls out and routes the orders to the correct stations, and checks and
assembles orders for delivery to the dining room. A charcutière is the chef or cook in charge of
CHARCUTERIE items such as PÂTÉS, RILLETTES, GALANTINES AND CRÉPINETTES. The
entremetier is the person or station in charge of not only vegetables but soups, pastas, egg
dishes, and other miscellaneous items. A friturier is the chef or station responsible for fried
foods. The garde manger (or chef garde manger) is the person or station responsible for cold
pantry items such as salads, PÂTÉS, CHAUD-FROIDS, and other decorative dishes. The term
garde manger also refers to the area in which such foods are prepared and stored. The grillardin
is the person or station in charge of grilled foods. The pâtissier is in charge of baked goods,
pastries, and desserts; in large kitchens there may be a separate area with baking ovens, walk-
in refrigerators, and so on. The poissonier is responsible for fish dishes, the rotisseur is in charge
of roasted items and associated sauces, and the saucier handles SAUTÉED items and any
related sauces. A tournant is an experienced chef who rotates from station to station to fill in
wherever needed. In the front of the house, the maître d’hôtel (maître d’) is in charge of the
dining room staff and is essentially the dining room manager. The chef de sale, or headwaiter, is
responsible for service throughout the dining room, although this role is often filled by the maitre
d’ or dining room manager. A chef de rang is a dining room waiter, though one who’s typically
experienced and highly skilled in everything from proper table set-up and perfect delivery of food
to dealing appropriately with the diner’s needs. The chef de vin (also called SOMMELIER) is the



wine steward with responsibility for acquiring, storing, and serving wine.brik see BREKbrik
dough see WARKAbrill see Fish Glossary.Brillat-Savarin see Cheese Glossary.brine A strong
solution of water and salt used for pickling, preserving, and tenderizing foods. Herbs, spices, or
a sweetener such as sugar or molasses is sometimes added to flavor the brine. See also
BRINING.brining A technique whereby meat is soaked in BRINE (saltwater), which tenderizes,
moisturizes, and flavors it, as well as reduces the cooking time. Brining is an age-old process
that has recently enjoyed a resurgence in popularity. The trick is the right balance of salt—too
little and it won’t do any good, too much and the food will taste salty. Other liquids (such as apple
juice, beer, or wine) can replace all or part of the water in the brining mixture. Use a non-
corrosive container just large enough to contain the food and brine to cover. Over-brining can
make the meat mushy and exceedingly salty. After brining is complete, remove the meat and
discard the liquid—it’s too salty to be used in cooking. This technique turns beef and pork gray,
so brown meats well before continuing to cook.brioche; brioche molds see Bread
Glossary.brisket see Beef Glossary.brisling [BRIHZ-ling] see SPRAT in Fish Glossary.British
terms see British and American Food and Cooking Terms Chart.broad bean see FAVA BEAN in
Legumes Glossary.broccoflower [BRAHK-uh-flow-er] Originating in Holland, this cross between
broccoli and cauliflower looks like a light green cauliflower and has a milder flavor than either of
its parents. The trademarked name broccoflower is owned by Tanimura and Antle, a California
company. Choose a firm head with compact florets; the leaves should be crisp and green. Avoid
any specimens with browning. Store unwashed tightly wrapped broccoflower in the refrigerator
for up to 5 days. Wash thoroughly just before using. Broccoflower can be cooked in any way
suitable for cauliflower. This vegetable is high in vitamin C, folic acid, and copper.broccoli The
name comes from the Italian word for “cabbage sprout” and indeed, broccoli is a relative of
cabbage, Brussels sprouts, and cauliflower. This deep emerald-green vegetable (which
sometimes has a purple tinge) comes in tight clusters of tiny buds that sit on stout, edible stems.
It’s available year-round, with a peak season from October through April. Look for broccoli with a
deep, strong color—green, or green with purple; the buds should be tightly closed and the
leaves crisp. Refrigerate unwashed, in an airtight bag, for up to 4 days. If the stalks are tough,
peel before cooking. Broccoli, a member of the CRUCIFEROUS family, is an excellent source of
vitamins A and C, as well as riboflavin, calcium, and iron.Broccolini The trademarked name for a
cross between BROCCOLI and CHINESE KALE. This bright green vegetable has long, slender
stalks topped with a bouquet of tiny buds reminiscent of miniature florettes. The flavor is sweet
with a subtle, peppery edge; the texture is slightly crunchy. This veggie is also called baby
broccoli. Broccolini is sold in small bunches and can be refrigerated for up to 10 days. This
delicate vegetable is entirely edible and should be cooked briefly (for a crisp-tender texture) or
served raw in a salad or as crudités.broccoli rabe [RAHB] A vegetable related to both the
cabbage and turnip family, the leafy green broccoli rabe has 6- to 9-inch stalks and scattered
clusters of tiny broccolilike buds. It’s also called American gai lan, brocoletti di rape, Italian
broccoli, rabe, rape, and rapini. The greens have a pungent, bitter flavor that is not particularly



popular in America where, more often than not, they’re used as animal fodder. Italians are
particularly fond of broccoli rabe, however, and cook it in a variety of ways including frying,
steaming and braising. It can also be used in soups or salads. Broccoli rabe should be wrapped
in a plastic bag and refrigerated for no more than 5 days.broche, à la [ah lah BROHSH] French
for “spit-roasted.”brochette [broh-SHEHT] The French word for “skewer.” En brochette refers to
food cooked on a skewer.brocoletti di rape see BROCCOLI RABEbrodo [BROH-doh] The Italian
word for “broth.”broil To cook food directly under or above the heat source. Food can be broiled
in an oven, directly under the gas or electric heat source, or on a barbecue grill, directly over
charcoal or other heat source.FAST FACTS • Bring meat, fish or poultry to room temperature
before broiling so it browns more evenly.• Spray the broiler pan with cooking spray or line it with
foil to make cleanup easier.• Preheat the broiler and the broiling pan.• To reduce flare-ups, trim
excess fat from meats or remove poultry skin prior to broiling and drain off melted fat during
broiling.• Remove excess surface moisture by blotting.• When basting, warm the basting liquid
so the cooking process is not slowed.broiler-fryer see CHICKENBrot [BROHT] German word for
“bread.”broth A liquid resulting from cooking vegetables, meat, or fish in water. The term is
sometimes used synonymously with bouillon.brown To cook quickly over high heat, causing the
surface of the food to turn brown while the interior stays moist. This method not only gives food
an appetizing color, but also a rich flavor. Browning is usually done on top of the stove, but may
also be achieved under a broiling unit.brown bean sauce see BEAN SAUCES; BEAN PASTES in
Sauces and Stocks Glossary.brown betty see BETTYbrown butter Butter cooked until it’s a pale
brown color, akin to that of hazelnuts. The French term is beurre noisette (“hazelnut butter”).
Brown butter is used to dress myriad foods including vegetables, fish, meat, and pasta.brownie
see Cookie Glossary.brown rice see RICE in Cereal Grains Glossary.brown sauce see
ESPAGNOLE SAUCE in Sauces and Stocks Glossary.brown stock see Sauces and Stocks
Glossary.brown velvet see BLACK VELVETbruise [BROOZ] In cooking, to partially crush an
ingredient in order to release its flavor. Bruising a garlic clove with the flat side of a knife crushes
without cutting it.brûlé [broo-LAY] The French word for “burned,” as in CRÈME BRÛLÉE.brûlot
see CAFÉ BRÛLOT.brunch A combination of breakfast and lunch, usually eaten sometime
between 11 A.M. and 3 P.M. Sunday brunch has become quite popular both for home
entertaining and in restaurants. Though brunch is thought of as an American tradition, H. L.
Mencken tells us that it was popular in England around 1900 … long before it reached the
United States.Brunello di Montalcino see Wine Glossary.brunoise [broo-NWAHZ] A mixture of
vegetables that have been finely diced or shredded, then cooked slowly in butter. The brunoise
is then used to flavor soups and sauces.brunost [BROO-nohst] see GJETOST in Cheese
Glossary.Brunswick stew Brunswick County, Virginia, was the birthplace in 1828 of this hearty
squirrel-meat and onion stew. Today, it is generally made with rabbit or chicken and often
contains a variety of vegetables including okra, lima beans, tomatoes, and corn.bruschetta [broo-
SKEH-tah; broo-SHEH-tah] From the Italian bruscare meaning “to roast over coals,” this
traditional garlic bread is made by rubbing slices of toasted bread with garlic cloves, then



drizzling the bread with extra-virgin olive oil. The bread is salted and peppered, then heated and
served warm.brush To apply a liquid (such as melted butter or a glaze) with a pastry (or basting)
brush to the surface of food such as meat or bread.Brussels sprouts Said to have been
cultivated in 16th-century Belgium, Brussels sprouts are a member of the cabbage family and,
indeed, resemble tiny cabbage heads. Many rows of sprouts grow on a single long stalk. They
range from 1⁄2 to 11⁄2 inches in diameter; the smaller sprouts are more tender. Brussels sprouts
are available from late August through March. Buy small bright green sprouts with compact
heads. Store unwashed sprouts in an airtight plastic bag in the refrigerator up to 3 days; longer
than that and sprouts will develop a strong flavor. Brussels sprouts, a CRUCIFEROUS
vegetable, are high in vitamins A and C, and are a fair source of iron.brut see Wine
Glossary.Bryndza; Brinza see Cheese Glossary.bST The commonly used acronym for bovine
somatotropin, a naturally occurring polypeptide hormone secreted by the anterior lobe of the
pituitary gland. It promotes body growth, which is why it’s also referred to as a growth hormone.
bST influences the metabolism of proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids. See also RBGH.b’steeya
[bs-TEE-yah] A Moroccan dish of PHYLLO dough (or MALSOUKUA) surrounding a melange of
shredded chicken, ground almonds, and spices. The “pie” is baked until a crisp golden brown,
then sprinkled with powdered sugar and cinnamon. Also spelled bastela, bastila, bastilla,
bisteeya and pastilla.Bual see MADEIRA in Wine Glossary.bubble and squeak A British dish of
equal parts mashed potatoes and chopped cooked cabbage mixed together and fried until well
browned. Originally, the dish included chopped boiled beef. The name is said to come from the
sounds the potato-cabbage mixture makes as it cooks (some say it’s from the sounds one’s
stomach makes after eating bubble and squeak).bubble tea If you like something to chew on
with your beverage, bubble tea’s for you. Now popular around the world, bubble tea originated in
Taiwan during the early 1980s. This unique concoction began as flavor-infused tea shaken with
ice (which causes bubbles) and poured into a glass at the bottom of which were more “bubbles”
in the form of tapioca pearls. Today the term bubble tea has evolved to mean almost any drink
with tapioca pearls, always served with fat straws big enough to suck up the pearls along with
the liquid. This isn’t ordinary tapioca but rather big, black orbs twice the size of regular pearl
tapioca. They have a soft, chewing gum/Jell-o consistency. And whereas regular tapioca is
made from cassava root, most of the tapioca used for bubble tea is sweet potato-based and
colored with caramel. During cooking, the light-brown pearls turn almost black, making for a
showy presentation in drinks. Although some Asian markets carry jars of cooked tapioca pearls
in syrup, they’re hard to find. The large uncooked pearls (about 5/16 inch in diameter and half
again as large cooked) can be purchased online at bubbleteasupply.com, which sells everything
necessary for bubble tea including the fat straws and myriad flavorings from honeydew to
coconut to taro. Bubble tea goes by numerous names including boba tea, bobo nai cha, momi,
momi milk tea, pearl tea, tapioca ball drink, tapioca milk tea, and zhen shou nai cha.bucatini;
bucatoni see Pasta Glossary.bûche de Noël see Cake Glossary.bucherellatene [boo-KEHR-eh-
lah-teh-neh] To prick something with the tines of a fork so air escapes during cooking.



Bucherellantene is a technique often used in preparation of pie crust or puff pastry so the
bottoms bake evenly and don’t puff up. It is also used occasionally when preparing items such
as potatoes or eggplant to be cooked in the microwave, ensuring that the air escapes and the
vegetables don’t explode.Bûcheron see Cheese Glossary.buck see Cocktail Glossary.buckle
see Cake Glossary.buckwheat see Cereal Grains Glossary.Buddha fruit see LUO HAN
GUOBuddha’s hand see CITRON in Citrus Glossary.buffalo The American buffalo, now being
raised by approximately 2,000 producers in the United States, is really a bison—a shaggy,
humped member of the cattle family. Buffalo meat is surprisingly tender and tastes somewhat
like lean beef. It has no pronounced gamey flavor. Buffalo can be found on some restaurant
menus and is available in some specialty meat markets. The cuts are similar to beef and can be
substituted for beef in most recipes. However, because buffalo meat is so lean, it should be
cooked slowly at a low heat. Buffalo is higher in iron than beef and lower in fat and cholesterol
than most cuts of beef and chicken—as well as some fish.Buffalo wings Buffalo, New York’s,
Anchor Bar originated this dish of deep-fried chicken wings served in a spicy hot sauce and
accompanied by blue-cheese dressing.buffet Culinarily, a buffet is a meal where guests serve
themselves from a variety of dishes set out on a table or sideboard.builders lime see PICKLING
LIMEbulb baster see TURKEY BASTER in Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and Bakeware
Glossary.Bulgarian carrot pepper see Chiles and Peppers Glossary.bulgogi [BOOL-goh-gee]
Also known as Korean barbecued beef, this dish consists of thin, tender strips of beef that have
been marinated for several hours before being briefly grilled. Although bulgogi is Korean for “fire
meat,” this dish isn’t particularly highly spiced. The MARINADE varies but is typically comprised
of a combination of ingredients, which may include black pepper, garlic, onions, ginger, sesame
oil, sesame seed, soy sauce, sugar, and rice wine. Sometimes pear juice or pear PURÉE is used
in place of or in addition to wine. The grilled meat is traditionally served with lettuce leaves,
steamed white rice, kochujang (see CHILE BEAN PASTE), and sometimes KIMCHI. The rice
and meat strips are placed in a lettuce leaf, topped with kimchi and kochujang and rolled up to
be eaten by hand. Daeji Bulgogi is a similar dish made with strips of pork loin and a spicier
marinade that includes red pepper flakes and red pepper sauce. Bulgogi is sometimes spelled
pulgogi.bulgur wheat; bulghur see Cereal Grains Glossary.bullhead see CATFISH in Fish
Glossary.bull’s horn see SWEET PEPPERS in Chiles and Peppers Glossary.bullshot A drink
composed of two parts beef bouillon and one part vodka, plus dashes of WORCESTERSHIRE
SAUCE, BITTERS, and TABASCO SAUCE.bully beef see Beef Glossary.bulochki s makom see
MAKOWIECbun see RICE NOODLESbunching onions see WELSH ONIONBundnerfleisch
[BOOND-ner-flysh] A Swiss salt-CURED, air-dried beef similar to (but considered superior to)
Africa’s BILTONG. It’s available only in specialty gourmet markets.Bundt pan see Kitchen Tools,
Cookware, and Bakeware Glossary.buñuelo [boo-NWAY-loh] A thin, deep-fried Mexican pastry
sprinkled with cinnamon-sugar.bunya nuts see Nut Glossary.buon appetito [bwon ah-peh-TEE-
toh] Italian for “good appetite,” the French counterpart of which is BON APPÉTIT.burbot see Fish
Glossary.burdock Known in Japan as gobo, burdock is a slender root vegetable with a rusty



brown skin and grayish-white flesh. Cultivated primarily in Japan, it grows wild throughout much
of Europe and the United States. Burdock has a sweet, earthy flavor and tender-crisp texture. It’s
important to choose firm, young burdock, preferably no more than 1 inch in diameter; they will be
about 18 inches long. Do not wash the earth-covered roots until ready to use. Store, tightly
wrapped in a plastic bag, in the refrigerator for up to 4 days. Scrub before cooking; peeling isn’t
necessary. Burdock can be thinly sliced or shredded and used in soups as well as with
vegetables and meats.burfi [BER-fee] see BARFIburghul see BULGUR WHEATburgoo [ber-
GOO] Also called Kentucky burgoo, this thick stew is full of meats (usually pork, veal, beef, lamb,
and poultry) and vegetables (including potatoes, onions, cabbage, carrots, sweet green
peppers, corn, okra, lima beans, and celery). Early renditions were more often made with small
game such as rabbit and squirrel. Burgoo is popular for large gatherings in America’s southern
states. Originally, the word “burgoo” was used to describe an oatmeal porridge served to English
sailors as early as 1750.Burgundy see Wine Glossary.buri [BOO-ree] see YELLOWTAIL in Fish
Glossary.buridda [boo-REED-dah] An Italian fish stew, similar to the French BOURRIDE.burielli
see BURRINO in Cheese Glossary.burnet see Herb Glossary.burnt cream The British version of
the French CRÈME BRÛLÉE.burnt sugar see CARAMELIZEBurrata see Cheese
Glossary.burrino; pl. burrini see Cheese Glossary.burrito [ber-EE-toh] A flour TORTILLA folded
and rolled to completely enclose any of several savory fillings including shredded or chopped
meat, REFRIED BEANS, grated cheese, sour cream, lettuce, etc.burro [BOO-roh] Italian for
“BUTTER.”bush tea see ROOIBOSbush tomato Native to the Australian outback, the bush
tomato is part of the nightshade family and is related to the eggplant, potato, and tomato. The
ripe fruit looks like a yellowish cherry tomato. However, most are harvested after they become
sun-dried and turn a reddish brown color. This drying process intensifies the flavor resulting in a
taste similar to a regular sun-dried tomato with a slight bitterness and a hint of caramel. The
bush tomato is often crushed; in its crushed form it is commonly referred to as akudjura.
Australia’s Aboriginal people have used bush tomatoes for thousands of years as a staple of
their diet. In recent years akudjura has been a rising star as a spice to be added to everything
from cheese to meat dishes, salads, soups, and vegetables. There is limited availability in the
United States, though some mail-order outlets offer akudjura through the Internet.butcher’s
steak see HANGER STEAKbutcher’s steel see SHARPENING STEEL in Kitchen Tools,
Cookware, and Bakeware Glossary.butirro see BURRINO in Cheese Glossary.butter see Fats
and Oils Glossary.butterball steak see ROUND in Beef Glossary.butter bean see LIMA BEAN in
Legumes Glossary.butter clam see Shellfish Glossary.buttercream A light, creamy frosting made
with softened butter, powdered sugar, egg yolks, and milk or light cream. This uncooked frosting
is beaten until light and creamy. It can be flavored in many ways and is used both as a filling and
frosting for a variety of cakes and pastries.buttercup squash see Squash Glossary.butter curler
see Kitchen Tools, Cookware, and Bakeware Glossary.butterfat see MILK FATbutterfish see Fish
Glossary.butterfly In cooking, to split a food (such as shrimp) down the center, cutting almost but
not completely through. The two halves are then opened flat to resemble a butterfly



shape.butterhead lettuce One of two varieties of head lettuce (the other being CRISPHEAD).
Butterhead lettuces have small, round, loosely formed heads with soft, buttery-textured leaves
ranging from pale green on the outer leaves to pale yellow-green on the inner leaves. The flavor
is sweet and succulent. Because the leaves are quite tender, they require gentle washing and
handling. Boston and Bibb (also called limestone) lettuce are the two most well known of the
butterhead family. The smaller Bibb is highly prized by gourmets. Both Boston and Bibb lettuce
are sometimes referred to simply as “butterhead” or “butter” lettuce. See also
LETTUCE.buttermilk see MILKbuttermilk pie A favorite in the American South, this pie has a
filling of buttermilk, butter, eggs, flour, and sugar, plus flavorings like lemon juice, vanilla, and
nutmeg. It’s similar to but tangier than CHESS PIE.butter mold see Kitchen Tools, Cookware,
and Bakeware Glossary.butter muslin British term for CHEESECLOTH.butternut see Nut
Glossary.butternut squash see Squash Glossary.butterscotch The flavor of butterscotch is a
blend of butter and brown sugar. It is popular for cookies, ice-cream toppings, frostings, and
candies.butter substitutes Found in powdered and granular forms, butter substitutes are made
by a process that removes the fat and water from butter extract (a blend of modified butter oil
and spray-dried butter). They contain no fat or cholesterol. What these “all natural” (according to
the label) products do contain are such ingredients as maltodextrin (a carbohydrate derived from
corn), corn syrup solids, salt, natural flavorings, buttermilk, and cornstarch. As expected from the
ingredients used, butter substitutes have an embarrassingly counterfeit flavor. They also have
from about 8 to 12 calories per teaspoon, as opposed to butter or margarine’s 33 calories per
teaspoon. Butter substitutes may either be reconstituted by blending with a liquid, or sprinkled
directly on to food. Because they’re fat-free, they cannot be used for baking, frying, or greasing
pans. See also BUTTER.butyric acid [byoo-TIHR-ihk] Found chiefly in butter, this natural acid
not only produces butter’s distinctive flavor but also causes the rancid smell in spoiled butter.
Butyric acid, also called butanoic acid, is also found in some fruits and is produced synthetically
to be used as a flavoring agent in various food products.Byrrh see Apéritif Glossary.byssus
[BIHS-suhs] see BEARDCcaballo chile see ROCOTO CHILE in Chiles and Peppers
Glossary.cabbage The word cabbage is a derivation of the French word caboche, a colloquial
term for “head.” The cabbage family—of which Brussels sprouts, broccoli, cauliflower, and kale
are all members—is wide and varied. Cabbage itself comes in many forms—the shapes can be
flat, conical, or round, the heads compact or loose, and the leaves curly or plain. In the United
States, the most widely used cabbage comes in compact heads of waxy, tightly wrapped leaves
that range in color from almost white to green to red. SAVOY CABBAGE and CHINESE
CABBAGE are considered culinarily superior but are less readily available. Choose a cabbage
with fresh, crisp-looking leaves that are firmly packed; the head should be heavy for its size.
Cabbage may be refrigerated, tightly wrapped, for about a week. It can be cooked in a variety of
ways or eaten raw, as in SLAW. Cabbage, a CRUCIFEROUS vegetable, contains a good amount
of vitamin C and some vitamin A.cabbage turnip see KOHLRABICabernet Franc see Wine
Glossary.Cabernet Sauvignon see Wine Glossary.cabinet pudding This classic English dessert



is made with layers of bread, cake, or LADYFINGERS (which may be soaked with LIQUEUR),
dried fruit, and custard. The pudding is baked, unmolded, and usually served with CRÈME
ANGLAISE. Another version of cabinet pudding uses gelatin and whipped cream; rather than
being baked, it’s simply chilled until set.cabra [KAH-brah; KAY-bray] Spanish for “goat.”Cabrales
see Cheese Glossary.cabrito [kay-BREE-toh] Spanish for “kid,” (a young goat).cacao [kah-KAY-
oh; kah-KAH-oh] The tropical, evergreen cacao tree is cultivated for its seeds (also called
beans), from which COCOA BUTTER, CHOCOLATE, and COCOA POWDER are
produced.cacciatore; It. cacciatora [kah-chuh-TOH-ray; kah-chuh-TOH-rah] Italian for “hunter,”
this American-Italian term refers to food prepared “hunter-style,” with mushrooms, onions,
tomatoes, various herbs, and sometimes wine. Chicken cacciatore is the most popular dish
prepared in this style.cacciuco [kah-CHEW-koh] A spicy Italian seafood stew similar to French
BOUILLABAISSE made with assorted fish plus shellfish such as clams, mussels, and/or shrimp
in a tomato garlic broth. It’s often seen on menus as Cacciuco alla Livornese because of its
association with Livorno, Italy.cachaça see Liquor Glossary.cachapa [kah-CHAH-pah] Thick
corn pancakes popular in Venezuela, cachapas are made with a thick, lumpy batter (which
sometimes includes fresh corn kernels) and baked on a griddle. They’re topped simply with
butter or cheese—or more exotically with spicy chicken, pork, or beef—before being folded and
grilled again.cachito [kah-CHEE-toh] Popular throughout Argentina and Venezuela, a cachito is
a CROISSANT or other savory PUFF PASTRY filled with chopped ham and cheese and heated
until the cheese melts.caçhola see CAÇOILAcaciocavallo see Cheese Glossary.caciotta [kah-
CHO-tah] A universal name for cow’s- or sheep’s-milk cheeses made throughout Italy. Caciotta
are simple, soft, and mild.caçoila [CAH-sohy-lah] 1. Black clay pot used for cooking in Portugal.
2. Name given to a variety of stews made in this pot. Caçoila is also spelled caçhola. See also
CHANFANA.cactus see NOPALES; PRICKLY PEARcactus leaves (pads) see NOPALEScactus
pearcactus pear Named for its pearlike shape and size, the cactus pear comes from any of
several varieties of opuntia cactus. Its prickly skin can range in color from green to purplish red;
its soft, porous flesh (scattered with black seeds) from light yellow-green to deep golden. Also
called prickly pear, this fruit has a melonlike aroma and a sweet but rather bland flavor. It’s
extremely popular in Mexico, Central and South America, the Mediterranean countries, and
southern Africa, and is slowly gaining favor in the United States. Cactus pears are available in
Latin markets and some specialty produce markets from fall through spring. Choose fruit that
gives slightly to palm pressure. It should have a deep, even color. Ripen firm cactus pears at
room temperature until soft. Store ripe fruit in the refrigerator for up to a week. Cactus pears are
usually served cold, peeled, and sectioned with the seeds removed.Caerphilly see Cheese
Glossary.Caesar salad [SEE-zer] A salad consisting of greens (classically, ROMAINE
LETTUCE) tossed with a garlic VINAIGRETTE dressing (made with WORCESTERSHIRE
SAUCE and lemon juice), grated Parmesan cheese, croutons, a CODDLED egg, and
sometimes anchovies. It is said to have been created in 1924 by Italian chef Caesar Cardini, who
owned a restaurant in Tijuana, Mexico.cafe [ka-FAY] A small, unpretentious restaurant.
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D. R. Crumm, “Fun book.. We have used the Food Lovers Companion basic soft cover book for
years, mainly to decode the language of menus. Understanding the origins of foods, and the
basics of cooking are wonderful services. Decoding the cryptology of restaurant menus has
been a marvelous tool. The unmasking of the mysteries of food has been very enjoyable.”

Smurfkat, “The gift that wowed. This was a gift for a budding chef who likes to explore the realm
of cuisine--especially, some of the little known areas. With its leather cover and gilt edges, this
was more than expected. Should serve this youth for many, many years--which is why we went
with the leather bound.”

Teri A., “one of my favorite books. i have two volumes, and i just love the newest addition. it has
so much information that is so useful and tips like crazy. i would totally recommend this book to
any one in the culinary work place.”

Ebook Library user, “Encourages an adventurous spirit. So much information in a handy format.
Explains many food names and food terms & some techniques from several cultures. Many in-
depth sections or charts on special interests: such as cheese, fish, apples, fats & oils, etc.”

Elizabethy, “A great and beautiful addition to a cookbook shelf.. Beautiful volume full of
trustworthy helpful information for anyone who cooks or eats.”

MerLin, “Very happy with this purchase.. Book was in great shape upon arrival. Would buy again
for sure from this seller.”

OILLZH, “Happy.. Fast shopping. Happy.”

The book by Ron Herbst has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 130 people have provided feedback.
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